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Preface

Since the informal meeting of Spatial
Planning Ministers in Liège in 1993, the EU
Member States and the European
Commission have been jointly elaborating
the European Spatial Development
Perspective (ESDP). In the preceding years,
through the signing of the Maastricht
Treaty, the EU had acquired considerably
extended competencies in various policy
fields, such as regional policies, trans-
European networks and environmental
issues. These have a potentially great
impact on the spatial development in the
Member States and the planning
parameters of their regions and cities. The
growing influence on spatial development
on the one hand is contrasted by a lack
of formal competence and political
organisation of spatial planning at the
administrative and legislative EU level on
the other hand. In opening the political
debate on the perspectives of European
spatial development the 15 Member
States and the European Commission
initiated an intensive communication
process concerning space and territory in
the context of European policies. Adopting
the ESDP in May 1999, they expressed their
agreement on common objectives and
concepts for the future development of the
territory of the EU.

The ESDP is based on certain assumptions
concerning current trends and problems of
spatial development in Europe and an
assessment thereof. Economic and social
cohesion, conservation of natural resources
and cultural heritage as well as a more
balanced competitiveness of the European
heritage are the underlying objectives of the
ESDP. The political guidelines for their
realisation as defined in the document are
(1) a balanced and polycentric urban
system and a new urban-rural relationship,
(2) parity of access to infrastructure
and knowledge and (3) sustainable
development, prudent management and
protection of nature and of cultural
heritage.

However, in the process leading up to the
adoption of the ESDP it became obvious
that, despite all the efforts, large gaps in
terms of comparable, spatially relevant data
and a sound knowledge of spatial processes
in Europe still remain. Acknowledging this,
the ESDP develops strategies to overcome
these deficits. The most important of these

strategies is the institutionalisation of a
“European Spatial Planning Observatory
Network” (ESPON). In the ESPON, spatial
research institutes of the Member States –
as so-called national focal points – are to
prepare and exchange information, thus
constituting an observatory in the form of a
research network. For Germany, the
Federal Office for Building and Regional
Planning (BBR) assumed the function of a
national focal point. From 1998 to 2000, the
ESPON was tested in the framework of
a study programme financed by the
Commission and the Member States in
accordance with article 10 of the European
Regional Development Fund.

The Study Programme pursued the
following four main questions:

Firstly, it asked how the concept of urban-
rural partnership can be given concrete
expression and how it can be adapted for
policy application. The relationships of
urban and rural regions are undergoing
rapid change in the course of which old
antagonisms step back against the new
meaning of interlinked, functional regions.
While for urban regions this goes in line
with substantial pressure on infrastructure
and environment, rural regions find
themselves confronted with far-reaching
social and economic challenges. The Study
Programme examined existing forms of
urban-rural relationships as well as new
forms of co-operation and urban-rural
partnerships, especially by refering to case
studies. It became clear that, generally, a
strong regional administration as well as
common objectives of the actors involved
are prerequisites for the success of
partnerships.

During the ESDP process seven criteria
were identified for which reliable indicators
are needed to monitor the progress is
realising the main objectives of the ESDP,
i.e. the support of a balanced and
sustainable development of the EU territory
and its cities and regions:

• Geographical Position

• Economic Strength

• Social Integration

• Spatial Integration

• Land-Use Pressure

• Natural Assets

• Cultural Assets



The Study Programme therefore secondly
asked whether and how these criteria can
be conceptualised and put into operation
as indicators for spatial development, and
to what extent it is possible to illustrate
these indicators with existing, accessible
empirical data. In accordance with the
seven criteria, seven international working
groups were formed. Germany played an
active part in three of the seven working
groups: geographical position, economic
strength and cultural assets.

Thirdly, the Study Programme investigated
how spatial concepts and political aims can
be visualised graphically and by maps.
Here, the combination of cartography and
symbolic representations to infography was
detrimental for the explorative approach.

Finally, also the organisation of work and
knowledge within the network was subject
to analysis when fourthly it was reflected,
whether a network of European spatial
research institutes as tested in the Study
Programme is effective in organising and
carrying forward the work on the quoted
questions.

With the present publication the BBR
documents the results of the Study
Programme, that the co-ordination team
led by Nordregio brought together in a
report.* In order to make the results
available to a circle of readers as wide as
possible, the BBR publishes the text in
English as well as in German. Petra Potz
from the Institute of Spatial Planning at the
University of Dortmund (IRPUD) took over
the translation of the final report into
German, for which we would like to thank
her.

We also want to point out that, apart from
the final report, also the results of the three
working groups on spatial criteria with
major participation of the BBR –
geographical position, economic strength
and cultural assets – are published in the
series Forschungen.

In the course of the Study Programme,
around 200 experts from the 15 EU Member
States co-operated in a multi-layered
international network: the network of
national focal points, the national networks
of spatial planning experts and 13
international working groups. As a test
phase for a future spatial planning
observatory network it proved to be a
challenging and enriching experience. We
firmly believe that the network approach of
the Study Programme has shown its
advantages and potential for the
observation of spatial development in the
European Union. It has proved that,
especially against the background of
contrasting national research traditions,
European co-operation works and
enables creative solutions representing an
important investment in the future.

Dr. Karl Peter Schön

Prof. Dr. Wendelin Strubelt

Federal Office for Building and
Regional Planning, Bonn

All results and reports that have
come out of the Study Pro-
gramme as well as a data file
with the indicators used have
been compiled on a CD-ROM
and are included in the present
volume.

Further copies can be ordered
at:
Nordregio Library
P.O. Box 1658
SE-11186 Stockholm
Schweden
Tel. +46.8.463.5415
Fax +46.8.463.5401
Email: library@nordregio.se
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In the Amsterdam Treaty of October 1997,
harmonious, balanced and sustainable
development of the European territory is
acknowledged as one of the essential aims
of the European Community. In most cases,
the objectives of EU policies do not have a
specific spatial character. Yet they may,
nonetheless, have a significant spatial
impact on the territory of the EU. Spatial
impact or significance means, in this
context, that Community measures modify
the spatial structure and potentials in the
economy and the society. Seen from this
aspect, the most important sectors of EU
policies are: Community Competition
Policy, Trans-European Networks (TEN),
the Structural and Cohesion Funds,
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP),
Environment Policy, Research, Technology
and Development (RTD), and loan
activities of the European Investment Bank.

The objectives of spatial development
policy at European level were formulated in
Leipzig in 1994, based on a decentralised
development policy towards a balanced EU
territory. In the ESDP, these objectives are
further developed in the following spatial
development guidelines and specified in a
number of policy aims and options:

• Development of a polycentric and
balanced urban system and
strengthening of the partnership
between urban and rural areas. This
involves overcoming the outdated
dualism between city and countryside.

• Promotion of integrated transport and
communication concepts, which
support the polycentric development of
the EU territory, is an important pre-
condition for enabling European cities
and regions to pursue their integration
into EMU. Parity of access to
infrastructure and knowledge should be
realised gradually. Regionally adapted
solutions must be found for this.

• Development and conservation of the
natural and the cultural heritage through
wise management. This contributes both
to the preservation and deepening of
regional identities and the maintenance
and use of the natural and cultural
diversity of the regions and cities of EU
as an asset in the age of globalisation.

In the process of drafting the ESDP, large
gaps were discovered in the available and
comparable spatially relevant data, and the
need for more knowledge, information on
territorial issues at European level was
felt repeatedly. In order to establish a
more solidly based comparative evaluation
of territorial strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats, agreement is
needed on the specific spatially relevant
criteria to be used and suitable indicators
for these criteria. A set of seven criteria
was proposed for differentiating the
components of the European territory:
geographical position, economic strength,
social integration, spatial integration, land-
use pressure, natural assets, and cultural
assets.

In late 1998, a study programme was
launched to test the usefulness of these
criteria and to improve the scientific basis
for further development of the ESDP.
Entitled the Study Programme on European
Spatial Planning 1998–1999 (SPESP), it was
set up as a pilot action under article 10 of
the ERDF Regulation with the main aims of
conceptualising and testing, on the basis of
existing research, the criteria of spatial
development, further developing the
concept of urban-rural partnership, and
testing possibilities for visualising spatial
strategies and policies. The three themes
selected for the study programme were:

• A strategic study “Towards a new rural-
urban partnership in Europe”. This study
aims at providing necessary materials for
refining the discussion of the system of
urban-rural relationships and how cities
and towns fit into a positively developing
spatial pattern. Key concepts for the
study are: main trends shaping the
European territory, a typology of cities,
issues of relevance for a partnership on
rural and urban development; and
possible fields of policy implications on
urban-rural partnership.

• Analysis of the components of the
European territory. The aim of the
analysis is to develop and test a set of
indicators for scoring spatial
components according to the seven
criteria mentioned in the Noordwijk
document. The reliability of these

1 Conclusions and recommendations

1.1 Introduction

(1)
ESDP – European Spatial
Development Perspective.
Towards Balanced and
Sustainable Development of the
Territory of the European Union.
Approved at the Informal
Council of Ministers
responsible for Spatial
Planning in Potsdam, May
1999. Published by the
European Commission.
Luxembourg, 1999

(2)
ESDP, Luxembourg, 1999

(3)
Federal Ministry for Regional
Planning, Building and Urban
Development (ed.): Principles
for a European Spatial
Development Policy. Bonn,
1995

(4)
European Spatial Development
Perspective, First official draft,
presented at the informal
meeting of Ministers
responsible for spatial
planning of the Member States
of the European Union.
Noordwijk, 1997

(5)
The study programme on
European spatial planning to
be carried out by a network of
specialised research institutes:
terms of reference.
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indicators is to be tested through the
production of experimental maps
representing typologies of spatial
components.

• Cartographic illustrations of selected
transnational options. The aim is to
explore possible concepts for
cartographic illustrations of spatial
policy on an experimental basis.

An additional objective of the Study
Programme is to gain experience of a
special sort of partnership and working
method: whether a European network of
research institutes on spatial planning can
bring added value to the development of
territorial policies. Should the network
model stand this test and show positive
results, EU Member States and the
European Commission would consider
establishing a more permanent network. In
the ESDP, this is named the European
Spatial Planning Observatory Network
(ESPON).

Through tendering processes, national
focal points (NFP) were appointed in each

of the Member States, and a co-ordination
team was established (box 1). In most
countries, several different institutions
have been involved in the work,
universities, public bodies, as well as
private companies. The full list of reports
and contributors is found in annex 1.

Of the leading partners in each country,
eight of 15 are university-based, six are
government agencies and institutes, and
one is a private company. The co-
ordination team consists of researchers and
consultants from five countries.

The Study Programme was launched in
December 1998. Six NFP meetings were
held, in Brussels (December 1998),
Stockholm (February 1999), Brussels
(March 1999), Nijmegen (June 1999), Rome
(October 1999) and Brussels (February
2000). The meetings in Stockholm,
Nijmegen and Rome were three-day events
with 60–75 participants, and therefore
important both as fora for discussions and
as milestones for the programme.

Box 1
National focal points and

co-ordination team
The national focal points:

• AUSTRIA: Österreichisches Institut für Raumplanung (ÖIR)

• BELGIUM: Konig Boudewin Stichting / Fondation Roi Baudouin

• DENMARK: Forskningscenter for Skov og Landskab

• FINLAND: Joensuun yliopisto

• FRANCE: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Groupe de Recherches

Libergeo

• GERMANY: Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung

• GREECE: University of Thessaly – Πανεπιστηµ∝ Φεσσαλια ç

• IRELAND: University College Dublin

• ITALY: Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, Dipartimento per i Servizi Tecnici

Nazionali

• LUXEMBOURG: Taurus – Institut an der Universität Trier

• NETHERLANDS: Rijksplanologische Dienst

• PORTUGAL: Centro de Estudos Geográficos da Universidade de Lisboa

• SPAIN: INDUROT Universidad de Oviedo

• SWEDEN: Byggforskningsrådet

• UNITED KINGDOM: The ESPRIN network, based at the Centre for Research in

European Urban Environments, University of Newcastle

The co-ordination team:

• NORDREGIO - the Nordic Centre for Spatial Development (Sweden)

• Agence Européenne ‘Territoires et Synergies’ (France)

• University of Nijmegen (the Netherlands)

• MCRIT – Multicriteria Consulting (Spain)

• CENSIS – Centro Studi Investimenti Sociali (Italy)
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The work was organised through 13
working groups. All countries were to
contribute to the work in each of the
working groups, however, several countries
took on the collective responsibility of
being lead partners for each group (box 2).
In addition to the general NFP meetings,
numerous meetings have been arranged
within the working groups. The programme
has also enjoyed fruitful co-operation with
the European Environment Agency and
Eurostat. Between the meetings, e-mail and
Internet have been the most important
means of communication and exchange of
draft texts. The co-ordinators established
an exclusive website for the Study
Programme, where all participants could
find updated versions of documents from
all of the working groups, agendas for NFP

meetings, minutes from meetings, progress
reports, background information, etc. The
full reports of the working groups are
available as a CD-ROM and on the co-
ordinator’s website (www.nordregio.se).

Some common decisions were made for the
Study Programme in general. Both
illustrations and analyses have to be related
to a proper geographical scale regarding the
message to be conveyed in each case. In
general, NUTS 2 has been recommended,
but whether this was, in fact, an
appropriate scale was to be decided
individually for each indicator in question.
Since the outcome of the exercise is to be
seen in a European context, the European
dimension and relevance to the EU territory
was the constant focus of the work.

Box 2
The working groups and
their lead partners

Strategic study ‘Towards a new rural-urban partnership in Europe’

• Main trends Austria, Finland, Greece, Ireland, UK

• Typology of cities Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,

Sweden, UK

•  Rural-urban partnership France, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

Portugal, Spain

• Fields of policy implication France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

Portugal, Sweden, UK

Development of indicators reflecting the criteria for spatial differentiation

• Geographical position Finland, France, Germany

• Spatial integration Belgium, France, Portugal, United Kingdom

• Economic strength Ireland, Luxembourg

• Natural assets Denmark, Spain

• Cultural assets Germany, Italy

• Land-use pressure Greece, the Netherlands

• Social integration Austria, Sweden

• Experimental synthesis Germany

Cartographic illustrations

• Infography Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,

the Netherlands, Spain, United Kingdom

1.2 Urban-rural partnership

The ESDP aim of achieving balanced
development across the EU territory echoes
traditional regional development policy.
Where the ESDP departs from this is in its
horizontal policy approach, addressing the

territorial complexity, and its proposed
tools: the development of the periphery in
the era of globalisation is not to take place
at the cost of the core; the twin policy
aims of development and balance are
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pursued by promoting the “development of
a polycentric and balanced urban system
and strengthening of the partnership
between urban and rural areas”. The role
of urbanised areas is emphasised: the
notion of urban-rural relationships on
which these partnerships are based,
emphasises promotion of an integrated
conception of town/city and countryside/
rural corresponding to actually operating
functional linkages. This challenges the
outdated dualism between city and
countryside which still dominates current
policy approaches, especially at the
European level. The strategic study on
urban-rural partnership is therefore a step
towards giving this objective concrete form.

One of the first important questions to be
asked is thus what sort of linkage currently
exists between policies directed at urban
and rural areas. The ESDP identifies a
number of policy areas of significance for
spatial development, but a closer
examination of these areas reveals that
there are presently few links between
policies addressing development of rural
areas and those addressing the development
of urban areas. Despite the gradual
adaptation of the CAP in the direction of a
rural development policy, based on a fabric
of smaller and larger urban centres, this is
still hardly a targeted process. Urban
policies focus primarily on social exclusion
and the urban environment, viewing urban
areas only to a very limited extent as part of
complex regional systems which also
include rural areas. It is first and foremost
within the context of the Structural Funds
that entire regions are seen as spatial
entities under Objective 1 and the new
Objective 2 programmes, as well as in larger
territories under the Interreg Community
Initiative.

Throughout most of the twentieth century,
Europe has experienced major shifts in its
geo-political situation and economic
organisation, accompanied by major social
and cultural transformations. Different
combinations of trends, operating at
different speed, have affected different
parts of the continent. For example, while
rural depopulation is today a marked
tendency in many parts of Europe, other
areas are dominated by an increasing
integration with the metropolitan cores.
The dynamics of change have been studied
under six headlines (box 3).

Among the most important trends
currently shaping spatial patterns are the
varying growth impulses which affect the
regions through processes linked with
globalisation, liberalisation and the spatial
concentration of innovative milieux. An
aging population is creating new problems
in many parts of Europe. We witness how,
at one and the same time, urban culture is
spreading to all types of regions while
the differences between the various
subgroups of the population are increasing.
Currently the  most  important  trend with a
potential to bolster rural values is the
increasing consciousness of the need
for environmental sustainability. It is
necessary to systematise and typologise the
various degrees of urbanity/rurality
characterising different regions and to look
closely at the trends which are currently
relevant for the development of this
relationship. The traditional dichotomy
between the “urban” and the “rural” is
becoming less and less significant, as
functional regions become ever more
expansive and various new types of
functional relationships are developed.

Relationships can be studied primarily
through focusing on flows, but comparative
data on flows between different areas, or
areas of different types, are scarcely to be
found. Furthermore, among the EU
Member States one can find significant
variations in what is understood as “urban”
or “rural”. In this context, it can be
considered as a major achievement that
general agreement was reached on a
definition of urban settlements, which
allows for the identification of comparable
urban entities for the whole European
territory. This entity, referred to as a

• Changing nature of economic activities

and their spatial consequences

• Dynamics of innovation and learning

• Changing demographic profiles

• Social change and differentiating

lifestyles

• New basis for culture, identity and

citizenship

• Environmental sustainability as a

motivating concept

Box 3
Main trends affecting urban-rural relationships
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• Home-work relationships

• Central place relationships

• Relationships between metropolitan areas and urban centres in rural and inter-

mediate areas

• Relationships between rural and urban enterprises

• Rural areas as consumption areas for urban dwellers

• Rural areas as open spaces for urban areas

• Rural areas as carriers of urban infrastructure

• Rural areas as suppliers of natural resources for urban areas

European Functional Urban Area (EFUA),
groups around urban cores of at least 5000
jobs all local units sending daily more than
40% commuters to the core or to a unit
belonging to the EFUA. For this reason a
specific typology was developed for the
European territory, based on population
statistics and taking its point of departure
in the relationship between urban and rural
(box 4).

Different policies should be applied
depending upon the regional structure of
settlement systems and the complex
interrelationships within territories
regarding urban-rural relationships. To
develop such policies, there is an urgent
need for data on these relationships, i.e. on
the flows between the urban and rural areas
of a functional region.

Discussing the needs and possibilities for
partnership is difficult, if not impossible,
without first having a clear picture of the
relationship between the partners involved.
Furthermore, it is important to distinguish
between urban-rural relationships, which
refer to the actually operating, functional
linkages between urban and rural areas,
and urban-rural partnerships, which refer
to initiatives to formulate, adapt and
implement an integrated policy. A typology
of urban-rural relationships is presented in

box 5. Even when allowance is made for the
necessary simplification of a very complex
question, the picture that emerges reveals a
very uneven balance between urban and
rural areas. Sometimes the development of
rural areas limits urban development, but
more often the development of rural areas
depends on economic activities and
facilities located in cities and urban areas. It
is those parts of the rural areas which are
most firmly linked to the growing parts of
the national economy, i.e. those which lie
geographically closest to them or attract
visitors, which  receive the strongest
positive developmental impulses. Clearly
the spatial and ecological footprint of urban
areas extends well beyond the city limits.
Although some crude forms of exploitation
have disappeared, other softer forms of
exploitation have emerged, such as the
transformation of rural areas into
consumption landscapes. Redefining
urban-rural relationships therefore
demands new forms of urban-rural
partnerships, through which a joint
development potential can be defined and
implemented. This is a task for the regions
themselves. Only by applying a bottom-up
principle in shaping partnerships can the
synergy and added value inherent in such
co-operation be obtained.

Box 4
Typologies of territoriesA typology of six broad types of territories is distinguished on the basis of urbanisation

rate, rural population density, the degree of contrast in the distribution of settlement size,

average distance to any urban settlement, the primacy of the largest city, and the size of

the largest centre:

• regions dominated by a large metropolis,

• polycentric regions with high urban and rural densities,

• polycentric regions with high urban densities,

• rural areas under metropolitan influence,

• rural areas with networks of medium-sized and small towns,

• remote rural areas.

Box 5
A typology of urban-rural
relationships
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Urban-rural partnerships have been
studied through a number of case studies.
Their objectives can be classified into four
categories:

• The first is balanced settlement structure
and improvement of accessibility, with
the examples especially prevalent in
regions with a relatively high population
density. Such partnerships concern
often land use and development of
public transportation networks.

• The second objective could be described
as diversification of the economy in a
wider urban-rural context. This
concerns economic restructuring in a
wide sense, including, for example, joint
regional marketing, stimulation of
cluster formation, etc. Diversification of
farming may also counterbalance either
land abandonment or agricultural
intensification, by developing niche
production in agriculture, etc.

• A third type of objective is the
conservation and development of natural
resources and heritage. This includes, for
example, developing landscape parks
and protection of areas in the proximity
of cities which have special recreational
value – in other words taking action to
ensure that economic development will
be able to proceed while at the same time
protecting natural assets.

• Promotion of culture and of cultural
heritage in economic development
strategies is the fourth objective
category. Here, too, the focus is on
utilisation of the economic potential
inherent in regional culture, for the
benefit of both urban and rural
residents.

These partnerships can have varying
form and composition. They may
consist exclusively of institutional/public
actors. They can also be based on
public administrative structures, but
accompanied by informal advisory bodies
involving private partners. There are also
examples of partnerships based on
informal structures involving private and/
or public bodies. To judge from the case
studies the partnerships have worked on
both the planning and implementation of
concrete projects, as well as with planning
measures in a wider sense. There are also
examples of how their joint activities, in
which representatives from very different
parts and sectors of a region participate,
influence the evolution and improvement
of planning cultures.

The most important constraints and
obstacles working against efficient urban-
rural partnerships would appear, on the
basis of the case studies, to be a weakly
developed sense of common purpose
between the various actors in the regions
themselves. There are examples of
competition between local authorities and
weakness of inter-municipal organisations,
especially where regional administration is
weak. There are also examples where
sizeable disparities in the relative capacities
of the actors makes planning difficult, e.g.
where there is regional domination by
metropolitan areas. Lack of knowledge,
motivation and awareness from civil
society can also result in limitations to the
involvement and efficacy of partnerships.
Furthermore, it is necessary to continue
further work to conceptualise the urban-
rural partnership and to continue to work
with case studies, focusing on means to
overcome obstacles to partnership.

At the moment, it appears that there is
much to be gained by strengthening the
regional level and placing renewed
emphasis on the role of spatial planning and
on the general improvement of co-operative
planning. An integrated policy concept at
regional and local level should be
developed. In an area such as this, where
the very concept is new, there is in addition
a significant potential for exchanging
experiences between countries and
regions. Policies need to take into account
the specific regional contexts, which
naturally differ considerably from country
to country and region to region. Further
exploration of the regional and local
contexts remains necessary. Four specific
policy areas are pinpointed for particular
attention:

• accelerating agricultural restructuring
and diversification of the economy in
rural areas,

• mobilising and enhancing endogenous
resources not least through valuing
natural and cultural amenities,

• developing the economies of small and
medium-sized towns,

• promoting sustainable development in
metropolitan and other highly urbanised
regions.

The national and regional levels are the
most important for implementation, but EU
policies also have a contribution to make. At
present EU urban and rural development
policies still generally operate in parallel,
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with scant provision for operative
interactions such as those required for
urban-rural partnerships. Introducing a
pro-active attitude towards the notion of
urban-rural partnership into EU policies on
a much wider basis seems necessary. It is a
potential for this in the operational
programmes related to the Structural
Funds (Objective 1 and 2 areas). Urban-
rural partnerships could also be
implemented in the context of Community
Initiative Interreg III. A number of sectoral
EU policies (in agriculture and forestry,
environment, transport and energy,
telecommunications, SMEs, tourism,
culture and education, for example) could
also contribute through specific measures
to the development of urban-rural
partnerships.

The strategic study on urban-rural
partnership has explored extensive new
ground. Never before has this theme been
studied at the European level. Even for
most Member States it has been quite a
novel approach. One year of research

within the SPESP has brought important
new insights. One challenge now is to build
on the SPESP results to deepen our
knowledge of the ways in which urban and
rural areas are mutually dependent. More
insight is also needed into the many and
differing means of governance. The most
important areas for action include:

• the collection and analysis of
comparable data on the various flows
which lie at the heart of urban-rural
relationships,

• investigating the structure of European
Functional Urban Areas (EFUAs),

• testing and elaborating the typology of
rural-urban spatial patterns,

• case studies on urban-rural
relationships and partnership according
to a specifically defined format.

These various strands of research should
form the core of a fairly precisely oriented
and well structured programme, where
provision would also be made so that
results gained in one project can feed into
other projects and vice versa.

• As functional regions become larger, the traditional dualism between city and

countryside becomes less relevant. It is, therefore, necessary to have better links

between policies addressing urban areas and policies addressing rural areas.

• It is important to distinguish between urban-rural relationships and the question of

interaction and flows on one hand, and urban-rural partnerships and the question

 of co-operation and governance, on the other.

• Much can be gained by strengthening the regional level of government, and by

improvement of co-operative planning.

• Further work should concentrate on European Functional Urban Areas and on case

studies.

Box 6
Key messages on urban-
rural partnership

1.3 Criteria for spatial differentiation

Policy aimed exclusively at balance would
lead to weakening economically stronger
regions and, simultaneously, increasing the
dependency of less favoured regions.
Development alone would favour an
increase of regional disparities. An
overemphasis on protection or prevention of
spatial structures bears the risk of
stagnation since it might slow down
modernisation trends.6

The central aim of the ESDP – sustainable
and balanced development – implies
simultaneously pursuing the objectives of
economic and social cohesion, sound
management of the natural and cultural
heritage and a more balanced
competitiveness of the European territory.
As defined by the Brundtland Report,
sustainable development means achieving
economic growth in a way that will not
deprive future generations of opportunities
presently optional. The ESDP underlines
the necessity of pursuing the objectives of
development, balance and protection
together:

In order to make tangible the rather
abstract formula of sustainable
development, and to handle the three
objectives of development, balance and

(6)
ESDP, Luxembourg, 1999
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protection together, decision makers need
policy options inferred from the basic aim.
In the ESDP, 3 guiding principles, 13 policy
aims and 60 policy options are formulated,
which deal with parts of the question, most
of them expressed so that they cover two or
three of the objectives. To be able to
monitor spatial development in Europe,
with a view to following-up on these
general policy formulations, there is a need

for integrated indicators to reveal in what
direction we are heading, i.e. whether we
are drawing closer to or moving away from
the over-arching goals of a balanced and
polycentric European territory. The EDSP
makes a first attempt at doing this, in
proposing seven criteria to be analysed,
which together should be able to
characterise spatial development (Box 7):

Box 7
Criteria for spatial

development
• Geographical position, i.e. the relative location of an area;

• Spatial integration, i.e. the  opportunities for and levels of interaction between areas;

• Economic strength, i.e. the relative economic situation of an area compared with

others;

• Natural assets, i.e. the importance, sensitivity, size or rarity of ecosystems and other

natural areas;

• Cultural assets, i.e. landscape characteristics and ancient and modern cultural

structures;

• Land-use pressure, i.e. the probability of conflicts of interest between different types of

land-use;

• Social integration, i.e. the level of interaction between social groups within and
between areas.

The Study Programme has investigated (1)
whether and how these criteria can be
conceptualised, (2) how indicators for
spatial development can be constructed,
and  (3) to what extent it is possible, based
on accessible sources, to find empirical
data with which to illustrate these
indicators.

It appears that conceptual clarification
and production of indicators are
complementary activities: it is not possible
to produce indicators without clear
definitions, while at the same time the
attempt to product quantitative indicators
helps make policy concepts more precise.
All the endeavours encountered, as might
have been expected in working in a new
field, major limitations in data. This has
also served to direct the empirical work into
areas where data was available. There is
therefore necessary to underline that this is
only a first step towards development of
European data for these criteria, and that
considerable work remains to be done before
we have established good indicators for
spatial development. In addition, there is
reason to emphasise that what we are
dealing with here is the relative situation
between the various EU regions, and doing
so at a relatively high geographical level

(usually NUTS 2). Here we are not working
with differences and linkages within these
regions – as this was the focus of the
discussion on urban-rural partnership.

The simplest way of illustrating
geographical position, is to calculate the EU
centre on the basis of the population centre
of gravity. If we disregard barriers and
measure distances as the crow flies, the
centre of the present EU territory is located
east of Reims in France. When we take into
consideration travel time for various forms
of communications, the geographical core
can be found in Belgium/the Netherlands/
south-western Germany. As far as the
population factor is concerned, the existing
core-periphery pattern is clearly expressed.
In recent years, the role of transnational
policies has grown in importance for
decisions on transport infrastructure and
improvement of accessibility, while at
the same time their relative spatial
consequences are under debate.

Alternative approaches to accessibility were
also experimented with, in order to map
transport corridors and to simulate the
effects of information technology
investments on accessibility. Further work
should also develop linkages between
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accessibility data and data on the political
and cultural barriers hampering the
development of a more decentralised and
polycentric Europe, and in doing so also
take ICT developments and changes in time
distance into consideration.

Spatial integration can be seen as an all-
encompassing concern, presenting obvious
links with criteria such as geographical
position, economic strength and social
integration, but also with other research
fields like the concept of European
Functional Urban Areas (EFUAs). Spatial
integration certainly deserves an in-depth
conceptual analysis. Clarification of
concepts and methodological development
have been fuelled by exploratory studies in
three fields: flows and barrier effects,
spatial homogeneity and discontinuities,
and co-operation between spatial entitites.
The studies identify various spatial patterns
according to topic and scale, such as the
effect of national borders on goods flows,
and the relative decrease in wealth
differences between countries rather than
within them. Differences between regions
provide opportunities for trade and
exchanges and can create flows between
them. Flows can reduce spatial differences
as well as increase them. This is a challenge
for the European integration project, and
pinpoints the importance of co-operation
between spatial entities in order to achieve
balanced spatial integration. It also
underlines the necessity of comprehending
the issue of spatial integration
simultaneously at several different
geographical levels and on different
domains, keeping in mind the numerous
factors that play a role – from physical and
cultural distances to political and
administrative structures.

One indicator for economic strength is GDP
per employee. Much of the variation
between regions can be explained by
differences between countries. By applying
a simple classification of areas as urban,
rural and intermediate regions at the EU
level, we can illustrate a general core-
periphery divide between the economic
core regions, on the one hand, and regions
in eastern Germany and southern Europe,
on the other. The areas lying in-between
vary to a significant extent. Capital cities
and other large urban areas have, in
general, greater productivity that the rest of
the country. At the same time, it is apparent
that high productivity does not necessarily

mean low employment, or vice versa.
Despite the fact that this is one of the areas
best covered as far as data is concerned, the
need for better updating and harmonising of
national data at regional level remains. To
be able to proceed further with analyses
which can explain the variations between
regions, it is furthermore necessary to link
up economic data with other types of data.
The results so far do, however, underline
that a range of complementary policies
should be considered for economic
development, rather than relying on one
policy, e.g. to enhance competitiveness.

Natural assets were definied as natural
characteristics of the European territory and
emphasise their relation to the
environment. An important part of the work
here, as for other criteria as well, has been
to investigate what data was available. And
here as well there turned out to be only a
few aspects which could be empirically
described, and that the high geographical
level of the study and use of administrative
NUTS regions was poorly suited to
describing environmental issues. Maps were
produced for topics like ecosystem
diversity, natural hazards and protected
areas. With the help of data on land cover at
a very low geographical level maps were
produced which reveal pressures on the
environment, where high pressures are
found in urban areas and along transport
corridors, medium pressure in agricultural
areas, and low pressure in the peripheries.
To proceed further in this area it will be
necessary to work on conceptualising and
significantly improving access to data, and
to further develop the co-operation with
agencies like the EEA and Eurostat. One
interesting possibility would be to compile
a comprehensive set of indicators for a
number of pilot areas, and in so doing
testing ways in which natural assets can be
described from a spatial perspective. A
further option is to encourage co-operation
and experience exchange between areas of
similar characteristics, e.g. discussing
economic opportunities for territories
affected by protection.

Cultural assets are primarily of two types,
cultural landscapes on the one hand and
heritage cities, cultural sites and
monuments on the other. Cultural assets
have the deepest territorial roots. They are
neither footloose nor reproducible, and
therefore particularly fragile and sensitive
to utilisation. The aim of the study was to
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identify a few indicators that give an
indication of the values of cultural heritage.
For landscapes, this proved to be difficult.
As comprehensive European data sources
do not exist, and national data sources are
not comparable, significant work remains
to be done before we can have an European
classification of cultural landscapes. Nor
was it a simple task to obtain data for
heritage cities and monuments. In this
case, road maps and tourist guides were
used as they provided an expression of
comparable evaluation of cultural values
from a tourism perspective. On their basis
maps were produced showing the density
of attractions, the degree of pressure and
the degree of sustainability in the tourist
industry. Work up until now has
demonstrated that data availability for
proper evaluation and monitoring of
cultural assets on a European level is
insufficient. One basic condition for
conserving or developing cultural heritage is
its registration. An important step will be to
include the cultural heritage and landscape
characteristics into the standard routines of
environmental impact assessment.

Land-use pressure is an indicator that is
related to the previous two. There has been
a general intensification and specialisation
of land use over the years, both due to
urban growth, intensification of agriculture
and through concentration on traffic along
specific corridors. Data on the pollution of
deeper groundwater was used to show
areas where high land-use pressure is
endangering the environment. In remote
and disadvantaged regions, however,
there are tendencies towards more
extensive land use, sometimes approaching
abandonment.  The maps produced
illustrate the strong links between
geographical scale and the kind of issues
raised. Spatial planning challenges and
solutions are found at the local level. In
future work the question of scale needs more
attention. Causes and effects of land-use
pressure have proved to be highly different
throughout Europe, whether we look at the
local or regional level, for instance around
expanding cities, and the extent of impacts
can vary from being very local to
encompassing large regions.

Social integration is a theme which has
proven to be difficult to work with in an EU-
wide context. Among those 60 policy
options to be found in the ESDP, there is
only one which directly refers to social

integration, and this in fact deals more
concretely with social exclusion in urban
areas under pressure – in other words
reflecting a different geographical level,
examining differences within regions
rather than between them. In the SPESP,
which took its point of departure in
available data, it was primarily labour
market relations which offered possibilities
for examining social integration, and this
based on long-term unemployment as a
step towards exclusion from the labour
market. While in northern and central
Europe long-term unemployment is
something one finds primarily in industrial
regions undergoing restructuring and in
urban regions, the phenomenon is
particularly prevalent in agricultural
regions of southern Europe. Another
indicator of social integration in the labour
market is the activity rate, defined as the
share of working-age people economically
active. The activity rate of women is
especially indicative, showing a clear
culturally based pattern. The presence of
social networks, family relations,
participation in civic life, etc. are important
qualitative factors for social integration.
More research is needed on these matters
and their importance in different parts of
Europe; in the southern Member States
where increased labour marked
participation is affecting family structures,
as well as in the northern states where
public welfare systems are eroding. Social
integration is a theme where more
conceptual work is needed if the concept is to
be relevant as an indicator for spatial
development.

To obtain an integrated perspective of
the seven criteria, experiments with
quantitative data analyses were conducted
to test interrelations between them. This is
important in order for the indicators to
prove their value in a spatial policy context.
Within the Study Programme an important
step has been taken, even though major
efforts are still needed to meet this
objective. As an experiment, the correlation
between different indicators was tested,
showing e.g. the correlation between
indicators for high accessibility, high GDP
per employee, low unemployment and the
prevalence of emissions, but with several
remarkable exceptions. A cluster analysis
yielded a picture of an EU made up of eight
groups of regions: the metropolitan
regions of the EU centre, the western
Mediterranean regions, the peripheral
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vative as compared to the findings in
better-established fields.

The work up until now has shown
promising results and will serve as a good
basis for further work. However, more
remains to be done before we arrive at a set
of indicators which can characterise spatial
development in a comprehensive and
comparable manner. The large variation
between spatial developments in different
areas of Europe was illustrated, as was the
fact that the questions to be addressed are
understood in a variety of ways.
Furthermore, we have seen that a
significant input is required to
conceptualise the criteria in order for the
progress made towards achieving policy
objectives to be effectively monitored
empirically. There is also the question of
which geographical level is relevant for
formulating objectives and for tracing
development through joint European
effort. And, last but not least, the work has
demonstrated the shortage of data to
enable use to follow the progress of spatial
development.

The next step in the process should be to
put the knowledge gained from this work to
use in a revision of interest for spatial
differentiation and to make a systematic
contribution to rectifying data shortages.

Box 8
Key messages on spatial
indicators

• A major first step has been taken in developing spatial indicators.

• Further conceptualising of instruments for assessing spatial development is necessary.

• Current interrelationships and overlaps between the seven criteria should be further

assessed. This would eventually lead to a revision of the criteria.

• Choosing the optimal geographical scale is important for the work on spatial indicators.

For some indicators, new approaches are necessary to find data for the appropriate

geographical level.

• A major effort is necessary to develop comparative data on which operational

instruments can be based.

1.4 Spatial images

southern Europe, the Nordic countries
Finland and Sweden, the German
new Länder, the central non-rural regions,
the rural central/north-western regions,
and northern France/southern UK.
Furthermore, a factor analysis identified
seven spatial dimensions: centrality
(accompanied by environmental threats),
traditionality (having regard to economic
and social structure), economic strength
and urbanity, exclusion (in this case, from
the labour market), intensive agriculture,
lack of nature protection and population
change.

The progress made by individual working
groups was naturally dependent both upon
the already existing materials and state of
discussion in their various fields. Ready
availability of more traditional and well
investigated indicators (of, for example,
economic strength or accessibility),
enabled some working groups to build their
indicator system on firm and substantial
bases. Other working groups in a less
fortunate position, e.g. those dealing with
cultural assets or social and spatial
integration, faced very different starting
positions, as they have had to develop their
themes from scratch. Against this
background, these results can be
considered more fundamental and inno-

In recent years, numerous symbolic
representations of the European territory
have been created. Often have they
presented mind-catching illustrations,
which have served as powerful tools for
both shaping attitudes and visualising
policy aims. Some images even have
become policy icons.

Visual representations have often
generated controversial reactions from
readers, as has also been the case in the
ESDP work. This is an understandable
reaction to the complexity of the European
spatial development policies. The evolution
from maps and cartographics to
infographics in the ESDP document –
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compare the Noordwijk and Potsdam
documents – has shown that further efforts
on ways of illustrating European spatial
policy are needed.

Within SPESP, a collection of possible
visualisations was therefore produced, with
the aim of developing alternative graphic
images based on ESDP policy aims. Any
successful attempt to visualise European
spatial policies has to address the territorial
dimension of development aims as well as
conflicting issues and then attempt to
portray them (and run the risk of being
rejected) or avoid them by oversimplifying.
Cartography and infography are two
different approaches to visualisation of the
ESDP policy options.

• Cartography is the rational approach,
which follows systematic methods to
develop maps starting from GIS software
tools.

• Infography may use cartography as an
input, but also allows for more creative
methods, which produce images based
on symbolic languages. Policy actions

directly linked to policy aims, such as
strengthening, promoting or protecting
can then be integrated into the same
images.

The collection contains a rich variety of
methods and images, offering a different
– perhaps a better – understanding of the
overall challenge: how policies can be
communicated effectively to people.

Compiling and presenting different spatial
images underlines that no single solution
exists for communicating policies and
strategies of a territorial nature. At the same
time, infographics can be very powerful
tools in conveying messages linked to
territorial development. The examples
developed within the SPESP serve the
purpose of nourishing reflections at
transnational, national, regional and local
level in the use of spatial images in the
communication of spatial policies of the
future. The collection, including the full
report and the complete set of SPESP
infographics is available on a CD ROM.

Box 9
Key messages on images

showing spatial policies
and strategies

• Infographics is a powerful tool in conveying a territorial policy or strategy.

• Infography may use cartography as an input, but is a creative product using a symbolic

language. Policy aims such as strengthening, promoting or protecting can then be

integrated into the images.

• The approach and style is dependent upon local and regional issues, and is up to the

responsible authorities to decide.

1.5 Networking

The Study Programme has been a testing
ground for European-wide research
networking in the field of spatial planning
and a possible future ESPON. In general,
the experience has been very positive.
Some 200 professionals have been involved
in the programme, which has proved to be a
wide-reaching and impressive endeavour.
Their interest in and enthusiasm for the
programme has been manifest, for
instance, in the high level of participation
and lively discussions prevailing at all the
meetings and group sessions which have
been organised. The final reports from the
working groups reflect both the wide scope
and quality of their work. The reports give

an excellent idea of the current state-of-
the-art when it comes to conceptualisation
and empirical illustration of the ESDP
concepts, thereby providing a good
foundation for further efforts.

Generally speaking, this kind of networking
needs substantial and continuous co-
ordination to be effective. In addition, the
organisation and background of the various
National Focal Points themselves seems to
be crucial for the effectiveness of the co-
operation. Co-ordination has turned out to
be important for mediation within
individual working groups, but even more
so in order to exploit the interlinkages
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between the various working groups, as well
as to maintain a focus on the European
dimension.

Given the large numbers of participants
involved and the short deadlines set for the
project, it was both time- and cost-effective
to co-ordinate the work by using electronic
media to the utmost extent practicable.
Despite the fact that these methods of
working would scarcely have been
conceivable only 2 to 3 years ago, they
turned out to be highly successful. The
mere fact that the SPESP could be carried
out within the economic and time limits is,
in itself, proof of the rapid development of
communications technology throughout
Europe. In the future this can be put to even
further advantage, for instance in the form
of newsgroups, on-line discussion fora,
interactive website editing possibilities,
telemeetings, etc.

The organisational model chosen for the
SPESP included a co-ordination body,
national focal points, national sub-
networks and transnational working
groups. This model has been, by a vast
majority of NFPs, assessed as satisfactory
for the purposes. Most of the work has been
carried out in the working groups, through
which participation in and thus
responsibility for the various themes has
been divided among the countries. Once
this had been concluded it was up to group
members to divide up the tasks between
themselves. The arrangement meant that
parties who had not known each other
previously have worked together, in more-
or-less randomly composed working
groups, with the corresponding risks of
friction between institutions and
individuals from differing academic
backgrounds and cultures. It was only to be
expected that some tensions should arise,
but on the whole the system has functioned
beyond all expectations. It has without
doubt created networks which will
continue to exist far into the future and
which can be put to use in other contexts;
this must be viewed as a very positive spin-
off of the Study Programme.

In general, the working methods have also
functioned adequately, although some
weaknesses came to light with regard to the
division of responsibility. The need for more
active co-ordination of content, for
instance, has been pointed out; however,
such an arrangement would have
demanded a basic change in the

empowerment and resources of the co-
ordination team, a greater input of
resources on the part of the Commission or
a steering body for the programme as a
whole. Not least as a result of the variations
in the nature of the NFPs, the NFP meetings
have not been used for decision-making.
Questions were also raised concerning the
internal co-ordination of the working
groups and the need for clearly assigning
responsibility for each of the themes to be
dealt with. Within a possible future ESPON
this could be resolved by establishing task-
oriented project teams with a leading
partner, combined with a steering body
including representatives from the various
countries.

The division of resources between NFPs was
determined on the basis of country size,
with a guaranteed minimum for the
smallest countries and ceiling for the
largest ones. National co-financing has, in
addition, varied. As a general rule, the
Member States were to co-finance their
NFPs by providing the same amount they
received under the Article 10 programme,
but there are examples where individual
countries have contributed in excess of
this amount. This has meant marked
differences in the resources available to the
different working groups. There is no
simple solution to this problem, since it will
always be difficult for small countries to
provide economic and personnel resources
equivalent to those from more populous
countries. An additional challenge is to
combine consideration for the countries’
equal participation, on the one hand, with
the limits set by available resources for
individual tasks, on the other.

Related to this is the question of
comprehension of the question investigated,
i.e. the variations between countries and
between academic disciplines and
traditions in their conception of the
implications of the criteria being studied. In
an EU context it is important to include a
breadth of viewpoints and traditions. In
subsequent work, in a longer time frame,
having each working group or project team
describe their way of viewing the problem
before it is actually assigned to them can
ensure a broader spectrum of views.

The working group reports show that good
progress has been made with regard to
conceptualisation, but considerably less
where empirical descriptions are
concerned. An important future quality
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criterion will be developing of comparative
European data to correspond to the
questions being addressed. The results up
to now reveal that access to data is difficult.
A future programme, with a possible time
span of a number of years, will have quite
different and much improved possibilities,
both to process national data as well as to
co-operate with international agencies and
data providers. Furthermore, specific
questions appear to be difficult to
conceptualise at European level, or can be
better visualised by means of case studies
than through European-wide statistics or
cartography.

A final important point concerns the
relationship between scientific endeavour
and policy-making. While the ESDP is a
policy document, developed jointly by the
Member States and the Commission
through the CSD, the SPESP involves co-
operation between research institutes. In
many respects, this is one of the most

important innovations of the Study
Programme: it represents the first time that
the research community has been engaged
with these questions in a systematic
manner. There is, however, no linear
progression from scientific endeavour to
policy-making, as scientific results are
based on empirical proof and always
require an interpretation to be applicable in
a policy context. In the SPESP as well it has
been clearly demonstrated that networks of
academics have their strengths on the
scientific perspectives. In a future ESPON,
more consideration might be given to
establishing more direct linkages to
national policy-makers. One way of
realising closer linkages and fruitful co-
operation would be to arrange periodical
meetings between the scientific working
groups and policy makers to ensure a
continuing and reciprocal exchange on
advancements and problems, aims and
requirements.

• The SPESP as a networking experiment was a success, with high participation and

good results.

• Electronic communications are working well within and between all Member States.

It has markedly enhanced productivity for networks, and can be further developed.

• The efficiency of transnational working groups can be further improved by clearer

demarcation of responsibilities within them and increased co-ordination between them.

• It is necessary to balance consideration for the countries’ equal participation with the

limits set by available resources for the smaller countries.

• Since there are variations in the comprehension of these questions, it is necessary to

include a breadth of viewpoints and traditions.

• A long-term commitment for improving comparative European data is necessary, from

national agencies as well as from international agencies.

• Better links for feedback between research and policy-making should be established

for an ESPON with a significantly longer working mandate.

Box 10
Lessons from networking
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The ESDP aim of achieving balanced
development across the EU territory
strongly echoes traditional regional
development policy. Where the ESDP
departs from this traditional model is both
in its policy approach to distribution of
resources and in the tools proposed. As far
as policy is concerned, the pursuit of
development on the periphery is not to take
place at the cost of the core. Hence, the twin
policy aims of development and balance are
pursued by promoting the “development of
a polycentric and balanced urban system
and strengthening of the partnership
between urban and rural areas”. This is the
first of three development objectives for the
territory of the EU.

Before proceeding further mention should
be made of how this policy aim relates to
urban-rural partnership, the subject of this
chapter. The ESDP discusses polycentric
development at European level and
advocates the development of several
integration zones. At present only one large
geographical zone is fully integrated in the
global economy. This is the core area of the
European Union, defined by the
metropolises of London, Paris, Milan,
Munich and Hamburg. There is, however, a
potential for developing a number of
dynamic zones of global economic
integration within the EU territory. By so
doing, the network of internationally
accessible metropolitan regions and their
linked hinterlands that this would produce
could play a key role in improving spatial
balance in Europe. Fostering well balanced
relationships between urban and rural
areas through partnership could support
this overall aim of polycentric
development.

With regard to policy tools, the notion of
urban-rural partnership is promoted as a
key mechanism for spreading the benefits
of dynamic growth zones to their
hinterlands, mitigating the adverse effects
emanating from these growth zones, and
strengthening local initiatives in rural
areas. The ESDP identifies three levels of
significance for urban-rural partnership.

Firstly, “the regional perspective includes
the partnership between towns and cities of
every size and their surrounding

countryside”. Densely populated towns
and the more sparsely populated
countryside must be treated through an
integrated approach, since together they
form a region and are mutually responsible
for its further regional economic
development (with towns serving as
engines of growth). A second aspect of
polycentric spatial development is related
to the concept of balanced settlement
structure at regional level. In a polycentric
urban system the small and medium-sized
towns form important hubs and links,
especially for rural regions. This chapter
often refers to this polycentricity concept
which, in contrast to the ESDP policy aim
of polycentric development through
integration zones, lies at the regional level,
not at the European level. In an
environment which lacks a number of
interlinked urban centres, such as for
instance sparsely settled rural areas, towns
can offer a certain level of infrastructure
and services and attract the economic
activities necessary for the preservation of
the settlement structure and the cultural
landscape.

In the second place, the supra-regional
perspective deals with an extensive division
between urban and metropolitan regions,
on the one hand, and rural regions on the
other. An approach based on partnership
aims at achieving a balance between
various interests on this scale, taking into
account both economic and environmental
interests and social aspects.

Thirdly, with regard to inter-regional and
transnational dimensions, exchange of
experience and learning from others is
predominant. Here the objective is not to
find a balance between interests but,
instead, to evaluate and pass on
experiences gained in co-operation
between towns and countryside on specific
projects or initiatives.

The notion of urban-rural relationships on
which these partnerships are based
emphasises promotion of an integrated
conception of town/city and countryside/
rural corresponding to actually operating
functional linkages. This challenges the
dualism between city and countryside
which still dominates current policy

2 Regions and urban-rural partnership

2.1 The ESDP message on urban-rural partnership
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approaches, especially at the European
level.

The ESDP points out a series of
preconditions for a successful urban-rural
partnership: “practical partnership
expresses itself through co-operation and
co-ordination.” However, in order for co-
operation to grow into a long-term,
successful partnership, several conditions
have to be fulfilled:

• the equality and independence of the
partners,

• voluntary participation in partnership,

• consideration of different administrative
conditions, and

• common responsibility and common
benefit.

The ESDP indicates some implications for
urban-rural partnership: “partnership
means sharing costs and benefits, for
example, of the provision of high-quality
and expensive infrastructure facilities or
the protection of areas for water supply to
the urban population.” New forms of
partnership offer the opportunity of re-
evaluating the exchange of services
between towns and countryside from a
sustainable spatial development
perspective, aiming at the creation of a
regional “service pool” for local
government services.

The ESDP stresses the involvement of
various kinds of actors in urban-rural
partnerships: “In addition to the
partnership between administrations,
partnership-based networks between
companies in towns and the countryside
play a major role in the regional economy.
Potential synergies can be exploited and
learning processes established, to provide
companies in spatial proximity with
knowledge and information”.

2.1.1 Relationships between rural
and urban policies at EU level

The ESDP identifies several community
policies with spatial impact on the EU
territory, while pointing out that there are
presently few links between policies
addressing development of rural areas and
those addressing the development of urban
areas.

Recognition of the specific needs of rural
areas requiring a comprehensive policy
approach has grown in recent years,
particularly within the domain of the

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The
1988 Commission communication The
future of rural society  identified the need
for “real rural development strategies”
based on an integrated vision. Inspired by
earlier work carried out by the Council of
Europe, the Commission identified three
so-called standard problems: the pressure
of modern life, rural decline, and
difficulties of very marginal areas. To
aggravate the situation, agriculture has
declined in importance. The Commission
concluded that problems in rural areas
cannot be dealt with through sectoral
policies alone, not least in consideration of
the fact that the economy of many rural
regions shows a high degree of economic
diversification.

This call for an integral vision on rural
development brought a response in the
form of the 1988 reform of the Structural
Funds and in the creation of Objective 5b
and the LEADER Community Initiative.
Programmes for the least developed
regions of the EU (Objective 1) have a
similar approach for rural areas. Supported
by the 1993 changes of the Structural
Funds, a specific rural development policy
has emerged which has become the
“second pillar” of the CAP, designed to
operate mainly in the socio-economic
context.

Regional programmes are based on a
strategy designed by a regional partnership.
Such a bottom-up approach is especially
characteristic of LEADER programmes,
which are drawn up by local communities
themselves. Diversification of the rural
economy is a key element of these regional
programmes, focused particularly on
developing small and medium-sized firms,
exploiting new technology in favour of rural
areas, rural tourism, etc. Access to services,
the protection of the environment and
providing appropriate training are other
programme priorities.

As competitive agriculture is considered
essential for rural development, the 1988
reform also brought with it Structural
Funding for restructuring in agriculture
with similar aims for diversification. In this
context, programmes are underway in all
Member States applicable in all regions and
funded through the guidance section of the
EAGGF. These so-called horizontal actions
include measures to adapt production and
marketing and processing structures for
agriculture and agricultural products,
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provide assistance in improving product
quality, farm viability and competitiveness,
and encourage farmers to diversify their
activities, in particular, by rural tourism,
craft activities and the manufacturing and
sale of farm products.

The reform of CAP market and price
policies, also originating from the end of
the 80s, included measures aimed at
conversion of production (to non-surplus
products) extensification of agricultural
production and setting-aside of land. These
measures combine agricultural and
environmental policy goals. Protection of
the environment, of natural habitats and of
the landscape were important new
considerations. Funded by the Guarantee
section of the EAGGF, the reforms
represent yet another impetus for rural
change and were backed up by
considerable financial resources. Although
an evaluation of these agri-environmental
measures1 shows large variation in the
application in Member States, they are
more closely linked to environmental
pressures than are regional rural
development policies operated in a socio-
economic context.

Integration of environmental actions with
other policies by concentrating on themes
and target groups is the important message
of the 1992 Fifth Environmental
Action Programme (5EAP), Towards
Sustainability. One of the themes included
is the introduction of a comprehensive
nature protection policy, which should lead
to the creation of a network of natural
habitats (Natura 2000). Furthermore, the
5EAP seeks to actively involve all main
actors in society (government, private
enterprises and the general public) by both
broadening and deepening existing
instruments, such as the voluntary agri-
environment measures.

For the 1994–1999 period, the scope of EU
measures for rural development was
broadened by the inclusion of provisions to
encourage tourist and craft investment, the
renovation and development of villages
and the protection and conservation of
rural heritage. The funding mechanism
through the ERDF and ESF next to the
Guidance section of the EAGGF secures
further diversification of the regional rural
development programmes.

In preparing for Agenda 2000, the
Commission moved towards an integral

perspective on rural development. In
identifying the spatial differentiated “Rural
Europe” in physical and socio-economic
indicators, Rural developments; situation
and outlook2 emphasises the link to
European environmental policy by
presenting agri-environmental measures as
a “new agricultural policy instrument”. The
new regulatory framework for EAGGF
funding foresees in developing a strategy
for all European rural areas in so-
called Rural Development Programming
Documents. This change seeks to lift a
range of EAGGF-funded measures over the
threshold of “good agricultural practice” to
a higher level, by taking specific, regionally
defined environmental objectives into
account.

The recent development of urban policies at
EU level so far shows a heavy emphasis
on urban environment. The 1998
Communication of the Commission,
Sustainable Urban Development in the
European Union: a Framework for Action3,
aims at better co-ordinated and targeted
Community action for urban problems. In
an attempt to identify interactive urban
social and environmental issues, a set
of interdependent key challenges are
identified affecting all cities to a greater or
lesser degree:

• strengthening economic prosperity and
employment in towns and cities;

• promoting equality, social inclusion and
regeneration in urban areas;

• protecting and improving the urban
environment: towards local and global
sustainability;

• contributing to good urban governance
and local empowerment.

Although the local level is acknowledged as
providing the most suitable platform for
action, several European actions in this
field seek to support local efforts in order to
share and facilitate potential solutions and
by setting up networks to exchange
experiences.

Prior to the 1998 Framework for Action, the
1997 communication of the Commission,
Towards an urban agenda in the European
Union4, identified a fifth key challenge:
imbalances in the European urban system.
The main conclusion in Towards an urban
agenda in the European Union is that there
is a need for “greater cohesion within the
Union and sustainable development
leading to a lasting improvement in the

(1)
DG VI/7655/98

(2)
European Commission 1997,
CAP2000 working documents

(3)
COM (1998) 605

(4)
COM (97) 197
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quality of life of citizens”. But actions
related to urban-rural relationships and
partnerships in the Framework for Action
are restricted to very few aspects.
Furthermore, the Community Initiative
URBAN concentrates on inner-city issues
and pays little attention to urban-rural
partnership.

The Urban Forum (Vienna, 1998), which
was organised to discuss and assess the
Framework for Action, brought a number of
more explicit considerations on urban-
rural policy issues, such as:

• the need to promote a “network support
space” for medium-sized and small cities
necessary to attract exogenous
investment and promote local
enterprise. This includes supplying a
wide range of services, such as higher
education systems and technological
services;

• the need to cover common issues, such
as those facing “mixed” industrial-rural
towns competing with a regional
metropolis, or agricultural areas
marginalised by a large industrial-
services metropolis;

• the proposal to let the CAP contribute to
funding and planning in rural areas,
such as agri-environmental measures for
green belts or corridors in peri-urban
areas.

These considerations require reframing the
notion of “urban” in the 1998 Framework
for Action, to include the urban-rural
interdependency and relationships. This
emphasises concepts such as “ecological
footprint” and “city region”. Such a change
would enable a more sophisticated debate
around the potential to enhance the
relationship between cities, towns, and
their hinterlands through Structural Fund
support to urban and rural areas.

The picture emerging from this brief
overview of recent developments in EU
rural and urban policies is one of two policy
domains operating side by side. Although
agricultural policy is gradually changing
into rural development policy, the
economic system of rural areas, based to a
large extent on its fabric of smaller and
larger urban centres, is still hardly targeted.
Policies aimed at urban areas do not view
cities and metropolitan areas as part of
complex regional systems which include
rural areas. The main conclusion this
suggests is that policies targeted at rural

and urban areas, which do not take into
account the complex linkages between
these two categories of areas, are unlikely to
be fully effective.

2.1.2 Implications for the SPESP
study programme

Overcoming the “dualism between city and
countryside” also has implications for
knowledge and research. Despite the lack of
linkage in various EU policies, useful
experiences have been acquired within
them. Regular evaluations, such as The
impact of structural policies on economic
and social cohesion in the Union 1989–99
in the Regional Development Studies5,
offer important lessons on partnerships
and programming approaches. European
Environment Agency reports on
sustainable development, such as
Environment in the EU in 1995, the
Dobris Assessment (1995) and Europe’s
Environment; the Second Assessment (1998),
offer insight into the environmental impact
of various EU policies. Knowledge on a
European-wide scale of urban-rural
relationships and partnership is still weakly
developed. Even as late as 1995, the Europe
2000+ Report still considered separately the
issues and prospects concerning urban and
rural areas, although mentioning a number
of interactions between them.

One source of European-wide knowledge
(although it extends beyond the EU
territory) on urban-rural relationships is
the OECD Report on territorial indicators
of employment. Focusing on rural
development (1996), which combines two
analytical dimensions of particular
importance in considering territorial
development: the degree of rurality (or
urbanisation) of territories and their
development performance. It uses a
territorial typology based on three different
types (predominantly rural, intermediate
and predominantly urbanised).

Concepts of urban development may
encompass a spatial vision of development
axes, or of rural areas as a source of
recreation. Concepts of rural development
may include greening the urban spaces,
preventing urban sprawl and protecting
food production or, in peripheral areas, the
survival of the rural economy and
promoting the central place function of
small market towns. But in order to proceed
beyond the dichotomy of traditional(5)

No. 26, 1997
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conceptions of the “urban” and the “rural”
as different categories of territory we need
deeper and more homogeneous knowledge
of the situation at EU level. Only on the
basis of such information can we hope to
properly implement the ESDP policy
options on urban-rural partnership. The
following fields can be identified as ways to
achieving that goal:

• analysis of the EU territory in terms of
urban and rural characteristics
(typologies) and of changes in the
classification;

• analysis of the interactions between
urban and rural functions and of the
dynamics of this process;

• analysis and assessment of existing
urban-rural partnership in terms of
areas of application, actors involved,
achievements, costs and benefits,
organisational aspects and governance;

• elaboration of proposals for
strengthening urban-rural partnership,
taking into account the wide diversity of
situations at EU level, as well as within
countries and even regions.

2.2 Urbanisation and regionalisation

As acknowledged in Europe 2000+, the EU
territory is becoming ever more complex.
Much of the complexity and diversity of
Europe derives from the historical
evolution of its settlement systems. The
urbanisation process set in motion by the
industrialisation, which started in the early
19th century in Great Britain and then
expanded to industrial regions of north-
west Europe some decades later, only
reached a number of other countries and
regions, in particular in parts of southern
and more northern Europe, after World
War II.

2.2.1 Historical background of the
urbanisation process in Europe

When considered over a long time period,
the urbanisation process is clearly
characterised in the early stages by urban
growth, resulting mainly from migration
from the countryside to the cities. This
migration was driven by the economies of
agglomeration, which created employment
first in the industrial and later in the service
sector. Especially after World War II urban
agglomerations in Europe – and in the UK
even earlier – turned into large urban areas,
a process which started in the north west of
Europe but is now common everywhere in
the European Union. Rapid transportation
is a main driving force here, resulting in a
shrinking communication space. Urban
areas are expanding to encompas a time
space with a radius of about 30 minutes to 1
hour in travelling time. Residential
functions moved out first, followed

by manufacturing and back offices.
Congestion in core urban areas served as a
“push factor”. This process benefits not
only suburban areas but also, to an
increasing extent, the small and medium-
sized centres surrounding metropolitan
areas. This does not exclude, however, a
selective re-concentration at metropolitan
level of specific functions, like high-quality
residential functions.

European integration, internationalisation
and economic globalisation have
considerably changed the relationships
between metropolitan areas, on the one
hand, and medium-sized and small towns,
as well as rural areas, on the other hand.
The links between urban and rural areas
were traditionally conceptualised in terms
of agricultural production and (rural) towns
serving as market locations for products
and consumer spending by those living in
the rural areas. In a traditional hierarchical
model rural products were conceived of as
flowing to urban markets, in an “urban
hierarchy”. In this traditional system, large
towns derived their economic strength
and their “respectability” from their
relationships with the surrounding rural
areas, including a number of medium-sized
and small towns. A factor which should not
be forgotten is that in many European
regions agricultural land was in the hands
of land owners living in towns, with the
resulting rent therefore serving as an source
of income for urban areas.

As industrialisation progressed, the
relationships between urban and rural
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areas altered. Rural areas have for some
time now been considered as marginal
spaces with serious structural problems,
such as a declining population, or lack of
actors to enhance endogenous resources.
Their relationship to urban areas with other
types of spaces became those of
dependence, or even of exploitation, often
even more than was the case in the past.

In today’s global economy, metropolitan
areas can increase their competitiveness
through co-operation with other
metropolitan areas on a global scale. In this
new context, metropolitan areas have
become less dependent upon the
surrounding areas. They may use the
surrounding areas for their expansion and
redeployment over ever increasing
distances. Although they are less
dependent upon rural areas as providers of
products for their markets, new forms of
dependency have emerged, for instance, in
the field of natural resources (growing
needs for drinking water) and for
recreational amenities for urban dwellers.
This has resulted in a fundamental change
in the nature of relationships between
metropolitan centre and their surrounding
areas.

Looking at the whole EU territory from this
perspective reveals a highly varied picture,
because the process of metropolitan
redeployment is more or less advanced
from one country to another and from one
region to another. While redeployment is
quite far advanced in north-west Europe, it
has hardly started in some countries of
southern Europe where even recent
decades were characterised by significant
migration flows from rural areas to cities.
Europe 2000+ provides some further
indications on this diversity of situations,
which has very significant implications for
urban-rural relationships and partnership.

Urban-rural relationships have changed
not only in their nature and intensity, but
also because new types of areas have
emerged which are both rural and urban, or
neither urban nor rural, in terms of
morphology and functionality.

The emergence of intermediate areas is also
largely the result of the changing nature of
relationships between urban and rural
areas. Intermediate areas are to some
extent a territorial compromise between
the attractiveness of towns in terms of
employment and services and the

amenities of rural zones. This third form of
territorial organisation is anything but
uniform throughout Europe. Nevertheless,
it is progressing in urbanised tourist areas
(non-urban, but no longer rural) along
coastal belts, mountain valleys or wide hilly
areas endowed with good natural
amenities. The formation of wide suburban
areas with low-density settlements (still
belonging to an urban environment) and
the formation of “rurban” settlements
through the spacious urbanisation of some
rural areas can be added to this list. In
numerous regions, however, the former
dichotomy still has a certain degree of
validity.

2.2.2 Towards an urban-rural
typology of the European
territory

In order to gain a better understanding of
the potential for policies aimed at urban-
rural partnership in the European Union,
more insight is needed into the level of
EU territorial differentiation. It is of vital
importance to take into account the
different possible geographical scales for
which the definition of policies may vary,
either at the level of Europe as a whole or at
more regional and local levels. Policies to
encourage urban-rural partnership will
only work if the diversity at these levels is
taken into account.

The diversity of local conditions due to
large variations in the number, size,
functional specialisation, social and
cultural assets, density, and spacing of rural
and urban settlements throughout Europe
is enormous. Although, in general, the
relationships between rural and urban
areas throughout the European territory
have changed, often dramatically so, the
picture is anything but the same
everywhere. It is only to be expected, for
instance, that the interplay between rural
and urban areas in the thinly populated,
northern regions of the nordic countries is
quite different from that of the heavily
urbanised regions of north-west and
central Europe. Rural areas with a strong
agricultural base share different
relationships with urban areas than do
rural areas where agriculture is virtually
absent, to mention only one of the other
dimensions involved.

The development of policies aimed at
encouraging co-operation between rural
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and urban areas would be greatly facilitated
if a typology of regions, reflecting different
forms of urban-rural relationships, can be
discerned. Such a typology would be of
great help to municipalities and regions to
position themselves in the overall
European territory. Likewise European
scale policy actors are able to
proper understand the broad spatial
characteristics of the European territory.

A major challenge in developing such a
typology is to gather a wide diversity of
information that is also spatially detailed
and covers the entire European Union.
Doing so understandably involves a large
number of variables describing territories
in their complexity. The main difficulty
arises from the scarcity of appropriate data
for describing urban/rural relationships,
especially regarding flows. Flows in all their
various forms are the most important
outcome of linkages. In term of urban-rural
relationships one can investigate such
diverse flows as the consumption of urban
services by inhabitants of rural areas, or the
frequenting of leisure areas by city dwellers,
to name only two examples. Another key
problem is the lack of comparability of
existing data on urban areas. Harmonised
information about recent changes, in
particular, is scarcely available. To no
small extent this results from differences
in the meanings attached to urban
and rural concepts throughout the
European community by researchers and
statisticians.

During the first phase of the SPESP an
attempt was made, under the heading of
rural urban partnership, to identify and
describe different regional contexts of
urban and rural patterns, which could then
be differentiated in order to develop
specific policies aiming at improved
and intensified partnerships. Carefully
constructed typologies of spatial
patterns of urban-rural relationships could
contribute to designing policy for
developing various types of partnerships
between urban and rural areas. To be
successful, such policies have to be flexible
enough to be adapted to regional
situations: the same treatment cannot be
applied to an isolated metropolis in a
deserted rural environment as to a set of
medium-sized towns located in an area
with highly productive agriculture.

A proper assessment of urban-rural
relationships needs to rely on precise

information about flows of all kind: of
goods, persons, capital and information. As
previously stated, comparable information
on such flows is not available yet at the
European level and the collection and
harmonisation of data from existing
national sources would have taken more
time than allocated for the first phase of the
SPESP. However, as the geographical
distribution of flows is very often
influenced by and reflected in territorial
structures, the attempt was made to follow
an approach focusing on the spatial pattern
of settlements.

A very broad picture emerges from a survey
of the spatial distribution of settlements
over the European territory. Figure 1
(page 22), which shows all urban areas with
more than 10,000 inhabitants, reveals quite
striking regional differences. It is important
to keep in mind, however, that in sparsely
populated areas, which are common, for
instance, in the nordic countries, there are
a number of settlements with a population
well below the 10,000 figure which
nevertheless play an important role in
terms of urban-rural relationships. Their
significance as such is far greater than
would be expected from their population
size.

To devise a more-or-less precise typology of
spatial patterns of settlement systems
detailed information was gathered on the
location and population size of more than
5,000 urban areas. This was used to develop
the image pictured in figure 2.6 The
research on both the settlement system and
rural population was carried out at the
intermediate level of either NUTS 2 or 3
regions (a comparable typology has
been developed within the context of
the economic strength indicator; see
section 3.2.3). The study included data both
from the 15 Member States of the European
Union and countries of central and eastern
Europe, which makes figure 2 interesting in
terms of the future enlargement of the
European Union.

Six indicators of urban-rural spatial
patterns of settlements were involved in
this exercise:

• urbanisation rate – the urban population
in relation to the total population;

• rural population density per square
kilometre;

• the degree of contrast in the distribution
of settlement size;

(6)
D. Pumain § C. Rozenblat
(1999) Strategic study:
Towards new urban-rural
partnership in Europe; A
regional typology of urban-rural
patterns; Contribution to the
SPESP theme “Typologie of
cities and urban-rural
relationships“.
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Figure 1
Global, regional and local

urban centres in Europe

• average distance to any urban
settlement, weighed by population;

• the primacy of the largest city, measured
in terms of population size,

• the size class of the main centre, also
measured in terms of population size.

For the sake of comparability and
presentation the six types pictured in
figure 2 are the result of broad and
comparable data at the European level.
Some regions could be assigned to a
different type using other, more detailed
data. In, for instance, what now looks like
homogeneous rural areas, smaller urban
centres could appear as local networks in
sparsely populated areas.

On the basis of this analysis six broad types
of territories can be distinguished:

• regions dominated by a large metropolis;

• polycentric regions with high urban and
rural densities,

• polycentric regions with high urban
densities,

• rural areas under metropolitan
influence,

• rural areas with networks of medium-
sized and small towns,

• remote rural areas.

These six types of settlement patterns are,
as figure 2 shows, clearly not distributed as
an irregular mosaic. Often several regions

Source: Moriconi – Ebrard, Geopolis, 1994
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Figure  2
Regional types of urban-
rural spatial patterns

of the same type are clustered to form some
sort of homogenous zone. Regions shown
in red are those where a large metropolis
has no competitor in the vicinity and
dominates not-too-densely populated rural
areas as well as small urban centres.
Regions in dark blue are of a more
polycentric kind, with many larger cities
dominating a dense pattern of medium-
sized and smaller towns in densely
populated rural areas (note that the
concept of polycentricity addresses here
the regional level while the ESDP concept of
polycentric development addresses the
European level, i.e. the pattern of large
“integration zones”). Areas shown in light

blue are regions where the presence of
cities is still significant but their context is
formed by rural areas which are less densely
populated as compared to those of the
previous type. Orange regions are highly
accessible from the largest urban centres of
Europe and therefore form part of their
sphere of influence. Regions in yellow are
characterised by more “equilibrated”
settlement patterns. No large towns and
cities stand out. Instead, they are
characterised by more-or-less regular
networks of towns situated in an area of
moderate population density. Green
regions are areas where only smaller urban
centres can be found and where

GDR LIBERGEO – EQUIPE P.A.R.I.S. ; Source: Moriconi – Ebrard, Geopolis, 1994 and EUROSTAT
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Figure  3
Finnish rural typology

Research and Development Centre of Kajani 1999

Box 11
Categories of rural areas

in Finland

accessibility to cities is much lower than,
for instance, in the previous type.
Therefore, these areas can, with some
justification, be characterised as deep rural.
It is important to stress that, considering
the total size of the area investigated and its
population, only a relatively small number
of regions of this type were found.

A typology would offer more detailed
information if a larger number of classes
were considered. Some regions appear
rather homogeneous at this scale of
analysis, whereas they do in fact have
considerable internal variation. In the
analysis, for example, the greatest part of
the Nordic countries is comprised of rural
areas with networks of small and medium-
sized towns.

When the underlying data of figure 2 were
treated so as to compensate for some of the
limitations resulting from the NUTS
division, which is basically a division made
solely for statistical purposes, a slightly
modified pattern emerges. Quite a
considerable number of sparsely populated
regions changed from yellow to green, to
deep rural. Apart from the Nordic countries
this occurred in particular for some regions
in the west (Ireland), the south-west
(Portugal and Spain) and the south-east
(especially Greece) of Europe. A typology
developed for the European scale cannot
provide enough detail to adequately
characterise regions which strongly differ
from most other regions because of their
very sparsely distributed settlement
system. At the present stage, “zooming in”
on smaller regions cannot go beyond the
level of NUTS 3 regions.

A more detailed data base is needed for
images of the settlement system on a finer
scale. To be relevant for an analysis of rural

areas a European data base should include
detailed information on settlements of
under 10,000 inhabitants. The Finnish case
reveals the sort of policy questions which
can be addressed when a refined typology
(see box 11) is available.7 An attempt to
develop a typology taking its point of
departure in several important policy issues
has been tested in Italy.8 Due to a lack of
suitable data it is difficult to produce a
comparable map on a European scale.
which would not lead to misunderstanding
or confusion (see box 12). Many existing
typologies of rural areas are based on
merely spatial criteria. For policy purposes
it is useful to try to develop a more
specifically policy oriented typology. Such
an attempt has been made for Italy, an
attempt which could feasibly be broadened
to encompass the European level.

(7)
P. Malinen (1999) Rural Area
Typology in Finland: marginality
within rural areas; Contribution
to the SPESP theme
“Typologie of cities and urban-
rural relationships“.

(8)
Dipartemento per i Servizi
tecnici nazionali Politecnico di
Milano – Dipartemento
Economia e Produzione (1999)
A Typology of Rural Areas in
Europe; Contribution to
the SPESP theme “Typology
of cities and urban-rural
relationships“.

(1) Economically integrated rural areas have the best opportunities for development.
Their inhabitants can commute to work in the nearby towns. Growers and other rural
entrepreneurs have a ready local market. The majority of these areas lie in southern and
western Finland, which already have the best chances of diversifying their primary
production in this northerly country. The trend is for commuting areas to grow in size.

(2) Intermediate rural areas are either dominated by primary production or have
achieved functional diversification. Major towns are mostly distant, medium-sized towns
reasonably near. These areas contain well-served municipal centres and villages.

(3) Remote areas are beset by cumulative problems. Long distances to population centres
prevent commuting and deprive them of local markets. Their occupational structure is
non-diversified. In northern and eastern Finland and in archipelagos, natural conditions
further restrict opportunities for agriculture. An additional factor limiting development is
the weakening economy of their municipalities.

National Rural Tripartion
1a Remote (93)
1b Island (14)
2 Intermediate (230)
3 Econ. integrated (84)
Towns and cities (34)
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unit). The units defined in steps 1, 2 and 3
then constitute the EFUA. The remaining
local units are considered to be rural.
Adjustments of the definition of a EFUA
can be accepted when close statistical
definitions are already in use in a state or
when the spatial distribution of settlement
is peculiar. For instance: the definition is
intended to identify as separate entities not
only large cities and urban regions but also
medium and small sized towns. The
required threshold may be lower in very
sparsely populated regions where smaller
centres may play an important role in rural
areas.

An interesting exploratory effort following
the idea of European Urban Functional
Areas is presented in figure 49. This figure
shows various types of functional regions.
The level of NUTS 3 regions formed the
level for the analysis. The classification
typifies larger units of urban-rural regional
settings, i.e. the catchment areas of
metropolises, medium-sized centres and
smaller centres. Three criteria are used:

• size of the city,

• distance between administrative centres
of regions in minutes by road, and

• the primacy rate. This rate is the share of
the region’s total population which is
found in the biggest city of a region. It
indicates whether metropolitan areas
are polycentric (low primacy rate) or
monocentric (high primacy rate).

Another basic assumption is that the
catchment area of a larger centre overlaps
that of smaller ones.

Because no single definition of rurality has been generally accepted, the first step in this
attempt involved distinguishing between three very different forms of rurality:

• areas where rurality prevails due to its endogenous strength,
• areas where the persistence of rurality derives from a synergetic relationship with a

town or city,
• areas characterised by rural marginalisation, either because their rural nature is

succumbing to urban sprawl, or due to the lack of interaction with urban areas.

Each situation, each form of rurality, represents a different scenario. The indicators used
to identify the various areas are:

• productivity of agriculture,
• importance of agriculture,
• agricultural-compatible activities,
• urban sprawl.

The actual scores resulting from these criteria were used to distinguish three types of
regions on the level of NUTS 3. The methodology used to identify the areas geographically
gave good results when applied to Italy, thanks to the availability of the necessary data.
When applied to other parts of Europe, however, problems were encountered in
obtaining suitable data. This problem could probably be met during a subsequent phase
of the SPESP.

Box 12
A policy-oriented typology
of rural areas in Italy

Probably the most important relationship
between urban and rural areas is formed by
employment interdependency. National
statistical offices however delimit spatial
units by different philosophies. A series
of attempts to present a European
counterpart to the metropolitan region
concept of the United States has yet to
produce results which can be used for the
purposes of comparative research. During
the first stage of the SPESP an important
model for research into the so called
European Functional Urban Area or EFUA
has been developed. The EFUA is defined
stepwise using NUTS 5 units as the
fundamental units which are combined.
Step 1 defines a contiguous core of NUTS 5
units which are categorised as or include
parts of the urban area of the city in
question (NUTS 5 units categorised as the
built-up urban area by the United Nation
definition). Step 2 adds NUTS 5 units from
which people commuting to work in the
core exceed 40 % of the active labour force
of each unit.

The EFUA does not need to be contiguous.
A NUTS 5 unit can only be part of one EFUA
(the one with the highest percentage of
incoming labor force commuting). Step 3
adds NUTS 5 units where commuting from
the area defined in step 1 and step 2 exceeds
40 % of the number of jobs within the unit
in question (this could, for example, be the
case near a large, outlying airport). Again, a
NUTS 5 unit can only be part of one EFUA
(the one with the highest percentage of
incoming labour force commuting to the
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Figure 4 has been developed in three steps.
In the first step large cities with more than
500,000 inhabitants were the starting
points. As they provide a high number of
jobs, shopping and leisure facilities, as well
as related administrative functions, they
tend to have high supra-regional attraction
and thus provide a surplus of importance
which spreads to neighbouring regions.
These regions belong to the category of
“metropolitan areas”.

As it is assumed that commuting between
the urban core and its surrounding area is
particularly significant for travel times of up
to one hour by road, all NUTS 3 regions
whose administrative centres can be
reached within this time were included in
the catchment area of the respective
metropolises. Furthermore, if another
metropolis could be reached within one
hour, these two cities were considered
to have a common catchment area
and therefore to form a polycentric
metropolitan region. Examples of such are
the regions of Rhine-Ruhr (Cologne-
Düsseldorf-Duisburg-Essen-Dortmund),
Randstad (Amsterdam-Rotterdam-The
Hague-Utrecht) and Liverpool-
Manchester-Leeds-Sheffield.

In the next step another group of regions
has been considered. This group is made up
of regions that can reach a medium-sized
city (200,000 to 500,000 inhabitants) within
60 minutes (hence no metropolis with a
population over 500,000). As above, again a
distinction is made between polycentric
and monocentric regions.

In the final step the third group of regions is
defined. This group consists of those
regions that can reach no city with more
than 200,000 inhabitants within an hour. As
smaller centres are typical here, it was
assumed that their catchment areas do not
exceed the administrative borders of the
respective NUTS 3 region. In contrast to the
other two groups, the differentiation
between polycentric and monocentric
regions in this category therefore refers to
one NUTS 3 region only. Regions that do
not have a city with 50,000 inhabitants but
are dominated by small towns form a
subgroup in this category.

The typology thus consists of the following
seven regional types, relating to urban-
rural regional settings rather than single
administrative units:

• polycentric metropolitan areas,

• monocentric metropolitan areas,
• polycentric regions with medium-sized

cities,
• monocentric regions with medium-sized

cities,
• polycentric regions dominated by

smaller cities,
• monocentric regions dominated by

smaller cities,
• regions without a city with 50,000

inhabitants or more.

Figure 4 shows that in northern Europe
metropolitan areas merge into each other,
or even overlap, whereas in other parts of
the European Union metropolises tend to
be more solitary and monocentric.
Concerning the second category
(catchment areas of medium-sized cities) it
can be seen that due to high settlement
densities and well developed road networks
polycentric regions dominate. Most of the
few monocentric regions are located in
north-west and south-western Europe.

This example clearly shows the importance
of the concept of European Urban
Functional Areas to explore urban-rural
relationships. In principle research into
these relationships requires data on all
kinds of flows between different types of
areas. Setting up a data stock will take some
time and involves considerable investment.
The scarcity of available data and the cost of
constructing and collecting new data about
urban-rural relationship could be met by
establishing a well stocked and reliable data
base on qualitative and quantitative
inequalities which are created by
unbalanced flows at the level of local units.
Using the concept of EFUA, several types of
settlements from large conurbations, major
cities, medium-sized towns, small urban
centres and rural areas could be
documented for the evolution of significant
indicators as employment, new firms,
demography, quality of environment,
population services, and so on. Detailed
information is important for areas under
metropolitan influence. In the case of rural
areas further away from metropolitan
centres other relationships then labour
market relationships may be more
significant, such as access to (urban)
services or the way these areas fulfill
functions in terms of leisure or of
maintaining Europe’s natural and cultural
heritage. Case studies documenting the
question of urban-rural partnerships inside
such regions are needed because the
information available on this very

(9)
Bundesamt für Bauwesen und
Raumordnung (1999) A
typology of urban-rural settings;
Contribution to the SPESP
theme “Typology of cities and
urban-rural relationships“.
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Figure 4
Types of urban-rural
settings

innovative topic cannot yet cover fully the
European territory.

Above all, it is clear that different policies
should be applied depending upon the
regional structure of settlement systems.
The nature of relations between rural and
urban areas in regions dominated by a large
metropolis differs significantly from that of
regions where a more balanced network of
medium-sized towns is scattered in rural
areas. In the former case, the metropolis

exerts a higher spatial attractiveness. On
the other hand, imbalances in negotiating
power can be expected which must be
compensated for to insure a wider spread of
development in the region and a control of
pressures upon the environment. In the
later case, co-operation issues have to be
carefully discussed and selected for
identifying specific targets where network
effects can compensate for the limited
attractiveness of separate urban centres.

© BBR 2000
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Overall during the twentieth century,
Europe has experienced major shifts in
geopolitical position and economic
organisation. This has been accompanied
by major social and cultural
transformations, as well as widespread
changes in landscape and biosystems.
There are many accounts of global and
European economic change. Often rather
crude polarities are used to express the
changes, especially those between
mid-century and the present: industrial/
post-industrial, Fordist/post-Fordist,
modernist/post-modernist, welfare state/
post-welfare (deregulation), cold war/post-
communism, etc. There is a widespread
recognition that Europe is positioned
economically and geo-politically very
differently than in previous historical
periods.

The result within Europe is that different
areas are affected by different
combinations of these trends, operating at
different speeds. For example, while rural
depopulation is still a marked tendency in
many parts of Europe, in other areas, urban
population from metropolitan cores is
spreading out ever more widely, both
within the same territory, and often to
attractive niche locations well beyond.
Simple distinctions between “urban” and
“rural” areas fail to capture in many parts of
the European Union the complex layering
of relationships occurring as rural areas
diversify and metropolitan decentralisation
spreads out across increasing distances.
The following section analyses the main
trends driving development dynamics
within Europe by focusing on six key
processes and the challenges they present
for changes in government.

2.3.1 Reshaping Europe’s geography:
territorial mosaics and spatial
complexity

The driving forces of the current changes
are a mixture of economic globalisation,
geopolitical realignment, new
technological capabilities and cultural
mobility. Each adds a layer of uneven
spatial consequences to the historical
patterns inherited from the past. Territories
need to be analysed through the various
layers of relationships which have been
superimposed upon and transect them.
Each relationship has its own pattern of

networks and nodal points. The dynamics
of change are analysed under six headings
referring to key processes:

• changing spatial patterns of economic
activities;

• dynamics of innovation and learning;

• changing demographic profiles;

• social change and differentiating
lifestyles;

• new bases for culture, identity and
citizenship;

• environmental sustainability as a
motivating concept.

The analysis provides indicative definitions
of main concepts, derived from rich
conceptual and definitional debates, which
are a value in themselves. It emphasises the
multiple ways in which activities in rural
and urban areas are connected, creating a
complex mosaic of spatial fragmentation
and multiple relationships, including
government.

Changing spatial patterns
of economic activity

The dominant forces driving Europe’s
evolving economic geography are
processes of economic globalisation and
market liberalisation. In combination with
the spatially uneven rise in the productivity
of communication assets, these favour the
concentration of economic development
opportunity in the few centres which act as
global nodes in production relations.
Otherwise they tend to increase the spread
of development opportunity widely across
the European territory, especially where
good quality freight and communications
infrastructure exist. At the same time, there
are strong tendencies for economic growth
to cluster at places where agglomeration
economies can be supplemented by
qualities of business and residential
environments. These trends partly
reinforce the significance of metropolitan
areas. However, the increased locational
options open to businesses, combined with
the congestion problems of metropolitan
cores, create opportunities for other
centres that provide appropriate bundles of
enabling factors, so long as adequate
technological availability and labour
market qualities can be assured. The
prospects for rural areas present an
interesting case of the changing patterns of

2.3 Main trends in spatial development and in urban-rural relationships
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production. In some cases, they may
benefit from the intensification of
production in their traditional core
industries (agriculture and forestry). In
other cases, economic futures will depend
on diversification and pluri-activity.

The spatial implications of these trends
for urban-rural relationships are still open.
The traditional hierarchical structure of
cities, rural towns and their surrounding
countryside no longer reflects either the
spatiality of production relations and
the market range of firms. Traditional
economic linkages between rural areas and
nearby towns are weakened, with a general
decoupling of the spatial patterns of
production relations from consumption
relations. The type of goods and services
provided at the various levels of the
settlement hierarchy are becoming more
homogeneous which results in a less
sharply differentiated hierarchy. These
trends affect the spatial patterns of both
production and consumption in complex
ways that cannot easily be accommodated
by any simple model such as centre-
periphery axes of growth, development
corridors or east-west and north-south
divides. Contemporary production and
consumption relations typically stretch
across administrative boundaries, and
connect firms and people in very
different geographical positions in the
European territory and beyond. In this
situation, administrations in rural and
urban areas might mobilise both
government policy and their own capacities
to promote partnership for development
opportunities.

There are several EU countries where an
ongoing process of centralisation of
economic activities and population is
taking place. In Finland for example the
Helsinki region has become by far the
leading centre. In Portugal centralisation is
directed not only to the capital but to the
entire coastal region. Centralsation on the
national level means that large areas are
confronted with diminishing population
figures. An important result is that
settlement patterns in the rural areas
become more polarised. Only a few urban
centres can maintain their position as a
centre of employment and services as is
shown by the examples of the Joensuu
(Finland) and Raia (Portugal) regions.

In other countries the centralisation
process has ended. Here deconcentration

of urban areas has become the dominant
process. Part of the population of central
cities is moving outwards over ever
increasing distances. Economic activities
also relocate. In the Bristol area (United
Kingdom) the so called North Fringe has
become an important growth pole. The new
employment locating here has mainly been
in the form of semi-privatised, self-
managed, relatively low density, campus-
style development, amply provided with car
parking. This pattern of growth has been
associated with growing spatial inequalities
in the wider urban region, with a marked
distinction between the relatively
prosperous North Fringe and areas in the
south of the city, suffering major
manufacturing job loss and relatively high
levels of unemployment. The aesthetic
quality of the North Fringe is clearly
degraded.

Many rural areas in Europe are confronted
with important changes in their
employment structure. Everywhere the
importance of agriculture measured in
terms of employment has become less. In
Lake Constance/Upper Swabia (Germany),
a region in term of its land surface
dominated by farming, the number of
farms fell by 20 % between 1979 and 1991.
In the European Union this is not
exceptional. Very diverse situations are
hidden behind the general trend of
dwindling agricultural employment figures.
There are regions where industrial and
commercial activities take over, like in the
region south of Milan. Elsewhere more
traditional forms of farming are replaced by
modern, high-productive agriculture like in
the Cremona region (Italy). In other regions
like Groningen (the Netherlands)
agriculture is struggling. Abandoned
agricultural land is or will be used for other
functions like nature, leisure, forestry or
housing.

There are also rural areas which do not
profit from an influx of employment
relocating from urban areas, for instance
because their location is too remote or
inaccessible. Here tourism can sometimes
become an important new source of
income and employment like for instance
in the western region of Ireland. Organic or
high quality agricultural products can form
an important niche market strengthening
the economic base of rural regions. Hence
contrary to the overall trend of
intensification of agriculture, some farmers
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could specialise in this direction – as is the
case in, for instance, the Joensuu region
(Finland) or the Haute-Sûre (Luxembourg).

Dynamics of innovation and learning

The rapidity of change in the globalising
economy puts a premium on continual
innovation in production technology and
organisation. This is especially so given the
high value-added of information and
knowledge inputs in contemporary
production. The dynamics of innovation
promotes spatial unevenness, but it is
widely acknowledged that a culture of
flexibility, adaptability and learning is
needed to support innovation not merely in
companies, but in the milieux within which
firms operate. Such milieux are associated
in part with the existing strong European
economic core zone, since its sheer scale
means that such qualities are present. It is
also present in locales and territories across
Europe where historical experience or the
capability of local actors to provide
appropriate conditions, for example, West
Jutland or Tuscany. Inherently, the
development of such milieux involves
spatial concentration. However new
information technology facilitates spatial
diffusion and supports more spatially
remote innovation centres. One can think
of regions like Wales or the west of Ireland.
At the other hand it also promotes
agglomeration, at hubs of socio-technical
learning. Patterns of agglomeration and the
qualities of learning and innovation that
are needed vary from sector to sector. There
is no single pattern for the promotion of
innovation clusters. Where rural areas
participate in a new economic sector like
ICT the result is that these areas become
linked into the international economy.

Territories need to prepare the
preconditions for dynamic adaptation of
the regional economy to a constantly
changing international environment to
sustain a competitive position in the global
economy. This requires local cultures
oriented to continual adjustment and
innovation.

Changing demographic profiles

The general economic trends interact with
the evolution of European demography. It
is now widely known that Europe’s
population is ageing, that households
continue to get smaller on average, that

many more people are living on their own
and immigration from outside Europe is
increasing. Some of these trends reinforce
the attraction of cities and of well-
established growth nodes. Young skilled
people within and from outside Europe are
attracted to the innovation centres for
economic and cultural reasons. In areas
where urbanisation has occurred on a large
scale only recently, this is reflected in the
pull of “primate” cities – such as Dublin,
Helsinki and Athens. The opposite side of
this process is formed by areas, mostly with
a rural characteristic, losing part of their
population as is the case in areas like the
Western Region (Ireland), great parts of
Finland especially in the period 1960–1975
(the period of the Great Move) or the
mountainous areas of the Thessaly region.
Rural out-migration, like migration in
general, is highly selective. Young and
better educated people often leave,
resulting in a ageing population structure.
The Mecklenburg Lakes region can be
named as an example.

In highly urbanised areas, differentiation is
occurring within and between territories as
particular centres with high innovation
capacity attract the energetic and highly
skilled. This has the paradoxical effect of
leaving other urban areas, with both high
unemployment and skill shortages in are
as of newer economic dynamism. This
process is taking place in many urban
regions which in the past had a strong
industrial base. One can think of such
diverse cities as Bristol, already mentioned,
and Stuttgart, Leipzig or Toulouse. In large
urban agglomerations, both the decline of
old production relations and the generation
of new dynamic economic relations are
occurring at the same time. A common
outcome is the production of highly
differentiated residential areas, with
polarisation between those experiencing
poverty and marginalisation and those
benefitting from the accelerating affluence
generated by the new economic
opportunities. This results in complex
spatial mosaics at the scale of the
neighbourhood and village. Nevertheless,
the big and growing metropolitan clusters
continue to act as “escalators”, attracting in
people from elsewhere and providing a
base for subsequent choice of residential
location within the wider metropolitan
territory.
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Demographic trends are linked to the
increasing emphasis on the search to
maximise individual opportunity. They
result in both agglomerating and dispersing
spatial effects. The “grey pressure” results
in increasing numbers of people
independent of the location of work able to
choose residential locations in a trans-
European spectrum. This brings clusters of
migrants to many rural areas and urban
centres which can offer very attractive
landscapes or urban qualities. Meanwhile,
the time pressures on working parents
encourage residential choices where a high
density of quality education and health
facilities, retail and leisure opportunities
and rich job opportunities can be accessed.
This encourages concentration in the
existing dynamic innovation centres. Both
tendencies suggest opportunities which
could be promoted within a territorial
development perspective. They also
highlight the significance of the qualities of
locales in sustaining the position of
territories in maximising quality of life
opportunities.

Social change and
differentiating lifestyles

These demographic changes highlight the
complex interaction across Europe
between changing work patterns and skills
and the way people live. Layered over this
are changes in social expectations. For
many, there is more opportunity, more
choice and more mobility. For others, there
is less choice and only limited opportunity,
often coupled with mobility and insecurity.
Others are at the blunt end of economic and
social change, discarded by old production
relations, with little chance to connect to
new dynamics, and holding onto memories
of a lost production culture. The result is a
complex social melange of opportunity and
hardship, reflected in a fine-grained spatial
mosaic of neighbourhoods and settlements
of affluence and of poverty, manifest in
both urban and rural areas. Over and above
these changes driven by economic forces,
there are cultural shifts which weaken other
bases of social organisation, such as the
attachment to family, to religion, to
political parties and to labour
organisations. The result is increasing
individualisation, secularisation and the
rise of many kinds of alternative bases of
identity assertion. This is promoted by the
availability of diverse models and

opportunities purveyed through the media
and the internet. These globalising
communication resources have in effect
produced the “urbanisation” and
“westernisation” of everywhere. But within
this, there is enormous potential for
lifestyle differentiation, with complex
impacts on political cultures and hence the
capacity for governance.

With urban values now more widely shared
across territories, the pull of the dynamic
urban centres is reinforced. These are
places which combine rich economic
opportunities, high levels of physical,
virtual and social accessibility, with cultural
openness, dynamism, creativity and social
and material support. Such centres can be
of different types – dynamic metropolitan
cores, medium-sized towns with a
particular economic and cultural mix, even
networks of smaller settlements. As already
stated centralisation at the national level
can go hand by hand with deconcentration
at the level of the urban or metropolitan
region. Some territories can benefit by
attracting “grey” spending power and time
resources and those whose “virtual”
connections to workplaces enable them
to be footloose in where they live. A
critical issue for territorial development
is the patterning of intra-territorial
differentiation. If the whole territory has a
melange of social networks and a mosaic of
neighbourhoods and settlements, and if
there is considerable mobility across the
territory among those with choices, a key
issue is how the different parts of the
melange/mosaic interconnect and co-exist.
The danger is that the successful groups will
separate themselves off, socially and
spatially, from the rest, as symbolised in the
American-style “gated communities”. One
dimension of urban-rural partnership is
thus the capacity for partnership between
different elements of the social mix within
territories. Looking at, for instance, the
Helsinki region one can ask what the
vicinity of a urban core means in an
individual village. Villages in the Helsinki
area are relatively heterogenic in their
population structure. The villages with
many commuters can socially get divided
into two parts: the community of
newcomers and the one of original
residents. Where this is the case urban-
rural interaction can weaken the local
community.
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New bases for culture, identity
and citizenship

Beneath the social changes outlined above
are deeper changes in cultural orientation
in European society. In this sense, culture
mean more than the assets of cultural
heritage and facilities. It refers to
conceptions of ways of life and identity. It
provides the reference point for people in
developing their identities. Within Europe,
there are historically deep and powerful
traditions which shape a rich diversity of
national and regional cultures. An
important element of this diversity is the
“city” as a centre of cosmopolitan exchange
(“urbanity”) and a multiplicity of
conceptions of “rurality”, linked to different
economic and social geographies and
histories. However, all these distinctive
cultural resources are being recasted by
the cultural forces released by global
integration, although the speed with this
process is occurring varies enormously
throughout the European territory. Where
global integration has indeed this imprint
the historical cultures of places become
viewed “from the outside” and turned into
commodities to be consumed through
tourism or property values. This
incorporates the once-stable bases of
identity, bound to particular places, into
the fluid and multiple identities which
increasingly characterise the contemporary
culture of Europe’s younger generations.

The cultural qualities of the territorial
milieux may therefore be complex and
contradictory. Yet within them are many
cultural resources for building greater
cohesion at the territorial and local level.
Territorial development strategies may
themselves act as generators of identities,
and they can draw on established identities
to mobilise people to design and develop
qualities of territories. But at the same time,
any strategy which seeks to promote the
qualities of a place, whether a locale or a
territory, must expect to encounter
multiple conceptions of what those
qualities are. Finding reference points for
connecting one locale to another, as in
linking issues affecting urban and rural
areas, may involve difficult bridge-building
work over old and new cultural divides.
When we look at the various examples of
urban-rural partnership studied in this
phase of the SPESP than indeed many can
be interpreted as searches for new
identities. What is very often the case is that

the people and institutions involved try to
develop a form of identity which could be
qualified as project identity.

Environmental sustainability
as a motivating concept

Within the present day complex mixture of
economic and socio-cultural dynamics and
differences, there are some cultural forces
which provide the basis for mobilisation
across such fragmentation and socio-
spatial divides. The most important of these
is the environmental movement of the late
twentieth century. This challenges the
unfettered development of globalising
economic forces and brings nature and
culture into conceptions of development,
along with the mid-century emphasis on
the economic and the social. It also
promotes consideration of long-term
effects, manifest through complex and
interconnected causal chains, to
counteract short term political and policy
preoccupations. In conceptualising effects,
however, there are difficult scientific
challenges and, at least as significantly,
tensions between the scientific assessment
of cause and effect and people’s anxieties
about risk and hazard. This means that
conceptions of environmental priorities are
continuously contested and attempts to
produce indicators are complex and
politically charged, as illustrated in the
work on environmental assets (see 3.2.4).
Nevertheless, the power of the movement
to produce policy changes with real
material consequences is very evident at all
levels of government across the whole
European Union territory. In addition to
the general upward tendency in regulatory
constraint, which is a significant
consequence of EU policy, there are
increasing pressures to shift policy
attention, for example in relation to
demand management in physical
infrastructure networks, policies of urban
compaction, of waste management and the
treatment of natural and cultural assets.
More important at the territorial and
municipal level are new ways of making
policy linkages, using ideas of whole
systems, carrying capacity and footprints.
These new policy concepts are
accompanied by a strong emphasis on
involving citizens in policy development,
both to strengthen the legitimacy and
mobilising power of policies and to
encourage citizens and firms to modify
their own behaviour.
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Although cultural values are often more stable than the spatial structures of society distinct

territorially and locally based “identities” are gradually disappearing in Europe. At the

other hand new identities are created. One such category of identity development can be

rightly described as project identity. Many of the case studies can be interpreted in this

way. Often the original focus is a single issue, or only a few issues, which can serve to bind

actors and various places together. SICOVAL in Toulouse is quite a clear example of this

(SICOVAL: Syndicat Intercommunal des Coteaux de la Vallée de l’Hers). The development

of an area with both private and public financial resources in a Zone d’Aménagement

Concerté (ZAC) was the origin of the creation of SICOVAL. This association of different

municipalities gradually turned into a platform which seeks to combine urban and rural

interests and the development of an inter-community structure. It clearly represents an

attempt to create a new form of citizenship with respect to both high technology and

agriculture in urban and rural settings.

An interesting example in terms of trying to shape some sort of common identity where

rural areas are so much under the influence of urbanisation can be found in the Helsinki

area. Here urban-rural interaction has been promoted by the Uusimaa Regional Council

with explicit cultural goals in mind. Ways to increase this interaction have included,

amongst others, co-operation networks of schools, NGOs and the village boards,

development initiatives of tourism, improving the producer-consumer contacts in

agricultural product marketing etc. Among the intended target groups of the project were

the village activity groups and their counterparts in urban quarters, other voluntary

organisations, schools, universities and private firms. Within the Helsinki region 11

villages and numerous urban counterparts have participated in the project which ran from

1997 till 1999.

In the Leipzig region a specific form of co-operation between the city of Leipzig and 13

municipalities in of the surrounding countryside, the so-called Green Belt Leipzig. As the

name suggest this platform is focused on maintaining the spatial qualities of the area

surrounding Leipzig, but at the same time involving the local communities lying within

this green belt. The object is to turn the concept of a green belt into an idea which binds

together rural and urban communities and make this concept not only valuable seen from

the perspective of the containment of urbanisation. The main aims of the Green Belt Leip-

zig are co-ordination and promotion of nature conservation, landscape development,

recreation and sustainable economy in the countryside surrounding Leipzig.

Box 13
New cultural identities
focused on urban-rural
relationships

2.3.2 Challenges for government
and policy-making

The forces shaping the economic and social
dynamics of contemporary European
territories and regions are enormously
complex. They are not just driven by the
logic of the project of European economic
integration or the position of the European
territory in the processes of economic
globalisation. There are also cross-cutting
social, cultural and technological forces
which affect the dynamics of economic
relations, integrating them into particular
pathways and releasing forces of
mobilisation towards a variety of
trajectories. The public sector has played a
strong role in economic and social

development and in environmental
management this century, if in variable
forms across Europe. The institutions of
government and the way they work play an
important role in moulding the milieux
within which economic activity and social
life is conducted. But there are powerful
tendencies reshaping the way that the role
of the public sector may evolve.

In general this represents a shift from
“command and control government-by-
sector” to “pro-active, flexible and
participatory” modes. This shift is often
described as one from government to
governance. This includes various
intermediate forms of pro-active and
participatory governance such as networks
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of co-operation, citizen coalitions and
mixed public-private initiatives.

In particular, financing rising demands for
public investment in the future will create a
context in which traditional ways of
organising government into sectoral/
functional divisions are challenged. In
response, there is much experimentation in
approaches to government organisation
and style. This includes attempts at
intersectoral working, partnerships
between levels of government,
partnerships between governments,
citizens and civic associations, and
partnerships between government and
business. Many fine examples can be found
among the multitude of partnership
arrangements in the European Union,
focused on urban-rural issues.

There is broad agreement that the way
forward in building the capacity for
effective territorial development in the

European context is to promote a range of
different kinds of partnerships – between
jurisdictions, between sectors, between
groups within a territory and those
with common interest outside. The
development of horizontal networks across
Europe, between municipalities, between
partnerships and between interest groups
of various kinds, provides important arenas
for exchanging knowledge about policy
concepts and options. Building new
relationships which span rural and urban
areas will need capable and sensitive
government processes, able to join up
divided agendas, link separate cultures,
develop skills in building alliances and
forge consensus on critical issues.

The implications of each of the above
tendencies are summarised in terms of the
extent and manner in which they reinforce
tendencies to agglomeration within and
between territories and the extent to which
they promote greater dispersal.

Table 1
Agglomerating and
dispersing forces:

summary of tendencies

Integrating and mediating
forces

Tendencies towards spatial
agglomeration

Tendencies towards spatial
dispersion

Changing spatial patterns of economic
activities

• The pull of the economic
infrastructures and relations of
strong territories

• Strong clustering tendencies
within territories

• Many opportunities where
communication infrastructures
limit the friction of distance

 • Drive for economic
diversification in all territories

Dynamics of innovation and learning • Strong clustering of innovation
dynamics within territories;
forms highly variable

• Innovation capacity widely
spread across Europe

 • Facilitated by rich knowledge,
culture and business networks

A new demographic profile • Powerful attraction of economic
and cultural innovation zones
for younger, time-poor/money-
rich households and
immigrants to Europe

• Expanding “grey” spending
power attracted to high quality
environments of all kinds

Social change and differentiating
lifestyles

• Dynamic urban centres exercise
strong attraction (cosmopolitan
urbanity)

• Within settlements, socio-
spatial concen-tration of similar
lifestyle groups

• Urban values spread
everywhere

• Attraction of nature/rurality
• Avoidance of urban social

tensions

New bases for culture, identity and
citizenship

• Large agglomerations foster
exploration of multiple identities

• The search for particular
locales which express identity

Environmental sustainability as a
motivating concept

• Encourages use of resources
within existing agglomerations

• Promotes rediscovery of nature
and the rural cultural
inheritance
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It is important to make a clear distinction
between urban-rural relationships and
urban-rural partnerships. The former
concept corresponds to actually operating
functional linkages between urban and
rural areas which in some areas in the
European Union are becoming so strong,
also culturally, that it is hardly impossible
to distinguish what is urban from what is
rural. The concept of urban-rural
partnership addresses the policy side of
these relationships. Here it is sufficient to
state that partnership relates to co-
operation along vertical and horizontal
lines: vertically, through the links between
different levels of administration, and
horizontally, via the links between, for
example, a broad variety of locally and
regionally active private, public and
voluntary organisations.10

Discussing the necessity of – or even the
options for – urban-rural partnerships is
difficult without a clear picture of the types
of relationships which enable co-operation
in partnerships. The following section
presents an overview.

Home-work relationships

Home-work relationships are traditionally
seen as the most intense and obvious
component of the relationships between
towns and cities and their surrounding
areas. The patterns that emerged during the
last century are primarily the result of two
processes. Firstly, city dwellers have been
moving to suburban and rural settings but
maintaining a job relationship with an
urban centre. Secondly, inhabitants of rural
areas have become dependent on the urban
labour market. Obviously, both processes
rely on excellent accessibility relationships
between urban and rural areas. An
important enabling factor for the first
process of suburbanisation is the housing
and planning regime, which may or not
attempt to contain this process, for various
reasons.

Home-work relationships appear in
statistics in the form of labour market areas,
which may extend over vast areas, although
their size and the levels of commuting
they involve vary enormously over the
European Union. Home-work relationships
expanding the physical limits of urban
centres have lead to the notion of

Functional Urban Regions. In some areas of
Europe, where urban labour markets are
penetrating each other, it is hardly possible
to make a distinction between the different
functional regions, and hence between
functionally connected urban and rural
areas.

Central place relationships

Urban and rural areas are not only tied
together by the way labour markets operate
but also by a host of other relationships.
The services and amenities provided by
urban centres are central factors in a very
diverse collection of relationships. These
are often referred to as central place
relationships: a city or urban centre
supplies its surroundings with services that
call for concentration at a specific point in
space. One can think of education and
training, markets, shopping centres, banks,
insurance, hospitals, health centres,
cinemas, theatres, libraries and other
cultural facilities. Here, too, as in home-
work relationships, rural areas are
dependent on urban areas, although the
patterns of dependency are very complex.
Services and amenities that require lower
thresholds in terms of the population using
them, for instance, can be located in
smaller urban centres within rural areas.
The concept of a market town that by
nature is located in rural surroundings
refers to this setting. Central place
relationships have important dynamics of
their own. There is a general tendency for
central place systems to become more
hierarchical or simply lose their lower
echelons in rural as well as in urban areas.
Many of the services and amenities
discussed here require a large number of
users or high turnover over time. Where
population figures are dropping, which is
the case in many rural areas in Europe, the
consequences in terms of service level are
often extremely negative. In response some
suppliers of services and facilities may offer
a system of mobile outlets.

Relationships between metropolitan
areas and urban centres in rural and
intermediate areas

Relationships between urban centres tie
areas together. Central place relationships
suggest some sort of hierarchical

2.4 An overview of urban-rural relationships

(10)
E. Westholm, M. Moseley &
Stenlås (1999) Local
Partnerships and Rural
Development in Europe; A
Literature Review of Practice
and Theory, Falun: Dalarna
Research Institute governance,
Leader
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relationship between metropolitan and
medium-sized and small towns, located in
intermediate areas, i.e. in areas between
large cities and rural areas. Taking more
relationship aspects into consideration
produces a more complex pattern,
although it is very difficult to assess specific
characteristics of medium-sized and small
cities and towns due to a lack of data. This is
all the more striking since a large part of the
population of the European Union in fact
lives in these small and medium-sized
towns and cities, much more than in
advanced economies in North America and
Japan. It is therefore important to look at
the role these towns and cities play vis-à-vis
the large European metropolitan areas.

Many small and medium-sized town and
cities located in the vicinity of a large city or
conurbation often grow rapidly in terms of
employment and population size. Their
scale, amenities, accessibility and supply of
locations for new development place these
towns and cities in a highly competitive
position vis-à-vis large cities. This is
especially the case in corridors, which
stretch from one conurbation to another or
cross large, polycentric urban systems. It is
here where one finds an intricate
patchwork of rurality and urbanity.

Being further away from large metropolitan
areas does not necessarily mean that small
and medium sized cities lack development
potential. For instance, towns located in
attractive areas or which are by themselves
attractive can draw in new residents and
businesses. As a result even small towns in
fairly remote locations may be part of
national and even global economic
systems. This is especially true where a
particular specialisation has occurred due
to historic circumstances or where a
successful company has kept aspects of its
activity at its original location. In particular
the Nordic countries stand out in this
respect. Although large areas of these
countries could be typified as a sparsely
populated periphery of the European
Union and therefore as rural, in terms of
economic position, the urban system which
can be found here is highly competitive in
ways which may not have materialised in
other countries.

Relationships between rural
and urban enterprises

Central place relationships deal with
services and amenities supplied to the

general public. Besides this there are also
relationships between enterprises in
suburban and rural settings and enterprises
in urban cores. Some urban enterprises
deliver their services primarily to the
general public, like banks and (some)
insurance companies. Other relationships
are exclusively between enterprises. One
can think of consulting or Research &
Development in this connection.
Agriculture is an interesting example. In
terms of surface area it is still the dominant
function in rural areas, although leisure and
the supply of natural resources (see below)
are gaining in importance, also
economically. Modern agriculture is
connected to urban centres in many ways.
Firms located elsewhere, for instance, on
industrial estates supply almost all the
inputs. This is especially true of farming
styles that are highly technological. But
modern agriculture in general is very
dependent on the transfer of knowledge
and new products supplied by companies
and institutions with an urban location.
Training and education facilities for
agricultural entrepreneurs are also
generally located in urban centres,
sometimes even at only a few locations
within a country.

In addition, the sale of nearly all
agricultural outputs runs through urban
centres. Food production and consumption
from a classic example of urban-rural
interdependency. Local trading places
though have been replaced by regional
trading places. With the emergence of large
supermarket chains farm products are in a
growing number of instances sold directly
to these companies. One can say that in
general the friction of distance has
decreased greatly over time. Even livestock
is often traded far away from farms.

To sum up, the classic pattern of soil use,
described by von Thünen in his famous
model, has been replaced by a much more
complex pattern. Rural areas still supply the
bulk of the food consumed in present day
society, but clear patterns based on the
distance between a rural area and the
nearest city are almost impossible to
distinguish. In general though agriculture
situated close to highly urbanised areas is
often based on intensive production
methods.11 However, areas characterised by
a high concentration of such intensive
farming can hardly be described as rural.
Their physical appearance looks industrial,
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the large quantities of in- and outputs
they consume also resemble industrial
endeavours, not to mention the
environmental burdens they pose in terms
of pollution of groundwater, soils and air.

Rural areas as consumption
areas for urban dwellers

Rural areas play an important function in
fulfilling the recreational and leisure needs
of urban dwellers. Near large metropolitan
areas some rural areas have been
completely restructured to form large
recreational grounds. Elsewhere rural areas
have maintained their physical shape, but
offer a wide range of facilities stretching
from bridle paths to holiday resorts and
theme parks. Rural areas characterised by a
valuable natural and/or cultural heritage
are especially sought after, often beyond
the limits of their carrying capacity. In
many cases rural areas evolve in the
direction of “consumption landscapes”. In
an age where leisure as an activity and as an
economic sector is gaining in importance,
rural areas are also becoming more
important. With ever-increasing mobility
relationships between locations and
consumers could span large areas, even
when it come to day trips. When the time
span is a weekend, a week or longer the
space/time friction is even less. Urban-
rural relationships cast in terms of
recreation and leisure therefore tie together
areas which may be geographically widely
separated.

Rural areas as open spaces
for urban areas

Rural areas serving as an open space for
nearby or surrounding metropolitan areas
form a very specific form of urban-rural
relationship, one visible in many EU
countries and regions with a high degree of
urbanisation. To a large extent this is a
spatial planning response to patterns
described under the first heading. Sub-
urbanisation and the seemingly unlimited
growth of cities have made the policy goal
of maintaining openness an important
aspect of spatial diversity. As a
consequence limits are set on building, not
primarily because the rural areas are
particularly scenic, but as the result of
public values attached to the concept of
open areas. This policy often also
encompasses building and development
restrictions on endogenous functions. An

open space or green belt policy sometimes
leads to the development of recreational
facilities like footpaths, picnic areas, etc.

Rural areas as carriers
of urban infrastructure

In today’s society infrastructure in all its
various forms and functions fulfils a vital
role in integrating and connecting areas
and thus making various activities
possible. Roads, rail links, waterways,
telecommunication lines, high-voltage
lines, pipelines, television and
telecommunication towers – overhead and
underground Europe is covered by an
intricate system of networks, with a very
high density in highly urbanised regions.
Many of these networks cross rural areas,
sometimes forming corridors when more
than one line follows the same route.
Although many facilities cater to rural areas
a well, the main networks link up urban
areas within and across national borders.
Spatial fragmentation and environmental
pressure are a few of their consequences.
Further more, urban waste collection and
processing could conceivably be included
under the heading of urban infrastructure.
Although a growing part of Europe’s waste
production is recycled or incinerated, a
substantial part of it is still dumped,
primarily at locations in rural areas.

Rural areas as suppliers of natural
resources for urban areas

Modern urban society cannot function
without the use of natural resources like
water and energy. For drinking water
especially, urban centres are almost
completely dependent on rural areas. It is
there where the main purification plants
and reservoirs are located, often with
an enormous impact on the local
environment. Many rural areas show the
scars of historical or present day open-pit
mining, another example of exploiting
natural resources in rural areas.

From among the very varied relationships
between urban and rural areas eight quite
different types of relationships were
selected and discussed here. Central place
relationships are more of a traditional
character. Layered over this are new
relationships between urban and rural
areas and between urban centres and
nodes within rural areas. The picture that
emerges shows complex centre-periphery

(11)
European Commission (1995)
Europe 2000+, p. 15
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dynamics. Often the balance between
urban and rural areas is uneven (see
Table 2). Although rural areas play a vital
role in present-day life and in the modern
economy, in many ways these areas are
very dependent upon economic activities
and facilities located in cities and urban
areas. It is clear that the spatial and
ecological footprint of urban areas extends
well beyond the city limits. Although
some crude forms of exploitation have
disappeared, other softer forms of
exploitation have emerged, such as the
transformation of rural areas into
consumption landscapes. In many ways the
influx of urban activities, for instance ICT
companies, and new dwellers brings a new
dynamism to rural areas. On the other
hand, this invasion and succession can
push local people out of the housing and

2.5 Scope of urban-rural partnership

Table 2
Some externalities

resulting from urban-rural
relationships

labour market. Redefining urban-rural
relationships therefore demands new forms
of urban-rural partnership.

The ESDP defines three spatial
development policy options aimed at
strengthening urban-rural partnerships:

• maintenance of a basic supply of
services and public transport in small
and medium-sized towns in rural areas,
particularly those in decline;

• promotion of co-operation between
towns and the countryside aimed at
strengthening functional regions;

• integrating the countryside surrounding
large cities in spatial development
strategies for urban regions aimed at
more efficient land-use planning, paying
special attention to the quality of life in
the urban surroundings.

Externalities Urban Rural

Intensifying labour-market
relationships

+regional instead of local labour
market

 - increasing commuting distances

+replacement for disappearing agricultural
employment

- employment dependency
- pressure on local housing market through

suburbanisation

Central place dynamics +enlargement of catchment area +larger supply of services and goods in
larger centres

- disappearing local and regional service
structure

Rural areas as
consumption landscapes

+widening of leisure supply
 - travelling

+enlargement of the economic base through
new economic activities

- attractive towns and landscapes have their
carrying capacity overstretched

- upward pressure on real estate prices

Rural areas as open spaces +spatial diversity +limitations on suburbanisation
- restrictions on endogenous development

Rural areas as carriers of
urban infrastructure

+connectivity
+“easier” waste disposal

+connectivity
- spatial fragmentation
- environmental pressure

Natural resource capacity
of rural areas

+bio stock outside city limits
+supply of drinking water

+ attractiveness
+water provision could become

a new economic activity
- seizure of rural areas for urban functions

The ESDP points out that practical
partnership expresses itself through co-
operation and co-ordination. Equality and
independence of partners and voluntary
participation in partnership with common
responsibility and common benefit are
preconditions for successful partnership.

Furthermore, different administrative
conditions should be taken into
consideration.

New forms of partnership offer the
opportunity of re-evaluating the exchange
of services between towns and countryside
for a sustainable spatial development
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perspective, aimed at the creation of a
regional “service pool” for the exchange of
local government services. The ESDP
stresses that “in addition to the partnership
between administrations, partnership-
based networks between companies in
towns and the countryside play a major role
in the regional economy. Potential
synergies can be exploited and learning
processes established, to provide
companies in spatial proximity with
knowledge and information”.

Urban-rural partnership aims at
overcoming a number of problems and
inconsistencies such as:

• competition between local authorities in
attempting to attract investors, which
often leads to duplication of investments
in infrastructure and facilities and
therefore to a low profitability level of
such investments;

• competition between economic actors,
for instance, between the actors involved
in urban development and those
involved in agriculture;

• fragmentation in the treatment of issues
and problems and the lack of integrative
thinking and planning which works
against sustainable development;

• the emergence of environmental
problems (traffic congestion, exhaustion
of natural resources etc.);

• insufficient emphasis on and utilisation
of endogenous resources in rural areas,
etc.

Co-operation to promote urban-rural
partnership between local authorities has
emerged and increased during the last
10 years in many fields of policies. But
debate about the potentialities and
benefits, on the one hand, and the barriers
and constraints of co-operative problem-
solving on the other hand, is still
controversial.

In this respect, the study aims at producing
an assessment of existing urban-rural
partnerships and at formulating proposals
for improvement and generalisation of
good practice.

By implementing a series of case-studies,
well-distributed around the EU territory
and including all the spatial categories
previously described, a very first
assessment of urban-rural partnerships
provided the following results.

2.6 Assessment of existing urban-rural partnership

2.6.1 Basic objectives and strategies
underlying the urban-rural
partnerships

Balanced settlement structure and
improvement of accessibility

This objective is of particular importance
for urban-rural partnerships in highly
(monocentric or polycentric) urbanised
regions like:

• the Stockholm-Mälar Region: The
ambition is to create a highly integrated
multi-core urban pattern, primarily to
prevent urban sprawl and pressure on
virgin land and to create a sustainable,
attractive, flexible and creative
environment.

• the Dutch Randstad (Province of South
Holland): The “bundled de-
concentration policy” aims traditionally
at preserving from urbanisation the
green heart of the Randstad and the
buffer zones between the cities. Some
municipalities had to adopt significant

urbanisation programmes while others
had to accept severe limits to growth.

• the Stuttgart Region: The polycentric
development model is based upon a
division of functions between the axes
and the open spaces between them.

These forms of partnership are not limited
to land-use considerations. They generally
also include the development of efficient
public transportation networks and of
various types of services in order to
strengthen the attractiveness of smaller
urban centres in the region.

Regions with a lower level of urbanisation
can also develop partnerships pursuing
similar objectives:

• the Flemish Meetjesland co-operation
structure (a “subregional platform”)
stresses “the optimal use of the existing
urban structure through concentration
and interweaving of the various
activities, as well as the preservation of
the integrity of open spaces and the
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support of the public transport network
linking the rural settlement and the city”.

• in the “Lake Constance-Upper Swabia”
Region, priorities are directed at
developing the settlement structure and
improving traffic links and
communications in order to increase
accessibility. The willingness to co-
operate in these fields results from
concern about increasing commuting
distances, traffic congestion, and noise
and air pollution.

In following simultaneously the two
objectives of “balanced settlement
structure” and “improvement of
accessibility”, existing urban-rural
partnerships sometimes encounter
problems of compatibility. Increasing
accessibility has the double effect of
enhancing centrality, on the one hand,
while increasing the marginalisation of
more remote rural areas, on the other hand.
A strengthened centrality also promotes a
diffused pattern of urbanisation originating
from larger urban poles which generate
pressure on rural areas.

Diversification of the economy
in a wider urban-rural context

Relationships between rural areas and
other types of spaces were almost always
relationships of dependence, if not of
exploitation. However, recently it seems
that new kinds of relations between rural
and urban areas are emerging, based
on sustained development, where
responsibilities and advantages are equally
shared. New partnerships in the field of
economic development contribute to the
economic diversification of rural areas.
Various types of economic partnerships can
be observed, according to the geographical,
economic and cultural context of the
regions concerned.

• Co-operation in the “Südraum Leipzig”
supports a fundamental process of
structural transformation from an older,
industrialised monostructured region,
with an economy based on surface
mining and basic industries, to a region
with a broader and modern diversified
industrial profile including high
technology power and chemical
industries, industrial services and public
services.

• In metropolitan or other highly
urbanised regions, economic co-
operation between urban and rural areas

aims, for instance, at developing
industrial clusters (Stuttgart Region) and
technology and science parks (SICOVAL
near Toulouse), and at promoting
information-based activities which
generally benefit rural or semi-rural
areas situated near the metropolitan
area itself.

• In regions where the settlement
structure is dominated by medium-sized
towns, co-operation may also aim at
promoting industrial clusters, as in the
case of the “Mechanic Valley” (between
Tulle and Rodez in southern France).

• Promotion of tourism is probably the
most common focus of urban-rural
partnerships in the various categories of
regions. This is particularly true in the
case of regions with attractive
landscapes like the Mecklenburg Lakes
Region in northern Germany and the
region of southern Ireland, and with
famous historical towns like the city of
Bath in England. Joint regional
marketing is a widespread activity in this
field.

• In various cases, the presence of natural
areas is used as an opportunity for
local economic diversification. The
development of nature parks (like
Haute-Sûre in Luxembourg, Somiedo in
northern Spain and Haut-Languedoc in
southern France) follows, in addition to
objectives of natural protection, other
objectives of economic development
and diversification, in particular, in the
field of tourism and leisure activities, but
also in enhancing traditional activities
(qualitative agriculture and handicraft).
The development of nature parks is often
supported by universities and research
institutes and corresponds therefore to a
genuine urban-rural partnership.

• In deeper and more remote rural areas,
urban-rural partnership often aims at
developing, promoting and supporting
“grassroots activities” in the rural areas,
mainly in the field of mobilisation and
enhancement of endogenous resources.
In the Swedish county of Jämtland, the
creation of numerous co-operatives, in
particular in the field of local
development, has been supported by the
University of Östersund and by the local
co-operative development center. In the
“Pays de Loudéac-Mené” (Brittany), the
local development alliance aims at
modernisation of the entire region
through the creation of a large complex
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Figure  5
Case studies

of livestock raising and other food
production activities, renovation of local
trades and services and promotion of a
balanced tourist industry.

• The emergence of agricultural
production niches, generally in rural
areas not too distant from urban
agglomerations, corresponds to recent
urban demand for ecofriendly products.
Examples of such can be found in the
central border area of Portugal and in the
nature park Haute-Sûre in Luxembourg.

• The development of activities making
use of new information and
communication technologies, a
situation illustrated by the case of
Bornholm (Denmark) and of Parthenay
(“Digital Town”) in France.

New partnerships in the field of economic
development contribute to the economic
diversification of rural areas, adding other
activities to traditional food production.
Adequate policy measures could also allow
various types of farmed areas to play a

Source: Portugese National Focal Point (2000)
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positive role in their respective regions. On
the one hand, intensification has to be seen
in relation to urbanisation strategies and,
on the other hand, extensification should
be combined with cultural and natural
resource conservation policies, to place it
solidly within a context of sustainable
development.

Conservation and development
of natural resources and heritage

As sustainable development has become a
broadly accepted objective of spatial
planning, it is quite logical that numerous
urban-rural partnerships should aim at
protecting and developing natural
resources. There are various types of
approaches to this issue:

• In metropolitan areas (monocentric and
polycentric) and in the surroundings of
other large towns, protection and
development of natural resources and
heritage is often considered from the
point of view of the urban citizen’s needs
(leisure and recreation, water supply,
etc.) and also as a tool for the
containment of sprawling urbanisation.
Green belts and buffer zone policies
based on more or less strict land-use
control, are the most common
approaches. More pro-active
partnership strategies are, however,
presently being developed which aim at
creating forest- or water-based natural
spaces out of former agricultural land.
The British community forests are the
most striking examples of such
strategies. Attempts in this direction are
also underway in the province of South-
Holland (the “Green-Blue Serpentine” in
middle Delftland) as well as in the region
of Groningen. In Germany, landscape
parks are being developed with a similar
purpose (for instance in the Stuttgart
Region).

• Areas of high natural value, like coastal
areas, river valleys, mountain and hilly
regions, call for co-operative efforts in
order to preserve their unique natural
values in a way compatible with
development objectives, as natural
spaces are generally multi-functional.
Examples are the strategies followed in
the case of the Severn Estuary, in that of
the Baltic coastal areas, as well as in the
Spanish municipality of Calvia. The
nature parks of Somiedo, Haute-Sûre

and Haut-Languedoc are treated in a
similar way. The co-operation strategy
followed in the case of the river valley
Haute-Meuse (Belgium) is of particular
interest, as the river agreement protocol
on the use and management of the river
basin concluded between all actors
involved aims at reconciling the various
uses and functions of the water course,
of its surroundings and of the water
resources in the catchment area. It
concerns a major river with cross-border
dimension and embraces a wide range of
activities and functions, including water
quality, tourism, urban settlement,
transport, quarries, nature and
landscape protection and prevention of
floods.

• In deep or remote rural areas, protection
of natural resources and heritage often
calls for co-operative efforts aiming at
counteracting the negative impacts of
intensive and industrial agriculture and
forestry. Some examples of urban-rural
partnerships in this field are to be found
in the Nordic countries (Jämtland,
Joensuu). Unless these concerted
protection aims are harmonised with
regional development policies, a
growing share of forest resources in most
remote Nordic regions will tend to be
exclused from any economic use for
environmental reasons.

Promotion of culture and of cultural
heritage in economic development
strategies

The view that cultural events and cultural
heritage constitute valuable elements in the
European space and that they may
constitute a factor of development and
even of territorial unity/cohesion has
gained general acceptance. Alongside the
more conventional vision of enhancement
of monumental heritage, which today takes
new forms due to increasing effort at
integrating urban and rural spaces, interest
in enhancing the cultural heritage and
potential of the countryside is also growing.
Examples are numerous:

• The “Occitan Space”, supported by an
integrated policy for protection and
rehabilitation of the Occitan heritage in
the deep rural and peripheral areas of
western Piedmont.

• The “Centro Cultural Raiano” in
Portugal, which includes the
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management of two ethnographic
museums, of an exhibition centre and of
an auditorium, pursues the double
objective of improving the living
standards of the local population and of
functioning as an agency for regional
development, promoting cohesion and
identity of the local community.

• In central Scotland, efforts by the two
main cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow
focus on improving their cultural assets
for tourism and economic development
promotion through the integration of
rural amenities with cultural events.

• The jubilee itineraries in Italy, centring
on tourism and religious activities, are a
prototype of a network that enables
rediscovering the values of rural and
urban areas with a rich variety of cultural
values, natural beauties and historical
traditions.

• Another aspect worth mentioning is the
introduction of cultural pursuits as a
new activity in many rural areas. The aim
is to attract urban tourists to the
countryside and to stimulate “cultural
consumption” by the younger local
population. The example of the Raiano
cultural centre in Portugal, of the Jazz
initiative in Marciac (France), and of the
international folk music festival in
Kaustinen (Finland) illustrate this
reality.

The various case-studies confirm that the
ESDP approach to culture seems to be too
narrow. Culture is clearly more than
landscapes and monuments. Culture in the
wide sense is of major significance for
regional potentials and urban-rural
partnerships.

2.6.2 Organisational-institutional
aspects of urban-rural
partnerships and actors
involved

An overall examination of the available
case-studies reveals four  different types of
urban-rural partnerships, when considered
from the point of view of the actors involved
and of organisational structure:

These four types will be briefly examined
and illustrated with a series of examples.

Public actors and formal organisation:
This model seems prevalent in the southern
European countries. It is, however, difficult
to asses, on the basis of the case-studies, to
what extent private bodies are involved or
not in the decision-making processes. Co-
operation bodies are generally inter-
municipal organisations in the public
sphere. These are very frequent for instance
in France (“syndicats intercommunaux”,
“communautés de villes”, “communautés de
communes”, “communautés de pays”, etc.).
SICOVAL near Toulouse is an example of a
“communauté de villes”. Similar structures
are also frequent in Italy. Relationships
within these bodies are not only horizontal,
as some of them also comprise upper-tier
authorities such as district, provincial or
regional authorities, etc.

Similar models also exist in some countries
of northern Europe. In the Joensuu Region
(Finland), for instance, an inter-municipal
co-operative body was established in 1993
which elaborates recommendations aimed
at guiding decision-making in the member
municipalities. Its scope of activity has
gradually been enlarged and nowadays
comprises, among other things, goods
procurement, waste management and
physical planning issues covering the
whole region.

Public actors and informal organisation:
These are partnerships involving public
actors, but based on private law or even on
loose co-operation structures.

An example is the Stockholm-Mälar Region,
where four intermunicipal associations and
some 40 municipalities have formed an
informal co-operation body. The “Council
of the Stockholm-Mälar Region” was
established in 1992 as a non-profit-making
association. It is a voluntary organisation
with the overall aim to develop the region.
Despite its informal character and limited
resources, the Council can avail itself of the
planning and investigation resources as
well as the competencies of its members
and has become a platform for
the implementation of comprehensive
strategic planning and development. Even
though the Council has a certain number of
members, the region has no definite
borders and, in practice, the Council has
taken a flexible view on the delimitation of
the region. Co-operation takes place within

Public actors and formal
organisation

Private actors and formal
organisation

Public actors and informal
organisation

Private actors and
informal organisation
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the geographical area and among those
actors that are qualified and needed to
reach a satisfactory result in the each issue
dealt with.

Private actors and formal organisation:
Examples of partnerships involving only
private actors in the context of a formal
structure (which is necessarily based on
private law, such as the associations) are for
instance grassroots and local development
initiatives, mainly in the rural areas, which
are generally organised on an associative
basis. In the Swedish county of Jämtland,
numerous co-operatives were created
through private initiatives. Many of them
were supported, in the starting phase, by
the local and regional authorities. Cultural
programmes like “Jazz in Marciac” (France)
have an associative management and
operating system.

Private actors and informal organisation:
Various types of partnerships belonging to
this category are also found in local
development initiatives and in the cultural
sector. They generally correspond to the
initial stage of what become more
structured partnerships. They do not
appear in the case studies, as these were
selected mainly where partnerships were
already well established.

The most frequent type of urban-rural
partnerships is, however, a mixed one:

Partnerships involving public actors and
based on public administrative structures
but accompanied by informal advisory
bodies involving private partners. This
model is by far the most developed and
widespread throughout Europe. Many
examples from the case studies illustrate it:

• In the “Meetjesland” (Flanders), the
“subregional platform” is composed of
various authorities and political
decision-makers, as well as managers of
enterprises, trade unions, social and
environmental organisations interested
in pursuing a common policy. The
Flemish government has set up such
“subregional platforms” to formulate
bottom-up proposals for implementing
the official regional economic policy. On
the basis of their work, a regional charter
can be concluded with the Flemish
authorities, which is a reciprocal
declaration of interests without legal
obligation or legal effect.

• In the “Lake Constance-Upper Swabia”
Region, the organisational model is one

of co-operative partnerships with
conservation groups and other
associations and pressure groups as a
complement to governmental planning.
In this region, conservation associations,
trusts and pressure groups are
increasingly making themselves heard,
taking on responsibilities and playing an
active role in the implementation of
certain measures. The “Lake Constance
Foundation” also plays an important
part in this context.

• In the Stuttgart Region, the Stuttgart
Regional Association (a public body) was
constituted in 1994 with a directly
elected assembly. New ideas on
extending the Association’s statutory
powers have generated further
independent initiatives and increased
the number of bodies with which the
Association maintains a dialogue. These
are, in particular, the “Stuttgart Region
Forum” (composed of individuals,
associations, social institutions, trade
unions, etc.) and the “Stuttgart regional
economic development corporation”.

• In the “Südraum Leipzig”, the main
institutional actor is the “Communal
Platform Südraum Leipzig”, comprised
of 14 towns and municipalities as well as
the City of Leipzig with its southern
districts. It co-operates with more
informal or privately-based bodies like
the regional development agency, the
economic association Südraum Leipzig,
the Espenhain Campus GmbH, the
Green Belt Leipzig organisation, etc.

• In the “Mecklenburg Lakes Region”,
institutional regional planning is
accompanied by a regional conference
enabling an open, moderated
development process, the function of
which is to initiate concrete, sustainable
projects. This facilitates the strategic
implementation of formal, informal and
process-orientated instruments of
regional development.

ï In Luxembourg, the nature park “Haute-
Sûre” is governed by an inter-municipal
co-operation body (SYCOPAN),
regulated by a contract. It functions as
an operating unit as well as a forum for
negotiation and co-ordination of
different interests. The political
administrations of the municipalities as
well as the citizens, farmers,
businessmen, etc. work together with
SYCOPAN to integrate their various
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interests into the general development
of the nature park and to initiate
common projects.

• In Sweden, the Tidaholm municipality
has developed, together with its citizens
and industrial actors, models for
sustainable development.

• In France, in the “Pays de Loudéac-
Mené”, various inter-municipal bodies
co-operate with associations, interest
groups, social organisations, etc. A
“comité d’action culturelle” was also
created.

ï In the Somiedo  nature park (Spain),
park authorities co-operate with local
authorities, farmers, tourism services
and businessmen, as well as with the
University of Oviedo.

In the case of the river agreement “Haute-
Meuse” (Wallonia), the organisational
structure is rather peculiar, as it is mainly
based on voluntary initiatives and
involvement, but encouraged by public
authorities. Municipal authorities, various
regional administrative services, inter-
municipal structures, unions of
enterprises, private associations, as well as
citizens are involved in a process of
dialogue and co-operation to attain a
consensus on concrete measures not
regulated by planning legislation.

2.6.3 Achievements of existing
urban-rural partnerships

Available information on the concrete
achievements of current urban-rural
partnerships is rather heterogeneous, as
many of them are of recent nature. Three
different types of achievements seem
nevertheless to emerge from a survey of the
case studies.

Planning and implementation of
concrete projects

This seems to be the principal achievement
of most urban-rural partnerships, both
from the point of view of quantitative
aspects and of diversity. Concrete projects
are numerous; they may concern, for
example, economic and social
development, local development
initiatives, environmental protection, the
development of public transportation
networks and of information systems,
education and training, the media, etc.
Some examples are:

• In the county of Jämtland (Sweden): the
creation of numerous co-operatives
(160) in the rural areas and the
development of employment, in
particular for women. The project “The
force of thought” which started in 1996
aimed at creating jobs, at inducing
people to move to the county, and
to achieve unity around a
strategy involving co-operation between
authorities, industry and the population.

• In the Stockholm-Mälar Region: various
projects are being implemented
concerning the development of public
transportation, regional marketing, the
location of industry, the development of
higher education.

ï In the Stuttgart Region: projects
underway include one related to regional
marketing for tourism.

• In the “Lake Constance-Upper Swabia”
Region: several projects involve internet-
supported tourism and provision of
environmental information.

Spatial planning measures

In additional to implementing concrete,
localised initiatives, urban-rural
partnerships are also promoting spatial
development measures with a more
structural character, such as:

• in the province of South-Holland: the
realisation of the Green-Blue Serpentine;

• in the Lake Constance-Upper Swabia
Region: the realisation of a landscape
park;

• in Meetjesland (Flanders): the
qualitative reinforcement of landscape
differentiation and the preservation of
the integrity of the open spaces;

• in the Stockholm-Mälar Region: better
growth potential for the small
and medium-sized towns of the
metropolitan region through improved
communications with the capital city
and better education possibilities;

• in the municipality of Calvia (Spain): the
rehabilitation of various coastal
stretches.

Evolution and improvement
of planning cultures

A significant evolution of planning cultures
can be observed in most countries. The
emergence of co-operative planning seems
to be a rather general phenomena. It is not
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clear, however, what role urban-rural
partnerships can or should play in this
evolution process. What does, however,
seems obvious is that urban-rural
partnerships strengthen and accelerate this
process. The following examples illustrate
this trend:

ï In Jämtland, traditional planning with
a “top-down” perspective, which
prioritises sectoral interests, is changing
towards a more horizontal structure. The
ideas and visions of village-development
groups and co-operatives are growing in
importance as planning tools. Plans that
are worked out in co-operation between
authorities and local development
groups have shown to be very concrete
and well-suited to the local conditions.

• In Cremona (Italy), the territorial master
plan of the province develops a new
planning culture with stronger
participation of the municipalities. The
provincial administration operates as a
co-ordination platform of sectoral
policies and plays an intermediate role
between the regional authorities and the
municipalities.

• The project “Co-operation in the Lake
Constance-Upper Swabia Region” has
encouraged a regional approach to
various issues by reinforcing regional
awareness and a sense of regional
identity

• In the Swedish municipality of
Tidaholm, the planning process has
moved towards a cross-sector problem-
orientated approach with the
participation of a wide spectrum of
actors.

• In the Mecklenburg Lakes Region, the
binding goals of regional planning are in
practice loosing their effectiveness as
steering mechanism for achieving
consensus with the municipalities. The
regional conference has set in motion a
process of discussion and co-operation
among the participants and has
strengthened the co-operative
consciousness of individuals in the area.
The regional development goals are
implemented through official and/or co-
operative means, depending on the task
at hand.

• In the Haute-Meuse, the concept of an
informal co-operation structure centred
on a specific space, although it is rather
new in the Belgian planning culture,
seems to be a very interesting approach
for such issues as river management. It

came as a surprise that so many different
actors were, in fact, able to co-operate on
a common platform of precise measures.

• In Cambridge, a non-profit-making
group (Cambridge Futures) of local
business leaders, politicians, local
government officers, professionals and
academics with an interest in
development in and around Cambridge
have identified seven options for the
location of new development during the
next 50 years. The approach is
innovative in its presentation, using
web-based options which provide visual
and textual images of spatial
development by 2050. The website both
informs and stimulates debate about
future urban form and the relationship
between urban and rural areas. Each of
the options are described and assessed
according to three criteria: economy,
environment and equity. The website
invites feedback and tests opinions
about the options and the various
components through an on-line
questionnaire.

2.6.4 Main constraints and obstacles
working against efficient urban-
rural partnerships

Competition between local authorities
and weakness of intermunicipal
organisations

This seems to be a rather general
constraint, in particular, in the countries
where regional authorities are weak and
their statutory powers limited.

ï In the case of the Stockholm-Mälar
Region, despite the existence of the co-
operation council, it is observed that
the autonomous and self-governing
municipality is primarily working
towards its own interests. There are
therefore risks that single municipalities
may stop projects which otherwise could
benefit the whole region.

ï The experiences in the Joensuu Region
indicate that functionally-defined and
voluntary intermunicipal development
bodies lacking a broader representative
role or a political leadership, do not seem
to be able to take a leading role in
regional development policies. They
tend to produce poorly structured and
underfinanced organisations in
which the municipalities attempt to
incorporate their own investments and
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financial initiatives into regional
policies.

Regional domination
by metropolitan areas

The ESDP mentions “equality and
independence of the partners” as a
condition for successful urban-rural
partnerships. This condition can hardly be
met where metropolitan areas dominate
the surrounding rural or semi-rural areas in
terms of political and administrative power,
financial capacity, employment and
services, ability to attract investors, etc.
Some examples illustrate this constraint:

ï In the Lake Constance-Upper Swabia
Region, the differing degrees of
economic power and political influence
are a major constraint for urban-rural
partnerships. Towns have a larger
administrative apparatus than rural
communities, giving them in an
advantage in terms of know-how,
particularly in the case of political
decision-makers and representatives.
Economic importance and superior
know-how mean that representatives of
towns rather than those of rural
communities are nearly always
appointed to higher-level regional
committees within the administrative
district or even the State of Baden-
Württemberg.

ï The domination of Dublin in the
Southern and Eastern Ireland Region
seems to be a key problem regarding the
establishment of new urban-rural
partnerships.

ï In the Stockholm-Mälar Region, the
dominating position of Stockholm,
which attracts the majority of
investments in the region, can lead to an
unequal development and a strained
relationship between Stockholm and the
rest of the region.

Lack of knowledge, motivation and
awareness from civil society

Support of urban-rural partnerships by the
“civil society” is often lacking due to
insufficient awareness, knowledge and
motivation.

In the case of the nature park “Haute-Sûre”,
a constraint is the lack of knowledge and
awareness about the relevance of the
heritage not only for the natural
environment, but also for the conditions of

human life. There is a need to overcome
this lack of knowledge through measures in
the field of tourism, education, producer-
consumer co-operations, co-operation in
spatial planning, etc.

Insufficient financial support
for urban-rural partnerships

This constraint is particularly significant in
the case of informal co-operation bodies. It
is explicitly mentioned in the case of the
regional conference of the Mecklenburg
Lakes Region.

2.6.5 Potentialities and opportunities
favouring efficient urban-rural
partnerships

Strengthening the regional level

There seems to be a considerable capacity
for problem-solving at the regional level.
The cases of good practice as well as the
cases where proposals were only
formulated (Thessaly, Milan) give evidence
for this. The question is closely linked to the
subsidiarity debate and may indicate a
need for further devolution of statutory
powers to the regional level.

• In the UK, for example, Scotland now has
its own Parliament, responsible for
domestic policy in different sectors
including spatial planning and all related
subjects such as housing, environment,
transport, economic development and
tourist promotion. It could play a key
role in developing new urban-rural
partnerships within the context of
spatial policy. So far, the local councils
have often operated in competition with
each other rather than in partnership.

• In Ireland, the recent reform of local
government and regional structures has
greatly increased the opportunities for
the creation of urban-rural partnerships.
An improved funding system is to be
introduced.

Renewed emphasis on the role of spatial
planning in the achievement of
sustainable regional development

This opportunity has already been put into
practice in a number of countries. Where
urban-rural partnerships as yet hardly exist,
substantial potentialities are recognised in
this field.

• In the case of the Milan Metropolitan
Region, for instance, a number of
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proposals are related to the
enhancement of landscape as a producer
of environmental values, to the
integration of public metropolitan
transportation with new urban
settlements, and to orient large-scale
planning towards a polycentric
settlement structure well-interlinked by
public transportation and separated by
continuous belts of green spaces.

General improvement
of co-operative planning

New forms of participation of local
communities, interests groups, citizens,
etc. in the planning and decision-making
process facilitate the emergence and the
development of urban-rural partnerships.
In Jämtland, it is recognised that the
grassroots have had a great impact on
regional development. In the municipality
of Tidaholm, it was observed that a
planning process involving a large number
of different actors has a stronger potential
to facilitate the implementation of

decisions. A similar opinion is expressed in
the Joensuu Region: an alternative to a
strict political leadership might be to open
up the regional development coalition in
order to integrate and mobilise other
potential territorial leadership resources
(research institutions, private enterprises,
etc.) for development purposes.

In Thessaly, the role of self-government
does not seem very promising. The
situation regarding the civil society’s
organisations appears similarly weak.
Obviously, a more active intervention of
both categories of actors would be
beneficial, but appears unlikely in the short
term. In the Lake Constance-Upper Swabia
Region, turning rules and regulations into
voluntary partnerships between those
involved or affected, coupled with a
transfer of responsibilities from the top to
the base, is regarded as an important future
task. Most case studies conclude that
stronger involvement of the civil society in
urban-rural partnerships is easier where
concrete projects are concerned.

2.7 Policy implications – objective and strategies

Policy recommendations have to take into
account the specific regional contexts,
which naturally differ considerably from
country to country and from region to
region. In some rural regions, the active
population is still migrating towards the
metropolitan areas, while in other rural
regions the redeployment of metropolitan
areas contributes substantially to
demographic and economic growth. The
five-category territorial typology elaborated
can assist in calibrating the policy
proposals related to urban-rural
partnerships. This typology does not
specifically, however, enable all existing
differences and specific situations to be
taken into account. Further exploration of
the regional and local contexts remains
necessary.

Although similar types of partnerships can
be observed in regions which have broadly
the same characteristics, there is, however,
no deterministic link between the territorial

typology and the types of partnerships
which are emerging. Urban-rural
partnerships depend on a variety of factors
among which political culture, governance
capacity, associative and co-operative spirit
within the local and regional society
certainly play a major role. Furthermore,
partnerships should also be considered as a
process with cumulative effects. The areas
where this process is developing well will
have comparative advantages as compared
to areas where the process is lagging
behind. These differences may even create
local peripheries.

In the ESDP, the notion of urban-rural
partnership is promoted as a key
mechanism for spreading the benefits of
dynamic growth zones through their
hinterlands, mitigating their adverse effects
and strengthening local initiatives in rural
areas. Within the wider context of
sustainable development, urban-rural
partnerships should also be used to
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promote a more balanced and polycentric
settlement system, in particular, in
metropolitan regions, paying particular
attention to the management of natural
resources, the cultural heritage and other
environmental factors and amenities.
These two areas related to the basic
objectives of urban-rural partnerships will
be further explored hereafter.

2.7.1 Urban-rural partnerships
for development in rural areas

Three particular policy areas should be
addressed:

• agricultural restructuring,

• natural and cultural amenities,

• small and medium-sized towns.

Accelerating agricultural restructuring
and diversification of the economy

As far as agricultural restructuring is
concerned, the CAP reform does not seem
to have led to a significant attenuation of
the traditional dualism between further
intensification of production in the most
profitable areas of the EU and
abandonment of production in the less
profitable ones. In the first place, the
issue for policy-makers is how to
ensure that market-led restructuring
does not result in over cultivation with
negative environmental effects. Urban-
rural partnerships can promote more
environmentally friendly methods of
cultivation. An example is the increasing
demand for products from organic
agriculture, which could lead to a change in
the cultivation methods in the agricultural
areas surrounding the metropolitan areas
and other significant towns.

Secondly, efforts should be directed
towards mobilising and enhancing
endogenous resources. Niche market
activity and location-specific labelling have
been identified as important stimuli for
employment in rural areas. These activities
serve both to diversify the local economy
and also, in many cases, to build on
established local skills and specialisations.
Niche products often have the potential to
compete in domestic and international
quality goods markets. In order to develop,
however, they need local services for up-
grading the products and links to wider
markets. Urban-rural partnerships may
contribute to the promotion of niche

market activities and location-specific
labelling through the development of the
necessary services to enhance the products
and ensure their marketing on wider
markets.

Valueing natural and cultural
amenities

Natural and cultural/historical features
– ranging from wilderness areas to cultural
landscapes, carefully tended parkland and
historical monuments – have been
identified as one of the main comparative
advantages of rural areas, especially
considering the growing demand for access
to these amenities. In many areas, rural
tourism is proving to be an important
source of new jobs and is the focus of
development efforts by local, regional and
national governments. Another potentiality
related to natural and cultural amenities is
the accommodation of retired people,
originating mainly from urban areas.

Using these assets to stimulate the
economy and create employment raises
important policy questions about
sustainable development, resource
management and the valuation of
intangible goods. The issue for policy
makers is to find a way of valuing these
natural assets and implementing
mechanisms and procedures (for instance,
by putting a price tag on a public
commodity through taxation) that will
allow the local economy to benefit more
directly from them and thereby ensure their
maintenance. In this respect, urban-rural
partnerships seem particularly important
as far as the small and medium-sized towns
in rural areas are concerned, in particular
with respect to the provision of services and
amenities or the implementation of joint
regional marketing efforts are concerned.

Developing the economies of small and
medium-sized towns

For much of the post-war period, small and
medium-sized towns have suffered from
the general out-migration from rural areas
and from the overwhelming attraction of
metropolitan areas, losing many of the
services that they once provided for the
surrounding areas. In many regions today,
however, local urban centres represent the
most likely hub around which new
development will take place. There is
evidence from recent research on strong
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demographic and economic growth in  a
few small and medium-sized towns even in
non-metropolitan areas, particularly when
they form part of a network of towns.

The significance of small and medium-
sized towns stems from their ability to link
rural economic activities with the wider
national and international markets. As
such, they have a particular need for
efficient transport links amongst
themselves and with major metropolitan
areas. They have to be promoted as centres
of service provision, not only for a regional
hinterland, but also for strong outward-
looking economies, linking rural producers
with urban markets and thus blurring the
lines between rural and urban. This type of
support exemplifies the notion of policy
interventions that are both rural and urban.

The creation of networks of towns is
certainly an efficient means to strengthen
economies and diversifying activities in
rural areas. In this respect, various types of
networks may be considered. Networks
between large towns and medium-sized
towns may stimulate the development of
medium-sized towns, while networks
involving several medium-sized and small
towns may enable, through specialisation
and investment sharing, the development
of functions which go beyond the level of
each town taken separately.

2.7.2 Urban-rural partnerships
to promote sustainable
development in metropolitan
and other highly urbanised
regions

Increasing suburbanisation in and around
metropolitan areas consumes large
amounts of land resources and has high
social costs in terms of infrastructure
provision, mobility and energy. In the
process of replacing competition and
conflict between urban and rural areas by
co-operation and partnerships, the model
of urbanisation followed has a central role
in influencing the costs of mobility and
infrastructure as well as the level of land
consumption.

The first objective in this context is
therefore to promote a more balanced
settlement structure, with the aim of
preventing further polarisation and
concentration in metropolitan areas as well
as further urban sprawl in the suburban
areas, which corresponds to ESDP

objectives. Rehabilitation of “brownfields”
should be supported by public policies
in order to limit new “greenfields”
developments. More polycentric settle-
ment patterns would both benefit the
development of medium-sized and small
towns and protect open spaces and, in
particular, valuable natural areas.
Functional diversification should be
promoted in municipalities far from the
core in order to create a “city effect”. An
important prerequisite for a more balanced
settlement structure is the integration of
metropolitan public transportation with
the development of new urban settlements.

Utilisation of undeveloped or green land
areas should be orientated towards public
accessibility and leisure activities to a
greater extent. Incentives should
contribute to new forms of management of
open spaces and nature areas with a
view to the needs of urban dwellers. In
particular, neglected forest areas should
be transformed into an attractive
environment. Agricultural use, which is
important to resist against land-use
transformation, should be supported,
provided the cultivation methods are not
detrimental to the environment.

Urban-rural partnerships in metropolitan
and other highly urbanised regions can also
contribute to better social integration. As
social diversification has a discernible
spatial dimension, more balanced
settlement systems are likely to be less
conducive to social exclusion than are large
concentrations of economic deprivation
and ethnic minority populations.

With regard to ESDP objectives related to
large-scale polycentric development and to
the specific role of European leading cities
or gateway cities, questions may arise as to
the possible contribution of urban-rural
partnerships in this context. As the case
studies do not provide sufficient
information to answer this question, this
issue should be further investigated in the
future.

A prerequisite for the emergence and
organisation of urban-rural partnerships in
metropolitan and other highly urbanised
regions seems to be the existence of a
comprehensive planning strategy and
documents at the scale of the region
concerned. These should contain precise
objectives aiming at a sustainable
settlement structure including, for
instance, polycentric development within
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the region. Urban-rural partnerships can
prove to be valuable instruments and
procedures for implementing such regional
planning strategies and documents.

2.7.3 Governance of urban-rural
partnerships

Administrative structures and planning
cultures are very diverse throughout
Europe. Recommendations related to the
governance of urban-rural partnerships
thus must be of a rather general character
in order to have some European-wide
validity. Although the present practice of
urban-rural partnerships in Europe still is
rather limited, even these have spotlighted
a number of issues related to governance.

The most significant success factor
encouraging the emergence and
implementation of urban-rural
partnerships seems to be a new type of
planning culture based on co-operative and
participatory planning. Although there are
many ways to organise co-operative and
participatory planning, the common
denominator is to have private actors,
interest groups, businesses, associations,
citizens, etc. closely associated with the
process from the very beginning. In some
cases, the main initiative come from
outside the public sector (as in the case of
the local development co-operatives in
Sweden whereby the public authorities
limit their role to giving support to such
initiatives). In other cases, co-operative
planning is an extension of more traditional
procedures and may act as a complement
to them (as many examples from Germany
reveal). The involvement of private actors
generally favours the mobilisation of
private resources which, in turn, increases
the positive output of urban-rural
partnerships. In this respect, public-private
partnerships may contribute to the success
of urban-rural partnerships. Working on
concrete projects significantly favours the
involvement of the civil society in the
development process.

Another important factor positively
influencing the achievements of urban-
rural partnerships is related to the way in
which the regional dimension and regional
interests are taken into account in the
procedures. This does not automatically
mean that urban-rural relationships are
only successful there where strong regional
authorities exist. Substantial inter-
municipal co-operation at regional level

may also lead to positive achievements.
Networks of towns involving large,
medium-sized and small towns in a region
are an example of horizontal co-operation
which may be beneficial to the solving of
urban-rural issues.

The third important issue related to the
governance of urban-rural partnerships
concerns the way upper-tier policies
influence territorial development. Strongly
segmented policies with their sectoral
character defined at the national and
European levels may counteract local and
regional efforts to promote urban-rural
partnerships. A prerequisite for the success
of the latter seems therefore to be that
urban-rural partnerships are taken into
account and supported by public policies at
higher levels. As urban-rural partnerships
are a relatively new priority for territorial
development, it is likely that various policy
areas of the higher levels will have to be
adapted to this new priority.

2.7.4 Implications of urban-rural
partnerships for EU policies

EU policies constitute a very diversified and
rather complex system in which the
territorial impacts of some policies are
more obvious than that of others. For this
reason, the following proposals will be
limited to a few areas where EU policies
may significantly affect territorial
development.

With regard to urban-rural partnerships,
various EU policies may have a permissive
and/or a pro-active character.

Permissive approach

The permissive aspect means that national,
regional and local authorities, when
making use of EU resources for territorial
development, are allowed to use these
resources for urban-rural partnerships.
There is no obligation or recommendation,
only the possibility to do so. As far as rural
development policies are concerned, much
depends upon the territorial limits of the
operational programmes. As large towns
are generally not included in such
programmes, partnerships between rural
areas and this category of towns are
normally not possible. This is even more
true in the case of the LEADER Community
Initiative, which is based on quite narrow
territorial limits where only small towns
may be included.
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As far as urban policies are concerned, the
situation is the reverse but leads to the
same results. The interventions of the
URBAN Community Initiative are limited to
the built-up area of towns, and quite often
to deprived inner-city areas, so that urban-
rural partnerships are not eligible. In both
URBAN and LEADER, the principle of local
partnerships involving various categories of
actors is a key element which could serve as
a positive prerequisite for urban-rural
partnerships. The main obstacle, however,
is the territorial delimitation of eligible
areas.

Although the resources allocated to
LEADER and URBAN are rather modest, it
can be generally concluded that urban and
rural development policies at EU level
still operate side-by-side and do not
make provisions for operative interactions
like those required for urban-rural
partnerships.

In terms of available resources, more
significant opportunities for urban-rural
partnerships exist in the case of National
Initiative programmes. An assessment of
practice during the past programming
period would probably reveal evidence
about a rather modest use of urban-rural
partnerships among the eligible measures
and supported projects.

However, the guidelines for the Structural
Fund Period 2000–2006 envisage an
integrated process aimed at favouring a
synergy of urban and rural development in
order to make progress towards more
balanced territorial development. A
significant improvement is expected to
result from the enlargement of eligible
areas, at least to permit support for urban-
rural partnerships. The geographical size of
the regions covered by Objective 1 is such
that it provides and adequate framework to
meet the need for an overall approach in
which urban and rural areas are
complementary. The same approach is
recommended for Objective 2. The
guidelines recommend explicit that this
should be used to prepare strategies which

seek a balance between rural and urban
areas at regional level. The enhancement of
complementarity between urban and rural
areas may be promoted through various
instruments. Whether or not partnerships
are appropriate depends on the particular
institutional history and circumstances.

Pro-active approach

With regard to the pro-active character of
EU policies, explicit recommendations in
favour of urban-rural partnerships do not
yet exist, although some indirect
formulations following similar objectives
may be found. The LEADER Initiative
considers, for instance, the access of rural
areas to services as among its priorities. It is
also likely that the final version of the
URBAN Framework for Action will contain
some recommendations in favour of urban-
rural partnerships, as was suggested by the
Urban Forum in Vienna. Introducing a
more pro-active attitude towards the
notion of urban-rural partnership into EU
policies on a wider basis seems necessary.

This holds true for the operational
programmes related to the Structural
Funds (Objective 1 and 2 areas). Urban-
rural partnerships could also be
implemented in the context of operational
programmes related to the Community
Initiative INTERREG III, in particular as far
as cross-border and transnational projects
are concerned. So far, although the
orientations published in October 1999
mention the constitution of networks of
towns as eligible operations under
INTERREG IIIB, urban-rural partnerships
have not been explicitly mentioned.

In addition to this, a number of so-called
sectoral EU policies could also contribute
through specific measures (regulations,
subsidies, pilot projects, studies, etc.) to the
initiation and/or concretisation of urban-
rural partnerships. This may concern in
particular the sectoral policies related to
agriculture and forestry, the environment,
transport and energy, telecommunications,
SMEs, tourism, culture and education.
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Further work on territorial typologies

The Study Programme has given rise to a
lively debate on the issue of territorial
typologies with respect to relations
between urban and rural areas. In this
context, the various statistical approaches
enabling the delineation and dynamic
analysis of urban areas were examined and
confronted. A significant result of the work
programme is that an agreement was
reached on a European-wide definition of
European Functional Urban Areas. The
statistical concept now agreed upon has to
be translated into homogeneous mapping
for the whole of Europe. Further work is
necessary to obtain a homogeneous and
disaggregated data base (NUTS 5). Co-
operation with EUROSTAT, GISCO, JRC,
etc. should be sought.

The availability of an operational definition
for European Functional Urban Areas will
be a support for numerous fields of
decision-making: in spatial development
planning as well as in various sectoral
policies. It will in particular enable the
deepening of the work on territorial
typologies using functional urban areas,
already started in the work programme.

Further work on urban-rural
relationships

The various categories of urban-rural
relationships enumerated in the report
should be more deeply analysed on a
quantitative basis. In particular, flows
between urban and rural areas are of great
significance. In this field there are severe
problems of data availability. Appropriate
methods have therefore to be worked out to

approach the quantification of flows
(people, goods, traffic etc.) between urban
and rural areas and to analyse the impact of
these flows on the structural evolution of
these areas.

Further work on urban-rural partners-
hip

The following issues should be further
studied in order to enable the elaboration
of more detailed and operational policy
proposals.

• The achievements of urban-rural
partnerships in terms of added-value in
the field of sustainable development,
economic development, social
integration, polycentric development of
the settlement structure etc.

• The governance of urban-rural
partnerships: vertical and horizontal co-
operation, organisational structure
involving public and private actors, role
of the regional level, financing
mechanisms, contractual procedures,
partnerships as a process.

• The potential role of urban-rural
partnerships for the implementation of
specific ESDP objectives and policy
options related for instance to macro-
spatial polycentricity, to the role of
Europe’s leading cities and gateway
cities.

• The potential role of urban-rural
partnerships in the context of EU
policies: structural programmes,
Community Initiatives, selected sectoral
policies. How to increase the pro-active
approach in EU policies to promote
urban-rural partnership.

2.8 Further work on urban-rural partnership
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The development of a European spatial
development perspective is an ongoing
process where fundamental goals are made
tangible step by step. This process is not
merely a mechanical activity, involving the
inference of objectives at various levels
from more fundamental goals, but rather
an ongoing political process. Formulating
the seven criteria for the differentiation of
the European territory has been part
of making fundamental aims tangible.
The next stage, producing indicators
corresponding to those criteria, implies
subjecting them to the discourse process
involving policy makers and researchers.

In this section the policy options of the
ESDP are reviewed and the findings
emerging from the work with the indicators
are assessed according to their policy
relevance.

3.1.1 The ESDP and criteria
for spatial differentiation

The three fundamental goals of European
spatial development policy are

• economic and social cohesion,

• conservation of natural resources and
cultural heritage, and

• more balanced competitiveness of the
European territory.

The social and economic aims of spatial
development need to be reconciled with the
ecological and cultural functions to
contribute to sustainable, and at larger
scale, balanced territorial development.
The ambition of the EU to progress from an
economic union to an environmental and
a social union sets it developmental
priorities. Reconciling the objectives of
development, balance and protection must
not lead to weakening economically strong
regions and increasing the dependency
of less favoured regions. Unguided
development would very likely favour an
increase of regional disparities while an
overemphasis on protection or assistance
implies risk of stagnation.

The ESDP presents three policy guidelines
for the spatial development of the union:

• development of a balanced and
polycentric urban system and a new
urban-rural partnership,

• securing parity of access to
infrastructure and knowledge, and

• sustainable development, prudent
management and protection of nature
and cultural heritage.

These basic statements are further broken
down into 11 issues, each of which ends
with a set of policy options, totalling 60 in
number. All the policy aims and options
share a common characteristic: they
represent ways of opening up the European
territory and, consequently, reflect various
dimensions of spatial integration.

The policy options of the ESDP also reflect
the current stage of the integration
progress. Two-thirds of them deal with
policy guidelines concerning the
polycentric model, urban-rural partnership
and parity of access; they are concerned
primarily with economic matters, and thus
the aim of economic union. Increasing
social cohesion might be an indirect effect
of this endeavour for spatial integration,
but it is explicitly spelled out in only one of
the policy options. One-third of the policy
options deals explicitly with environmental
matters, indicating that the path
proceeds from economic integration via
environmental policy to social integration.

When viewed according to the three
dimensions of development, balance and
protection, the policy options of the ESDP
are well integrated. Nearly all of them
include developmental aspects in
combination with balance or protection.
Hardly any of the policy options discussed
represents a one-dimensional view. What
they might lack in analytical cogency
– being of a complex nature – they gain
in political acceptability.

In order to establish a more solid
comparative evaluation of territorial
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats, better knowledge is needed of
spatially relevant criteria. The application
of criteria means the attempt to apply
common principles or standards for
territorial differentiation in all Member
States. Such criteria, both individually and
in combination, are necessary in order to
develop different typologies of areas and to
assess spatial impacts of long-term
European scenarios.

3 Criteria for spatial differentiation

3.1 European spatial policy and spatial differentiation
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On the basis of selected criteria, it can be
established whether different areas of
Europe enjoy, with respect to the three
fundamental goals of the ESDP, a relatively
stronger or weaker outlook for spatial
development. As these criteria present
aspects of a relational character, the
territorial representations of various
criteria will vary over time, providing the

Geographical position: Geographical position is the relative location of an area within a

continental, transnational or regional context. It can, for instance, be applied to measure

levels of accessibility of an area from a given set of other areas. Obviously, physical

geographical features, especially mountains and seas, play an important role in

determining accessibility. In a European context geographical position is also be

associated with specific climatic conditions, such as the harsh Nordic climate or the

occurrence of long periods of drought in the South.

Spatial integration: Spatial integration expresses the opportunities for and level of

(economic, cultural) interaction within and between areas and may reflect willingness to

co-operate. It also indicates, for example, levels of connectivity between transport

systems of different geographical scales. Spatial integration is positively influenced by the

presence of efficient administrative bodies, physical and functional complementarity

between areas and the absence of cultural and political controversies.

Economic strength: Economic strength in a spatial context expresses the relative (interna-

tional, national and regional) economic situation of a city, town or area, the ability to

sustain or improve its position and the intensity of spin-off effects. A sustainable high

level of economic strength would involve at least above-average economic output and/or

above-average per capita income, below-average rate of unemployment, a productive

and profitable, modern and diversified sectoral structure and (a potential for) intensive

trade relations with other (world) regions.

Natural assets: This criterion concerns characteristics of ecosystems and other natural

areas - their relative importance, sensitivity, size or rarity. It can supply a basis for the

assessment of related functions of different natural assets across Europe and the habitat

of different species. It may also supply the basis for a certain division of tasks regarding the

development of specific types of nature.

Cultural assets: This criterion concerns characteristics of landscapes and ancient and mo-

dern cultural structures and groups of buildings – their relative importance, sensitivity,

size or rarity. Historical city centres, for example, include a large number of cultural assets

that may be threatened by various pressures. Other historical assets may provide tourist

development opportunities. However, indicators to assess the quality, importance and

future development of natural and cultural assets are still undeveloped.

Land-use pressure: Land-use pressure may reflect higher probability for conflicts of

interests between different types of land use or different land users, or can indicate

problems arising from over-demand or under-demand for land in certain areas. For

instance, in a highly dynamic area, such as an urban region, housing and economic

functions compete for available space. Under-demand for land, on the other hand, can be

associated with a higher probability for abandonment or desertification of areas.

Social integration: Social integration expresses the level of interaction between different

social groups, which may be distinguished by age, income, education, habitat, language,

culture or nationality. In a spatial context, social problems such as social segregation or

exclusion – often associated with high unemployment – reduce social cohesion within

and between (especially urban) areas, which in turn reduces economic opportunities.

Box 14
Seven criteria for the
differentiation of the

European territory

basis for encompassing the dynamics of
change in Europe.

In the first official draft (Noordwijk) of the
ESDP, a list of seven criteria for the
differentiation of the European territory
was defined (box 14). These criteria form
the basis for the further work with
indicators within Theme 1 of the Study
Programme.
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3.1.2 Policy relevance
of the indicators

In this section some of the results of the
seven working groups are related to the
policy options of the ESDP. In order to treat
this subject in an integrated manner
– underlining the importance of inter-
connections between criteria – the
presentation is structured to follow the
proposed path of European integration.
While safeguarding regional diversity, the
EU is supposed to gradually develop from
an Economic Union into an Environmental
Union and a Social Union.

The results of the seven working groups are
reviewed according to their relative area of
significance: under Economic Union the
criteria geographical position, spatial
integration and economic strength are
discussed; natural assets, cultural assets
and land-use pressure are then presented
under the heading Environment Union,
with the sequence ending with a review of
Social Integration under the heading Social
Union.

Economic Union

The characteristics of the global economy
include:

• the increasing importance of intangible
international flows of financial assets,
information, decision-making and
networking,

• the internationalisation of enterprises
through market outlets, localisation of
production and possession of capital,
and

• the polycentric division of the system,
based on a tripartite model involving
USA, Europe, Japan and others.

The spatial situation of Europe is often
considered unbalanced, characterised as it
is by a developed and densely urbanised
centre area, where most of its wealth and
innovation is generated, while relative
poverty prevails in many peripheral
regions. Increasing congestion in the centre
and declining population in the peripheries
are expected future consequences if current
development trends continue. The spatial
imbalance seems to threaten sustained
economic growth. A closer look at the
European territory, however, reveals a
more complex and diversified pattern.
Development gaps within the centre, or
within the peripheries, may be larger than

those which exist between the centre and
the peripheries.

The opening of frontiers and monetary
homogeneity will widen the choice of areas
suitable for localisation and consequently
increase the dynamics of markets. In the
competition for higher productivity, the
European space is likely to experience two
directions of development. Growth of the
innovative sector and the consolidation of
large business groups, spurred not least by
their interconnections with the financial
sector, is likely to encourage further
concentration. Simultaneously, integration
and interconnection make territorial
polycentrism and the development of
outlying areas a competitive option. Thus,
the whole of the European territory could
play an important role in taking advantage
of the opportunities offered.

The development of new communication
networks and information technologies can
undermine traditional hierarchies by
loosening the formerly tight connections
between physical and functional patterns.
Advanced communication services are, at
least theoretically, supposed to shape a new
space of flows, where geographically
distant centres are in fact closely connected
in a time-focused relational structure. It is
the nodes linking them that channel all
types of flows, including people, energy,
materials and information, increasingly
independently of geography.

Distance and proximity between places,
therefore, must be redefined. In developed
areas, distance to networks, in terms of
time and cost of access, and the utility these
networks provide – i.e. their capacity to
generate and disseminate added-value
activities within the network – is rapidly
becoming the predominant factor.
Geographical position in the traditional
sense, the relative advantage of location in
a hierarchical settlement structure, is losing
importance in favour of something that
could be called network connectivity and
network density.

Interest in the spatial organisation of
society has been supplemented by concern
for the social organisation of space. Politics
and culture rather than geometry and
distance are guiding the new geography, re-
defining the significance of geographical
position, accessibility and spatial
integration. Former determinants of
accessibility and communication, such as
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physical barriers, are being replaced by the
ability of individuals and social
organisations to adapt to social and cultural
barriers.

Spatial integration is a new concept with
strong political significance but various
meanings. It may be seen, for example, as a
means of identifying functional territorial
units, which might be promoted as efficient
spaces to live and work, or as a means to
improve overall cohesion across the
European territory. Even though there is
little explicit mention of spatial integration
in European documents, the allied concept
of territorial cohesion is increasingly used
in documents drawn up at a supra-national
level, the most prominent example being
the Council of Europe. However, it should
be acknowledged that until now the
concept of spatial integration, whether on a
European scale or at a lower level, has
seldom been examined in detail.

Geographical position

In the ESDP the issue of geographical
position is addressed specifically in the
policy options concerning accessibility. In
addition, geographical position naturally
plays a significant role in connection with
the policy guidelines of polycentric
development, urban-rural partnership and
diffusion of innovation and knowledge.
The discussion concerning core versus
periphery underpins much spatial policy
debate in the EU.

The working group for geographical
position elaborated a set of reference
indicators concerning accessibility at the
European scale, producing maps e.g. on
distance to the centre of gravity of
population in Europe, showing cultural
spheres according to language, or
indicating accessibility by road, rail and by
air to population and GDP. The economic
relevance of these indicators is obvious:
population indicates markets and GDP
represents purchasing power and business
opportunities. In addition, so-called
specialised indicators on accessibility were
elaborated, which treat significant policy
issues such as main transportation
corridors and centres of gravity. Maps were
produced concerning national space
inequalities related to the road networks
and accessibility for trucks.

The working group concluded that a set of
reference indicators of geographical

position – related to relevant EU policies –
should be adopted. This set was to include
geographical, physical, cultural and
accessibility indicators. The results of the
survey of accessibility indicators can be
used to divide the regions of the EU into
centres and peripheries (although actually
this division is more of a continuum), for
comparing the divisions resulting from
using different indicators, and for
evaluating the likely impacts of various
policy measures on differences in
accessibility between central and
peripheral regions.

In recent years the role of transnational
policies has grown in importance in the EU.
Changes in competitive conditions set new
requirements for infrastructure capacity
and accessibility. Competitive advantage is
increasingly dependent upon on man-
made and not natural resources,
emphasising the significance, for instance,
of factors such as fast passenger transport
and information transmission. Even if these
challenges are a result of global influences,
the possibility of finding solutions is
strongly influenced by local conditions,
e.g., the possibility of strengthening the
“resources” of a certain region or centre by
improving its accessibility.

According to the ESDP, the trans-European
networks (TEN) are to link landlocked and
peripheral areas with the central areas of
the EU. Analysis of accessibility indicators,
however, supports the view that the TEN
may widen rather than narrow the
differences in accessibility between central
and peripheral regions in Europe. Gains in
the rail accessibility of peripheral regions
may well be beneficial to their economic
development, but these gains can be
overshadowed by larger gains in rail
accessibility for regions in the European
core.

A European transport policy truly
committed to cohesion would have to
significantly shift its focus to transport links
within and between the peripheral regions,
not in addition to, but at the expense of
transport investments in the European
core. As the relative position of peripheral
regions varies according to the mode of
transport concerned, it is important to pay
special attention to solutions which
improve intermodal accessibility.

The data required for the calculation of the
indicators of geographical position should
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be made available and updated in the
databases of Eurostat. This is
straightforward in the case of the
geographical, physical and cultural
indicators, as these are not likely to change
over time. In the case of the accessibility
indicators, both area data and network data
are required: Network data include the pan-
European road, rail and airline networks.
For reasons of standardisation, this
information needs to be provided and
made available to the research community.

To enable researchers to calculate
indicators in a comparable way, a manual
for their calculation should be prepared.
The manual should contain the exact
definition of each reference indicator and,
in the case of accessibility indicators, a
precise and operational specification of
how the indicator is to be calculated,
including the necessary model parameters,
a test data set and the correct results to be
obtained as well as a sample of the software
code needed to produce those results. As in
the case of the integrated database, all
software should be in the public domain to
ensure easy exchange and dissemination.

In addition, further research is needed.
Little research has been done on political,
economic and cultural barriers. More needs
to be known about different forms of
accessibility indicators or accessibility
indicators for different types of actors and
users. A second area of research should
explore new concepts of accessibility
indicators that have not yet been made
operational, such as indicators taking
account of telecommunications or
indicators that are not scalar values but
multi-valued distributions. Finally, a third
area of research should develop advanced
ways of visualising geographical position
and time-space maps.

Spatial integration

As it is practically an all-encompassing
concern, the question of spatial integration
is addressed by almost all the 60 policy
options of the ESDP. The whole idea of the
Economic Union is to open up all parts of
the European territory for development.

The working group on spatial integration
elaborated indicators showing flows
and barriers, spatial homogeneity and
discontinuity, as well as spatial co-
operation. Maps were produced
showing e.g. wealth differences between

neighbouring regions in 1989 and 1996 and
spatial co-operation activities within the
INTERREG programme. Despite the fact
that the selected indicators do not reveal
any obvious pattern of spatial integration,
some observations can be made. There is a
general trend towards reducing
international disparities and barriers
within the EU and towards the
development of more integrated spaces at
different geographical levels. Different
types of borders may produce different
patterns according to the scale used for
investigation, type of interactions,
indicators selected and method of
measurement, for instance.

Persistent contrasts between regions in the
same country can be observed, while the
effect of national borders appears to have
weakened. This can be seen as positive
from a European point of view, but not
necessarily so from a national perspective.
The conclusion is that enhanced spatial
integration does not always produce overall
positive effects. Choices must be made,
since strengthening integration at one
level/area/domain may result in slowing
integration (or increasing differentiation)
at another level/area/domain. Balanced
spatial integration, in a sense similar to the
balanced polycentric urban development
promoted by the ESDP, could be a desirable
aim.

It is necessary, however, to go beyond the
conventional image of a generally positive
but vague notion of spatial integration and
take into account all of its aspects and
implications. Obviously, much work
remains to be done in conceptualising the
field more fully, in particular through
involving a range of different actors in the
discussion. The potential consequences of
spatial integration should also be explored
in more depth, and should include an
investigation of threats that it might imply
when adequate co-operation has not been
ensured.

The availability of reliable and homogenous
sources of information transcending
national borders is a basic prerequisite for
analysis of European spatial integration.
Work so far has shown that one cannot rely
on traditional data. SPESP work has also
shown that the NUTS divisions do not
always provide the most appropriate basis
for assessment of spatial integration. It
would, therefore, be interesting to consider
what other functional territorial units could
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be appropriate for further analysis. Studies
of cross-border areas are helpful in
providing a better understanding of the
integration processes, as these areas appear
to be the real experimental laboratories of
integration. The considerable financial
resources allocated to cross-border
programmes within the framework of
European policies underlines the
significance of the issue.

Economic strength

The issue of balanced competitiveness
and development underpins the spatial
guidelines of the ESDP: a polycentric and
balanced spatial development and urban-
rural partnership as well as parity of access
to infrastructure and knowledge. Almost all
of the policy options of the ESDP focus on
economic strength and economic and
social cohesion, often coupled with wise
management of the environment.

The group working on economic strength
elaborated so-called classical single
indicators, and, in addition, indicators
expressing globalisation and rootedness,
modernisation versus diversification and
competitiveness. Maps were produced on,
e.g. labour markets, innovation and
competitiveness according to cause-and-
effect variables. Similar regions were
grouped into clusters and the settlement
structure of the EU territory was classified.

To enhance the study’s value for spatial
planning the causes and effects of
competitiveness were related to settlement
structure and this was further broken down
into core and peripheral regions. Within the
core, urbanised areas perform better
than agglomerations when actual
competitiveness is evaluated against
potential competitiveness. This can be
explained by their geographical location
between the hinterland, on the one hand,
and the agglomerations and urbanised
regions with centres, on the other, leading
to positive spill-over effects. The results
suggest that there is a relationship between
different types of neighbouring regions and
that national clusters exist.

The analyses of economic strength have
confirmed the existence of a centre-
periphery divide within the EU, albeit some
regions were performing better than
expected when the effect factors of
competitiveness were analysed. Policy-
makers should identify the weakest causal

factor in a balanced range of factors
affecting economic performance and
strengthen it as a basis for further
development.

Research on the modernisation indicators
supports the view that single policies
aimed, for instance, at increasing
expenditure on R&D in weaker regions,
need to be accompanied by a broader
policy framework given the
interrelationship between the different
causes of modernisation and their effects. A
range of complementary policies should be
considered for spatial development rather
than relying on one policy to enhance
competitiveness.

National trends strongly influence the
development of regions. The type and level
of governance operating in each member
state can influence the direction of
economic potential and the success of
policy implementation. Considering the
importance of governance in order to
develop urban-rural relationships and
polycentric urban structures, it is
understandable that the role of
agglomerations, urbanised areas and rural
areas differs in the core and on the
periphery of the EU.

In the most recent Structural Funds
programming period, priorities were
changed from an emphasis on the
intervention of public sector supply of
facilities to more emphasis on building
R&D skills alongside the stimulation of
demand and promotion of innovation
through partnerships. Policies following
this direction would help the development
of a polycentric model of spatial
development and encourage the spread of
economic strength outside the capital
regions.

While a broad core-periphery divide was
clearly evident throughout the study,
certain regions were identified as out-
performing others despite starting with the
same baseline potential. From a
macroeconomic point of view, it would be
interesting to pursue these findings by
conducting case studies on those regions
focusing on a number of factors. Research
is needed on institutional frameworks, the
role of urban-rural relations in determining
the regions’ economic performance, the
benefits of a polycentric model for less-
well-performing regions, the dimension of
core and periphery in the EU, and the
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question of territorial rootedness of
production and service systems in the
frame of the increasing globalisation and
the enlargement of the EU.

It was clear from this study that more, and
more suitable, data need to be provided and
regularly updated for indicators of
economic strength. This data should be
widely available at a minimum of NUTS 2
level for all indicators and regions. As much
of the information may already be available
through research organisations in
individual Member States, it could be
useful to establish new working networks
between EUROSTAT and data facilitators.

Environmental union

As the importance of relative position
decreases as a determining factor for
economical success, the meaning of
specific properties of places can increase.
Locations may gain importance due to
natural and cultural assets, especially
where environments providing good
connections and a good quality of life are
sought. In order to attract valuable
activities, places with basic accessibility
conditions can compete in terms of
environmental advantages.

The assets of nature and culture have a
significance for everyday life that reaches
far beyond their meanings as defined by
scientists and scholars. They represent a
sense of continuity, wrapped in aesthetic
feelings and ethical understanding, which
by far transcends the opportunities offered
by the modern image industry, and are
fundamental for human existence and
social integration.

The concept of environmental assets differs
fundamentally from communication assets
as well as from economic assets. Assets are
normally viewed as inputs in a perpetually
expanding development process, the logic
of which does not necessarily apply to the
limited extent of the material world. The
number of species, the carrying capacity of
ecosystems, the number of artefacts or
sites, as well as their possible overlaps with
land-use considerations, are all subject to
unconditional limits.

In contrast to the material world of actual
items, human interpretations of nature and
the cultural heritage know no limits. Even
though today the factual legacy of our
ancestors is often said to be shrinking, it
provides us with an apparently perpetually

expanding source of meanings. As images
have gained in importance at the cost of
factual items, the commercial utility of
environmental assets is not necessarily
decreasing at the same pace as the number
of tangible items. Artefacts and natural
phenomena may even increase in value in
proportion to their rarity.

Ancestral heritage is a central, but relatively
unproblematic, element in the world of
stable, traditional societies. In the world of
early modern Europe, the heritage of
Greco-Roman antiquity came to be the
spark and focus of Renaissance humanism.
In subsequent centuries, ancient
monuments were utilised in the nation
building of kings and sovereigns. This
activity developed into a classification and
listing activity, carried out by national
boards of antiquity and resulting in
comparatively large-scale conservation
measures, often accelerated by rapid
development.

Today the concept of heritage as historical
monuments and piecemeal conservation
has become practially meaningless. The
notion of heritage has been expanded to
include everything from single items to
large collections of artefacts, even a variety
of types of landscape. The time scale has
also been broadened, and now
circumscribes everything from
palaeontology to the study of modernism.
Although practically anything can be
ascribed a value as heritage, everything
cannot be conserved. Therefore, the
current challenge is to find administrative
and commercial solutions for the
integration of conservation into
development.

Under the present era of global economy,
land-use restructuring and pressures on
land, are becoming ever more important
concerns. The increasing urgency of
ensuring sustainable growth together with
the protection of natural and cultural assets
is leading to new forms of regulation and
planning of land use. There is a need to
improve the integration of sectoral policies
while at the same time ensuring them a
wide focus. Current land-use structure
exerts pressure on distant as well as local
resources and thereby on future land use.

Natural assets

Environmental protection issues are well
represented among the policy options of
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the ESDP. A variety of options address
directly the question of “preservation
and development of natural heritage”
and “water resource management”. In
addition, urban environment infra-
structure, wise management of urban
ecosystems and reduction of excessive
settlement pressure on coastal regions are
included. The section on rural areas also
includes policy options with environmental
relevance. Among accessibility options,
the introduction of territorial impact
assessments is mentioned. Under the
heading of infrastructure use, increasing
use of environmentally compatible means
of transport is mentioned. This means that
one-third of the ESDP policy options
have direct relevance for the natural
environment. Nearly all of them are
of an integrated character, implying
development alongside protection.

The working group on natural assets
produced maps of the European territory
showing pressure on environment,
emissions of pollutant gases, valuable
coastal areas, ecosystem diversity, natural
hazards and designated protected areas.
Work on indicators at a European level has
unveiled the deficiencies of presently
available data bases, as well as the need for
validation of the results and further
development of interpretative models. The
regional scale applied, which was based on
administrative borders, limits severely
possibilities of adequately reflecting the
state of nature.

For the future, promotion of international
programmes and experience of natural
resource management is considered
advisable. The area of intervention by
environmental management programmes
should be determined by the extent of the
ecological problem or by the natural
characteristics of the area. A number of
programmes promoting sustainable rural
development can scarcely be conceived as
interregional programmes if they
covering territories with homogenous
cultural, economic or environmental
characteristics.

Within the strategy of strengthening
population structure in rural areas,
ecological aspects must play a fundamental
role. The vast network of small and
medium-sized population centres must be
involved in environmental research and
training aimed at strengthening the
creation of small infrastructures in selected

locations. The development of tourism that
is both “soft” and environmentally
compatible is a good option. Areas which
can sustain intense and prolonged
exploitation must be clearly differentiated
from others that are sensitive, fragile or
endangered. It is evident that designating
an area as a natural protection site
affords new opportunities for economic
development, in particular tourism.
Nevertheless, efforts must be made to
promote activities related to environmental
conservation, improvement, and
management that will open new economic
opportunities for territories affected by
protection.

Environmental factors should play an
important role when it comes to decisions
regarding the location of renewable energy
source centres (wind-based energy, small
hydroelectric power plants). Pressure on
the environment must be taken into
consideration when evaluating the
territorial impact of large infrastructures
and assessments should include indirect
effects as well as the direct impact from the
construction of new infrastructures. Use of
evaluations is the foundation for determing
the degree of protection necessary, suitable
restrictions on development and the
compensation measures necessary to
guarantee the well-being of human
populations. This idea is reflected in
the conception of European ecological
networks, as proposed by Natura 2000,
including the necessary links between sites
and protected areas of regional, national,
transnational and EU-wide importance.

Forests have a central role in the European
environment as green lungs that help to
reduce CO

2
 emissions and thus the

greenhouse effect. They also protect the soil
as the basis of life for human beings, fauna
and flora, by reducing erosion, soil
destruction, and overuse of open spaces. A
clear stand must be taken in favour of
promoting alternative uses for those spaces
whose soils have suffered more intense
degradation, aiming at the recovery of their
natural character and fertility. The
characteristics of the European wooded
masses at a continental level could be
improved.

High incidence of natural hazards can
compromise development and threaten the
objectives of territorial convergence and
balance in Europe. Evaluation of the
territorial incidence of potential natural
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hazards in Europe needs to be given more
impetus so that the limitations they set to
development and the preventive measures
needed can be estimated, together with
their economic repercussions.

Water must be appraised not only as a
resource for the development of human
activities, but also as a key environmental
element, one essential for the development
of numerous natural processes. Water
conservation concerns the entire European
territory and not only wetlands. A balance
must be reached between anthropogenic
water consumption (by households,
agriculture, industry, and tourism) and the
ecological needs of the ecosystems. This
aspect should be included in both sectoral
policies, as well as in those regarding rural
development.

The creation of co-operation and
experience-exchange networks, making
available specific expertise derived from
their different geographic locations, should
be promoted in areas with similar
characteristics. This would be especially
useful for protected areas, environmentally
sensitive areas or areas of high bio-
diversity, such as coastlands, mountain
areas and wetlands. Administrations at
different levels, as well as the civil society
and scientific communities, need to be
involved in order to create an awareness of
the importance, threats, opportunities, and
tendencies of these areas.

Important questions to be investigated as
soon as possible are the effects, for
instance, of more extensive use of
economic instruments, the possible
implications that the start up of the Natura
2000 network will have, and the role of
protection agencies at a national, regional,
and local level.

The work on environmental indicators for
the European territory brought to light
some very significant deficiencies in the
state of databases. To obtain more
complete data that could help to improve
indicators, close collaboration with the
European organisations involved is
necessary. Current endeavours by the EEA
to create a harmonised system of
environmental indicators for Europe must
be supported, as they will form the basis for
elaborated monitoring systems. Additional
effort is needed, however, to co-ordinate
and make the various monitoring systems
presently in use compatible.

Validation of the results indicated by the
indicators needs to be undertaken, as this is
the only way in which a system can be
assured of reliability. Once the indicators
are defined from a scientific point of view,
and results are obtained, these results must
be held up against territorial reality in order
to progress still further and develop
interpretative models. Models of territorial
characterisation constructed by combining
indicators should enable the analysis of
complex aspects or concepts for which a
single indicator or a single data source is
insufficient.

In order to advance, the possibility of
applying the complete system of ESDP
indicators to several pilot areas in Europe
presents an intriguing prospect. Obviously,
a much more detailed definition is
necessary for territorial diagnosis. NUTS 5
would be the most suitable level for
investigation. For each pilot area, an
integrated diagnosis could be elaborated
and reliable conclusions then drawn on this
basis, indicating both the dependability of
the system of indicators, as well as revealing
the differentiation of European territories.

Cultural assets

Creative management of cultural landscape
and heritage is addressed in eight of the
policy options of the ESDP, indicating the
substantial emphasis placed on Europe’s
cultural legacy. All of these options are of a
complex nature, including development,
enhancement, improvement, creative
redesign and promotion.

The working group on cultural assets has
followed the division introduced by the
ESDP and treated cultural landscape and
built heritage separately. The group
working on cultural landscape produced
maps indicating the significance of cultural
landscape, as well as its diversity and
degree of endangerment. The group
working on built heritage has elaborated a
set of five maps, culminating in a map
indicating the sustainability of use of
cultural heritage.

Since 1993, the UNESCO World Heritage
List has included cultural landscapes of
outstanding universal value, but other
protected area systems are needed at the
European and national level. The European
Landscape Convention currently under
preparation serves as an adequate means
on the continental level. Many conventions
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already cover the built heritage. Rigorous
protection measures, however, can only
cover a very limited part of the cultural
heritage.

In spatial planning, the rating of cultural
landscapes has increased considerably at
the EU level. If this is taken as a standard,
spatial planning in the Member States still
has considerable work to do in order to put
the objectives into concrete terms with
higher formal obligations. In connection
with the conservation and development of
cultural landscapes, spatial planning
should aim at taking on an interdisciplinary
co-ordinating and moderating function.
One primary task would be to harmonise
economic concerns, sectoral plans of
agriculture and the resource-protecting
plans of nature conservationists. Attention
should be paid to the relationships between
built heritage conservation and, for
example, housing policies and urban
regeneration policies.

It is necessary that standard routines of
environmental impact assessment and
strategies at all spatial levels also include
the cultural heritage and landscape
aesthetics. Land consolidation, which has
long been applied solely with the aim of
improving agricultural efficiency, could
be further adapted to encompass
other objectives, including landscape
conservation. Also the implementation
of primary infrastructure for tourism
development could be encouraged.

Both direct and indirect actions can affect
the management of cultural heritage.
Direct actions include the purchase of land
or monuments by public agencies or NGOs,
whereby the desired form of management
and co-ordination is secured. EU policies
under the ERDF Structural Funds and
agricultural support measures belong to the
indirect actions, contributing to and
influencing the management of certain
cultural landscape types. In all actions
taken by the various general directorates of
the European Commission, the effects on
cultural landscapes should be considered.
A considerable influence on the shaping of
large parts of our rural cultural landscape
can be attributed to the LEADER
programme and the future agricultural
policy.

Positive environmental effects may be
expected from the Commission’ proposal
to introduce decentralised environmental

policies applied on a regional level and
based on the principle of subsidiarity.

Locally produced products – promoted by a
labelling system with the aim of facilitating
consumer choice and promoting consumer
confidence – possess a strong regional
identity. The indigenous knowledge of
farmers and artisans, should be recognised
at local or regional level, from which its
cultural significance is formed. All actions
in this context give the cultural landscapes
their regional identity and intrinsic value.
In addition, most measures only work when
accepted by and done in co-operation with
local residents.

Cultural heritage protection, planning and
management should be integrated in other
aspects of sectoral planning, such as
economic or traffic development, and
treated with a mixed-instrument tool case
by professionals from different fields.

Data availability for proper evaluation
and monitoring of cultural assets on a
European level is absolutely insufficient.
Quite a number of geographical
landscape classification and evaluation
methodologies on different spatial scales
have been developed at the national level.
This data needs to be gathered, compared
and evaluated in order to provide an
appropriate and sound monitoring system.
Moreover, many ad hoc studies exist on the
sustainable use of built cultural heritage,
both at the local and regional level.
Information on their approaches should be
co-ordinated and integrated.

One basic condition for either conserving
or developing cultural heritage that is
especially relevant for cultural landscape is
its registration. As a single register for
cultural landscapes has not yet been
established at the EU level, stocktaking has
to be done using a standardised
classification system. A European-wide
cultural landscape typology system is
needed, which could then form the baseline
for subsequent grading of cultural
landscapes. A European-wide inventory of
the built cultural heritage is also lacking. A
beginning has been made within the study
programme but further work is still
necessary.

As far as heritage cities, cultural sites and
monuments are concerned, further studies
of issues such as the carrying capacity of
cultural assets are urgently needed. Three
case studies have shown that, on a local
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level, these issues play a crucial role in
the management and conservation of
the cultural heritage. It should conceivably
be possible to obtain the required
information, at least for problem areas,
on a municipal (or even lower) level.
Subsequently, more work is needed to
analyse the interrelationships between the
cities and their built heritage and the
surrounding hinterland and its cultural
landscapes.

Land-use pressure

The ESDP refers to the need for polices
based on common European principles to
regulate land-use pressure. The issue of
land-use pressure addresses all the policy
options of the ESDP that deal with
environmental matters concerning nature
and culture. In addition land-use pressure
concerns many of the options dealing with
an intensified use of land, and change of
land use in general. Ensuring proper land-
use is, in essence, a question of striking a
balance between various degrees and kinds
of utilisation. It is necessary to raise the
question of what ambitions for shaping
policy on the European level are realistic,
given the differences between Member
States and the nature of the challenges.

The working group on land-use pressure
has produced maps concerning indicators
of agricultural intensification and
abandonment, of land-use pressure due to
urban expansion and economic growth as
well as of pollution of drinking water. The
study was the first one to analyse land-use
pressure at the European level. In
examining land-use pressure affecting non-
urban areas, one of the most relevant
dimensions is exploring changes in land
use caused by rural development processes
themselves. This includes agricultural
industrialisation and increases of scale in
certain areas, as well as less intensive and
marginal use in other areas.

One of the most significant forms of land-
use pressure is urbanisation. Although the
general trend is found in all Member States,
the stage of urbanisation differs from one
region to another. Southern European
countries are still to some extent in the
industrialisation and urbanisation
phase, while post-industrial cities are
mushrooming in other regions, including
parts of Germany, the UK, Italy and France.
Urban sprawl has led to lower urban
population densities, higher requirements

for infrastructure, and the permanent
conversion of land from other uses to built-
up areas.

Areas under high pressure are found in
Ireland, in Greece, on the west coast of
France, the east coast of Spain and in parts
of Germany and the Netherlands. These
regions generally combine high GDP
growth with well-developed infrastructure.
The presence of semi-natural areas on the
coasts, with intensive agriculture and/or
tourism, can explain the high values
observed in Greece, Spain and France.
High-pressure regions are also found in
central European forest areas and in
regions with river outlets and estuaries,
wetlands and lakes.

Nitrogen concentration in deep
groundwater is highest in regions with
intensive agriculture, i.e. the Netherlands,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Germany
and France. In other parts of Europe these
levels are quite low and are assumed not to
be a threat to drinking water quality.

The various examples of land-use pressure
throughout Europe do show some common
pressures (urbanisation, industrial or
agricultural intensification), although other
factors are highly country-specific. A
general set of indicators will probably never
be adequate enough to cover the needs of
individual regions while at the same being
applicable at European level.

Just how land-use pressure should be
measured is anything but obvious. Similar
pressures from human activity can result in
different outcomes on the land. And
furthermore, similar changes in land-use
may be regarded as positive in one region
and negative in another. There is also a
question of geographical scale: changes
may be viewed negatively at the local level
and positively at a national or European
level, or vice versa.

High land-use pressure is a challenge both
in regions with urban growth and in regions
with intensive agriculture, but in different
ways. Low land-use pressure may also be a
challenge in cases where abandonment is a
threat. Policies thus need to be based
mainly on the character and seriousness of
the local/regional pressure and the
consequences of this pressure for the
economy, ecology, environment and
health.

There is a strong link between the
geographical scale and the kind of issues
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raised. Most data and indicators can be
found on the regional level, while most
spatial planning challenges and solutions
are found at the local level. In future work,
the question of scale needs more attention.
Land-use pressure often occurs on a local
or regional level, for instance around
expanding cities, and the areas affected can
vary from very limited local ones to large
regions. Just as the causes and effects of
land-use pressure differ widely throughout
Europe, so do the reactions to it, as visible
in local, regional and national policies, vary
considerably.

Social union

A fundamental aim of the EU, social
cohesion can be promoted by social
integration or counteracted by social
exclusion. At European level, social
integration can be encouraged by a fair
distribution of economic growth, as well as
economic and spatial integration, which
dismantle barriers to labour markets and
thereby provide expanding opportunities
for individuals to earn a livelihood and
make a professional career. In addition,
parity of access to communications and
basic welfare functions, such as education
and public services, enhances the well-
being of individuals. In political terms, the
possibility of exercising democratic rights
and influencing the context of one’s
personal life is important.

Social well-being, however, transcends a
simple relationship between citizens and
public authorities. Welfare functions
provided for by public or private services do
not replace the need for the personal
experience of belonging to family,
neighbourhood, an ethnic or religious
community or non-governmental
organisation. This means that a social
union should not only provide its citizens
with equal rights of its citizens, basic
democratic and economic freedoms, and
formal welfare institutions, but also take
responsibility for social well-being in a
broad sense of the word.

Generally speaking, traditional forms of
social cohesion, i.e. the family and religion,
are deteriorating in the wake of
development. The significance of the
nuclear family as an integrating force is
challenged by the influence of
individualistic experience and claims of the
labour market. Religion has been

extensively pushed into the private realm,
losing its meaning as an integrative factor
of public understanding. The rapidly
expanding industry of images, including
music, fashion, sports, tourism and drugs -
creates life styles en masse, but
simultaneously subjects these markets to
perpetual segmentation, counteracting
communality.

Since World War II, there has been steady
expansion of the European welfare state.
During the most recent decade, Europe has
undergone significant structural changes,
including the globalisation of the economy
and financial constraints on public
expenditure, which have affected the
systems for welfare delivery both directly
and indirectly.

In some countries welfare delivery by the
state plays a significant role; in others the
family has a predominant role. Countries
which built up well-developed welfare
institutions are now challenged when
today’s less robust family faces cutbacks in
the public welfare service upon which it
depends. Countries with a strong tradition
of informal provision of social welfare are
also under constant pressure due to
persistent labour market demands, for
instance for mobility or female labour-
market participation. Such forces strongly
affect traditional networks of social security
and the traditional functions of the family
institution.

Social integration

The problems of conceptualising ongoing
processes of social disintegration and
exclusion, and difficulties in integrating the
social dimension into spatial policies, are
reflected in the ESDP. Among its 60 policy
options only one explicitly addresses the
question of social integration, stating that
promoting integrated urban development
strategies is needed to fight social
exclusion. As the scale of this option suits
the urban neighbourhood level, it was not
easily addressed by the working group for
the criterion social integration.

Due to the lack of harmonised data at the
European level, the working group had to
limit itself to issues of demography,
economic structure and labour market.
From a social integration point of view an
interesting question is the interrelationship
between activity rate (the share of working-
age people who are economically active),
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gender, wealth and unemployment. The
activity rate is affected by societal role
models, general values attached to
employment, retirement policy and the
duration of education. A high activity rate
does not necessarily indicate voluntary
choice, but can be the result of economic
coercion, in which case it indicat both
social inclusion and also exclusion – as it
could interfere with the regeneration of
family and other social structures. In this
respect, the activity rate of women is
especially indicative, showing a clear
culturally based pattern.

In the Nordic countries and the United
Kingdom, activity rate is high, while it is
dropping in Middle Europe and Ireland. In
Spain, Italy and Greece it is even lower.
Within the countries we can identify high
activity rates in regions where the service
sector is very important, especially in
relation to tourism, and in urban regions.
The high activity rate in all of former east
Germany is striking. A comparatively low
GDP in combination with a high activity
rate may point to underlying economic
necessity shoring up labour market
participation. This is the situation in e.g.
Finland, the UK and eastern Germany.

A general correlation can be seen between
high unemployment rates and low activity
rates. Finland and eastern Germany are
exceptions, with high unemployment and
comparatively high activity rates at the
same time. A satisfactory analysis of this
would, however, require further
assessment of the nature of unemployment
(cyclical or structural) and activity rate
(economically or culturally determined).

Social science and national agencies
monitoring social integration are strongly
focused on formal welfare systems, labour
market functions, gender equity, as well as
training and education of the labour force.
Processes connected to the informal
dimensions of social integration, such as
the integrating functions of civic society,
religion and family, are more difficult to
monitor and often disregarded or
overlooked. The market prioritises
exchangeable commodities, not relations of
a character that cannot be priced or
completely quantified.

Tackling the issue from a European spatial
planning point of view opens a broad
variety of possibilities for continuation of
the work. The theoretical concept, i.e. what
is meant by social integration and exclusion

at different levels of spatial analysis and
planning and in the context of different
societal structures, must be developed.
Furthermore, methodological tools and
procedures for quantitative and qualitative
description and assessment of the
phenomenon must also be elaborated.

Concerning methodology, the present
stage of the work reveals very clearly a lack
of appropriate data. Analysis of what is
available, however, reveals considerable
non-harmonised, national data. The next
steps should be to clarify the possibilities of
harmonising existing national data for
national and regional levels. Furthermore,
methods of generating proper quantitative
and qualitative regional information
should be elaborated. This could be done
by using qualitative expert assessments of
the European regions concerning social
integration and exclusion settings, in
addition to using questionnaires and the
expertise found in the existing network of
national focal points in order to achieve a
new standard of data availability, reaching
beyond the existing data resources of
EUROSTAT.

Work carried out so far thus suggests there
is a lack of conceptual basis, viable data and
documented empirical experience on social
relations and processes at the European
level. It also indicates that the idea of a
Social Union of Europe still lags behind the
Union’s economic and environmental
aims.

Interrelated indicators

To obtain a more integrated perspective on
the seven criteria, experiments with
quantitative data analyses were conducted.
A common data file was set up, consisting
of up to eight indicators per working group.
Bi- and multivariate correlation analyses,
comparisons of means and factor, cluster
and regression analyses were carried out to
analyse the spatial differentiation of the EU
territory that emerges from the indicators
developed by the working groups.

Several of the indicators correlate with each
other. Concerning geographical position
and natural assets, for example, a strong
positive correlation exists between the
accessibility of regions (especially by air)
and the prevalence of emissions. This
finding points to the significance of a
number of policy options elaborated in the
ESDP: the need for strengthening the
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position (i.e. accessibility) of regions
outside the core and promoting a
polycentric development, on the one hand,
and the need for expanding transport
networks (especially the rail network,
strengthening intermodal nodes) and
shifting transport from road to rail, on the
other hand. When geographic position and
economic strength/social integration are
examined, it becomes clear that regions
which are economically strong and
productive (in terms of GDP per employee)
also tend to be highly accessible. Again, the
need for promoting less favoured regions
by improving their connections, not only to
transport but also to communication
networks, is clear. Highly accessible
regions display a significantly lower
unemployment rate than do less accessible
regions. This relationship must not,
however, be generalised too far: the
incidence of poorly accessible regions with
very low unemployment rates underlines
the necessity of adapting policy measures
to regional characteristics and exploiting
local resources and potentials.

Concerning economic strength and social
integration the strong correlation between
GDP per employee and female labour
market activity decreases with increasing

economic productivity. This points to the
necessity of incorporating the gender
aspect into further analyses and the
conceptualisation of policy measures.

The relationship between indicators for
economic strength and cultural assets can
serve as proof of the stimulating effects of
tourism on regional labour markets.
However, it also points out the concurrent
threat in terms of pressure on cultural
landscapes, biodiversity, environment, and
the need for regulation and promotion of
sustainable tourism. Other indicators of
these two criteria point to the relevance of
another set of policy aims: R&D activities
are concentrated in urban areas. The ESDP
identifies parity of access to infrastructure
and knowledge as a policy aim, and
introduces various policy aims directed at
achieving a more balanced diffusion of
innovation and knowledge. Although in the
past a remarkable number of institutions in
less favoured regions have been funded by
the EU, the regional distribution of funds
has increasingly reflected the geographical
distribution of top research and technology
institutions, concentrating in highly
developed urban regions with strong
economies.
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An important part of the SPESP is the task of
developing a set of indicators reflecting the
chosen criteria. In order to do so, two
requirements were set: firstly, one or more
quantitative and qualitative indicators for
each criterion were needed. These
indicators should have discriminatory
power with respect to differentiation
between areas, explanatory power with
respect to predicting area development,
and policy relevance for the objectives of
the ESDP. Secondly, there was a need for
methods for combined assessment.
Developed on the basis of the chosen
indicators, the elaborated set of indicators
should enable complex studies on the
interrelations of criteria.

Thus the elaboration of indicators, in
accordance with given criteria, implies a
device for monitoring changes, which can
be valuable for territorial differentiation. As
this endeavour was a first tentative attempt
to elaborate a device for monitoring spatial
development at the European level, it
understandably needs further theoretical
deepening and calls for the European-wide
adjustment and harmonisation of data.
Despite the present shortcomings, it
represents a promising germ for a
European regional monitoring and
forecasting system.

The context of the Study Programme is the
spatial approach. The concept of space
indicates an abstraction where any actual
location can be ascribed any characteristics
in relation to other locations concerned. In
this sense it differs from the concept of
place, which refers to any defined,
geographical location with unique
characteristics. Most of the studies of the
seven working groups are spatial in the
sense that the regions of the 15 Member
States are treated in an abstract and
relational way, according to defined
aspects. The activity of conceptualising
one’s location and relative position within
the spatial structure of Europe as a whole
could be referred to as spatial positioning.

The common denominator of all the studies
concerning indicators is productivity. In
accordance with the aim of making
sustainable development operational,
inputs and outputs should be considered
simultaneously. The concept of
productivity as a ratio expressing
effectiveness, focuses on the relationship

between the output of goods, services and
other possible values and the input of
resources used to produce them. These
resources are factors of production (land,
labour, capital). Putting the focus on
productivity, instead of production, brings
the aim of sustainable development brings
the work closer to an operational definition.
Production growth can be reached by
improved productivity, where a prudent
management of resources safeguards the
equal and sustained options of future
generations. In a long-term perspective,
rising productivity is the core of economic
growth and competitiveness.

The notion of assets focuses on the
developmental aspect of European
integration. In research carried out by the
working groups, most of the indicators
presented actually correspond to the needs
for input/output models. This should come
as no surprise, since due to the importance
of land as a fundamental resource any
spatial consideration or territorial
differentiation must by necessity consider
variations in productivity, due to yield,
relative position or any other utility, and the
value of a location, territory or piece of
land. The studies of the working groups
indicate that solutions can be found to
make the fundamental aim of sustainable
development operational.

The elaboration of criteria for spatial
differentiation represents an attempt to
proceed further towards accomplishing the
central aims of the ESDP and to provide
tools for making the concept of sustainable
development operational. If further
developed and regularly applied, the
criteria presented on European spatial
development could contribute to the
prudent management of the territory of the
EU and provide a basis for spatial policies
and future studies.

3.2.1 Geographical position

Generally speaking, geographical, physical
and cultural indicators measure features
related to location, but not the impact of
location as such. This, however, can be
achieved by using accessibility indicators.
Dimensions of accessibility include origins,
destinations, impedance, constraints,
barriers, transport modes, spatial scale,
equity and dynamics. Accessibility

3.2 Indicators
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indicators describe the location of an area
with respect to opportunities, activities or
assets existing in other areas and in the area
itself, where that area may be a region,
a city or a corridor. Complex accessibility
indicators distinguish between
destinations in the city or region itself and
destinations in other cities and regions.

For policy-oriented analysis, a manageable
set of generally accepted, robust and
feasible indicators is required. A two-level
approach could be applied. On the one
hand, there is a limited set of reference
indicators of geographical position, which
are readily available and well established.
On the other hand, a more open list of
specialised indicators can be compiled.
Both options are tentative and do not
preclude the later inclusion of other
indicators still to be developed.

As reference indicators, various measures
of geographical position were chosen,
including geographical latitude and
longitude, mean elevation over sea level,
length of seashores, mean annual sunshine,
major language, accessibility by road to
population, by rail to population and by air
to GDP. In terms of accessibility, the
potential of an area is calculated as the total
population of the destinations in other
areas that can be reached from the area,
discounted by a negative function of the
effort to reach them. Accessibility to
population is an indicator of the size of
market areas for suppliers of goods and
services, while accessibility to GDP is an
indicator of the size of market areas for
suppliers of high-level business services.

All specialised indicators are accessibility
indicators. The list of these indicators is
more open-ended than the list of reference
indicators, because future research and
advanced possibilities of data organisation
and computation will open up new
approaches to measuring geographical
position. The selection of issues includes
average transport speed by area or by
country and average regional accessibility
of each country, main rail and road
interconnections, minimum travel-time
accessibility from the Ruhr to cities of large
economic basins that are separated by
natural obstacles and travel-time
accessibility for trucks from Rotterdam.

Within the working group debate arose
concerning the potential use of
accessibility indicators in decision-making,
and subsequent work proceeded in two

complementary directions. The outcome of
the first was to produce regional indicators
for basic geographical characteristics and
for the measurement of global accessibility,
expressed in the form of potentials linked to
population or to GDP, and calculated on
the basis of various transportation systems.
The maps produced were linked to
population figures and emphasized the
contrasts between the core and the
periphery of Europe. Those group members
following the second direction adopted a
nodal approach, stressing intraregional
information (e.g. towns, nodal points of
transport, physical constraints, corridors,
border effects) which was complemented
by simulations related to possible changes
in networks (like the closure of Alpine
tunnels or the construction of new links).

Surveyed after-the-fact, the two
approaches appear rather complementary.
The first approach is appropriate for
showing large-scale differences in global
accessibility and may illustrate specific
aspects of interregional imbalances in
relation to European cohesion policy. The
second approach provides operational
support for influential decisions in the field
of transport policy related to impacts of
network improvements, changes in service
frequency, regulations with respect to truck
transport, etc.

Presentation of geographical
position indicators

An interpretation of five of the eight
reference indicators elaborated for
geographical position is presented in
figure 6. Orthodromic distances were
calculated between centroids of the
NUTS 3 regions, i.e. idealised locations
representing the spatial distribution of
population and economic activities in the
regions. In the example shown, the
centroids are the central points of the most
important cities in the respective regions.
Using orthodromic distance to the centre of
gravity of population, weighted by
population, is the simplest way to show
peripherality. Using this method locates the
population centre of gravity of the EU near
the city of Reims in eastern France.

The following figures show accessibility
indicators by road (figure 7, page 72), rail
(figure 8, page 73) and air (figure 9,
page 74), and travel-time accessibility
(figures 10 and 11, pages 75 and 76).
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Figure  6
Orthodromic distance to the centre of gravity of population in Europe
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Explanatory note:

Geographical indicators are used here to calculate orthodromic distances between points.
The points are the centroids of the NUTS 3 regions. In the example the centroids are the
central points of the most important cities in the regions. Orthodromic distance to the
centre of gravity of population weighted by population is the simplest way to show
peripherality. The indicators are standardised to the European average (EU = 100).

Source: IRPUD, Institute of Spatial Planning at the University of Dortmund (2000)
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Figure 7
Accessibility by road to population in 1996

Explanatory note:

The indicators are of the potential type and were calculated for the centroids, i.e. the
locations of the major cities in the NUTS 3 regions. The population of the destination
regions was disaggregated using 10 x 10 km raster cells. Barrier effects were considered only
in the form of average waiting times at non-EU borders. The indicators are standardised to
the European average (EU = 100)

Source: IRPUD, Institute of Spatial Planning at the University of Dortmund (2000)
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Figure  8
Accessibility by rail to population in 1996

Explanatory note:

The indicators are of the potential type and were calculated for the centroids, i.e. the
locations of the major cities in the NUTS 3 regions. The population of the destination
regions was disaggregated using 10 x 10 km raster cells. Barrier effects were considered only
in the form of average waiting times at non-EU borders. The indicators are standardised to
the European average (EU = 100)

Source: IRPUD, Institute of Spatial Planning at the University of Dortmund (2000)
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Figure  9
Accessibility by air to population in 1996

Explanatory note:

The indicators are of the potential type and were calculated for the centroids, i.e. the
locations of the major cities in the NUTS 3 regions. The population and GDP of the
destination regions were disaggregated using 10 x 10 km raster cells. Barrier effects were
considered only in the form of average waiting times at non-EU borders. The indicators are
standardised to the European average (EU = 100).

Source: IRPUD, Institute of Spatial Planning at the University of Dortmund (2000)
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Figure 10
Travel time accessibility
for heavy trucks

Explanatory note:

Heavy truck travel time from Rotterdam to each European cities respecting the prescribed
speed in France on the different networks – road, motorway and ferry – and the European
regulations of driving times and obligatory rest. The corridors used are very obvious and
different from “Euclidian distance“. The determination of travel time and minimal ways
require a real origin and destination as cities or network connexions. The use of regions or
zones does not allow this type of computation.

Ph. Mathis, Ch. Decoupigny, CESA (2000)
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Figure  11
Generalised accessibility

of large basins of activities

Explanatory note:

This map shows accessibilities for many cities (unipolar accessibility). Actual minimal
distances determine corridors, which thus do not represent Euclidian distance. The travel
space is not homogeneous but depends on the physical geographical characteristics of the
European territory. These corridors show that it is possible, with a model, to anticipate
some spatial consequences of heavy truck traffic, such as traffic growth, saturation, air and
noise pollution, and modification of the rural and urban landscapes.

Ph. Mathis, Ch. Decoupigny, CESA (2000)
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3.2.2 Spatial integration

As already discussed in the preceding
chapter, the concept of spatial integration
is complex and has been defined in a variety
of ways. Here, spatial integration is treated
as a system of links between territories and
the result of concrete social, economic and
cultural relationships.

An attempt was made to identify measures
of these linkages, which were then
used as guidelines for evaluating spatial
integration. Five basic procedural
principles were identified:

• In a relational approach, relations
between territories can be described
through a set of specific attributes. The
choice of territorial units is crucial, since
the structure of the links between
locations can vary greatly according to
scale.

• Following a multi-dimensional
approach, different types of links
between locations can be analysed in
order to describe various dimensions of
spatial integration.

• A dynamic approach is based on analysis
of links/flows over time.

• In a multi-scalar approach, spatial
integration at one scale of territorial
organisation has consequences at higher
and lower levels of territorial
organisation. Developing a multi-scalar
approach facilitates understanding of
the conflicts or contradictions between
the evolution observed at each

geographical scale (European, national,
regional, local).

• A systemic approach combines analysis
of spatial structures (integration
opportunities), spatial relations (the
level of interaction) and spatial
processes (the consequences of realised
or unrealised interactions). Spatial
integration has clear links to the
concepts of spatial systems and
functional regions.

Spatial systems can be conceptualised as
territories where a form of integration is
present; they may belong to different types
of domains (e.g. economic, social, cultural,
ecological) and may take various forms
according to the issue in question (e.g. river
basins, urban networks, Euro-corridors).
Figure 12 (page 78) illustrates some selected
fields for a systemic approach to spatial
integration.

Three sets of indicators are explored,
illustrating the methodology presented in
table 3. These potential indicators
identified are not considered capable of
giving a complete or satisfactory picture of
the subject. Due to lack of data, limited time
and the need for a more comprehensive
methodology, most of the potential
indicators have not been mapped out for
the whole European territory. Those
indicators presented concentrate on the
results obtained at the European level.

Table 3
Potential spatial integration
indicators

Main aspects Potential indicators explored

Spatial interaction measured as flows
and barriers

• goods transport flows
• interregional migration
• barriers to trade and migration

Spatial homogeneity and discontinuities • wealth differences between neighbouring regions
• multi-scalar profile and dynamics of regions

Spatial co-operation • national funding of INTERREG IIA programmes
• town and city twinning activities
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Figure  12
Selected fields for a

systematic approach
of spatial integration

in cross-border
regions

Flows and barriers

As a general point of departure, we expect
the exchanges between two places to be
determined by their size, the distance
between them and the presence of
barriers, as illustrated in figure 13.

Examples of indicators for transport flows
and interegional migration have been
investigated for the Netherlands, Portugal
and the UK. The studies illustrate some
peripheral regions to be less integrated
than might be expected from their
economic strength and population size,
while others appear to be more integrated
than expected. More fundamentally, the
exercise reveals the number and variety of
factors that have to be taken into account

in order to interpret flows in terms of spatial
integration.

At a national level, trade flows show that
Europe is becoming more economically
integrated over time. The barrier effects
posed by national borders still exist,
however. A gravity model tested for freight
transports between regions in France and
Belgium – a rare example of comparable
data – shows that in 1990 flows between two
regions within the same country are, on
average, about seven times as great as flows
between regions in different countries,
despite the fact that the countries in
question have been involved in the same
integration process since 1957.

Grasland, Claude & Robert Didier, UMR Géographie – cités, Paris
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1,000

100
10
0

Hypothesis 1. Exchanges between two locations are in
proportion with the magnitude of their
imports/immigration and exports/emigrations

Hypothesis 2. The greater the distance between two territories,
the smaller their exchanges

Hypothesis 3. The need to overcome a territorial limit reduces
the exchanges

km

km

Frontier

Distance

Magnitude of imports/immigrations
and exports/emigrations

(sum of flows)

Figure 13
Geographical modelling
of flows

Spatial homogeneity and
discontinuities

The relationship between the concept of
spatial integration and homogeneity or
discontinuity is a complex one.
Homogeneity does not necessarily imply
integration – and in some cases it is
heterogeneity that generates interaction
and flows. Conversely, spatial integration
may generate more homogeneity in some
cases, but also more heterogeneity in other
cases. However, one can consider that a
trend towards homogeneity in the longer
term may generate increasing flows and
hence reflect a process of spatial
integration.

Figures 14 and 15 (pages 81 and 82)
illustrate the development of wealth
differentials between neighbouring regions
in 1981 and 1996. The colours show GNP
per capita at NUTS 2 level, while the lines
indicates where there are discontinuities of
GNP per capita between contiguous areas.

The principal inter-regional discontinuities
would appear to derive from four general
factors,

• discontinuities between metropolitan
areas and neighbouring regions,

• borders between states,

Grasland, Claude & Robert Didier, UMR Géographie – cités, Paris
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• central-peripheral discontinuities, both
at EU level and inside Member States,
and

• specific local situations where regions
have specific advantages or
disadvantages.

The change in discontinuity between 1981
and 1996 was calculated on the basis of the
potential interaction between contiguous
regions. The analysis reveals that the small
reduction of territorial discontinuities at
the European level (calculated as -3.4 %) is
the combination of a significant decrease
in international discontinuities (-25.2 %)
and a slight increase in intra-national
discontinuities (+1.0 %). In other words, the
convergence of the economic levels of
neighbouring regions has been much more
significant across international boundaries
than inside the states themselves. The
intensity of territorial discontinuities
between contiguous regions of the same
state in 1996 more or less equals the
situation between regions belonging to
different states.

This general tendency is not equally
spatially distributed. While some of
the comparison-pair countries show
convergence across their boundaries,
others show stability or divergence. As for
the discontinuities between contiguous
regions inside the countries, these have in
some cases decreased and in other cases
increased.

Spatial co-operation

Indicators of co-operation between spatial
entities are not easy to identify. Suitable

data should express forms of co-operation
that are of relevance at the European level,
while at the same time being sufficiently
comparable across the European territory.

Co-operation across national boundaries is
assessed using an indicator based on the
amount of national financing invested by
the countries in the INTERREG IIA
programme, weighted by the number of
inhabitants concerned and by national
GDP. The results (figure 16, page 83) point
to two features that may be interrelated: the
influence of eligibility under Objective 1 of
the Structural Funds and the extent to
which areas represent the external borders
of the European Union. This could indicate
that co-operative investment is strongly
influenced by European encouragement,
on the one hand, and by obvious need, on
the other hand.

Twinning between municipalities focuses
on long-distance relationships and touches
many different actors. The European
Commission provides financial aid to
twinning activities involving municipalities
in different countries located more than
250 km apart. Here the analysis is based on
data provided by DG X on some 8,300 cases
of financial assistance to twinning activities
over the period 1990–1998, granted to 4,000
host municipalities. Figure 17 (page 84)
shows the number of host municipalities
relative to the total number of
municipalities in each NUTS 2 region in the
EU. In general, activity is relatively stronger
in the European core, but one can observe
that NUTS 2 units with many (and often
small) municipalities tend to show a weaker
ratio of host municipalities.
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Figure 14
Wealth differentials between neighbouring regions in 1981
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Source: Claude Grasland, SPESP France, Libergéo Equipe P.A.R.I.S.; data used for computation provided by IRPUD

Explanatory note:

The map illustrates discontinuities of GNP per capita between European regions at NUTS 2
level (= 2* x
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Figure 15
Wealth differentials between neighbouring regions in 1996

Source: Claude Grasland, SPESP France, Libergéo Equipe P.A.R.I.S.; data used for computation provided by IRPUD

Explanatory note:

The map illustrates discontinuities of GNP per capita between European regions at NUTS 2
level (= 2* x

j
 – x

j
/ (x

j 
+ x

j
), where x

j
, x

j 
= GNP per capita in contiguous regions i,j).
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Figure 16
National financing of INTERREG IIA / GDP
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Explanatory note:

The index relates the amount of national financing (computed on basis of entire programme
areas) to the population of the border NUTS 3 region of the NUTS 2 area concerned, and to
the national GDP, thus indicating the level of relative investment in co-operative actions.

Source: Belgium National Focal Point (2000)
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Figure 17
Ratio of host municipalities

Explanatory note:

The variable represented is the ratio between the number of host municipalities that have
received European financial aid in order to organise twinning activities over the period
1990–1998 and the total number of municipalities. Municipalities are considered to be
NUTS 5 areas, except in one case (Portugal – NUTS 4 areas).

NB: Austria, Finland and Sweden joined the European Union in 1995.

Source: Belgium National Focal Point (2000)
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3.2.3 Economic strength

The aim of this study is to analyse European
spatial development on a statistical basis
using indicators of economic strength. In
doing so, the study examines the
interrelationship between the causal
factors and effects of various
developmental aspects at regional level.
The analysis considers the broader policy
aims of the EU, namely to promote
harmonious and balanced economic
development, sustainable growth and
economic and social cohesion. Further
goals, such as promotion of urban-rural
partnership and polycentric development,
are taken into account by introducing
spatial classifications complementing the
statistical analysis of the regions.

To depict various aspects of economic
strength a wide range of indicators are
used. Output and labour force statistics
usually serve as core indicators, but these
can also include measures of economic
potential based on infrastructure and
innovation capacities. In recent years, the
EU has emphasised competitiveness,
adaptation (by firms and labour) and
modernisation. The European approach to
economic development emphasises the
role of institutions, including the EU itself,
in supporting and guiding economic
development.

The approach proposed in this study
considers input and output variables,
assuming that economic strength refers not
only to the ability of regions to compete,
but also to provide wealth to the population
of the territory. The fiscal systems of the
Member States deviate to such an extent
that comparable data on various measures
of wealth at a spatially disaggregated level
are hard to obtain.

To add value to the study, both the inputs
and outputs of various indicators of
modernisation and competitiveness were
defined. A correlation analysis of these
indicators of cause and effect aided in the
interpretation of the factors of
development within a region. Further
factor analyses and cluster analyses were
used to construct the typologies and
produce maps based on spatial
classifications.

Presentation of economic strength
indicators

The most important indicators used to
describe the variety of areas in the
European territory are:

• classical single indicators,

• globalisation and territorial rootedness
indicators

• indicators of modernisation/diversifi-
cation, and

• competitiveness indicators.

Classical indicators

The classical indicators are simple, single
indicators representing a range of factors
(productivity, sectoral structure, future
orientation, wealth and labour market)
generally considered to be important
measures of economic success. Using
single indicators of the causes and effects of
economic strength in regions, i.e. the
productivity in the EU 1995-97 and
unemployment rate 1997, a number of
maps were produced. The single indicators
provided a basis for deriving more complex
indicators associated with the concepts of
modernisation and competitiveness.

The results show that, using a classification
of urban, rural and intermediate areas, it
was possible to identify a general core-
periphery divide characterised at one
extreme by core urban areas and at the
other by remote rural regions. A core group
of urban regions, the so-called pentagon,
displayed high GDP per employee, a low
share of employment in agriculture and a
high share of R&D employment as a
percentage of total employment. The
output indicators revealed higher than
average GDP per head and low to average
unemployment levels.

At the other end of the distribution were the
poorly developed rural regions, located
primarily in the south of Europe and in the
east German Länder. In general these
regions display low GDP per head, a high
share of employment in agriculture and low
productivity levels combined with high
unemployment. Portugal and regions of
Greece are exceptions to the general trend
in that their unemployment rates are low in
spite or because of poor productivity.

Older industrial regions were found to
occupy an economic position close to that
of the developed core regions. There was,
however, a substantial difference in the
performance of these regions as shown by
different indicators. The question arises as
to whether this differentiation is simply due
to different stages of structural change
dependent on the growth cycle or whether
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specific regional policies and institutions
have influenced their development.

Globalisation/territorial rootedness
of production

Indicators pointing towards globalisation
suggest that there are industries which do
not rely to any great extent on specific local
or regional conditions for production. This
phenomenon is summed up by the term
“footloose industry.” On the other hand,
spatial units which provide conditions for
specific kinds of production, are able to
bind industries to their territory and
thereby create the base for a strong
sustainable economy with territorial
rootedness of production

The issue of globalisation was addressed by
measuring the degree to which the
production and consumption of goods and
services are linked with regionally specific
resources and conditions and not simply
coincidental in their location. Territorial
differentiation seems to be most apparent
when standard products are mass-
produced and there is no specific reason
for them to be produced in a particular
region. The proposed indicators are
comprised of trade flows, role of foreign
direct investment (FDI), location of
company headquarters, information
technology (IT) indicators, persistence of
enterprise in non-IT industries,
productivity per value-added, investment
per output, FDI per investment, as well as
regionally available natural resources. It is
obvious that for many of these indicators
the data is too poor to permit adequate
analysis. Nevertheless, the attempt
spotlights the potential for further
empirical research in this field. Territorial
rootedness of production and services is
perceived as an important counterweight to
the integration of the world economy, in
particular, when observing development
on a regional level.

As a result of the above limitations only a
single example could be sketched out,
providing evidence of the complexity of the
problem. At it turns out, an outflow of
capital marks strong regions, but also
indicates those regions’ strength to attract
investments as an inflow of capital. The
result is perhaps a trade-off between capital
inflow and employment, but capital inflow
can also have the effect of producing
employment. Additional demands for skills
and services from new employment can

generate multiplier effects. Information on
the quality of investment in certain sectors
is essential to assess the effects of
investment on the whole.

Modernisation/diversification

The analysis of modernisation and
diversification examines the innovative
capacity and future orientation of spatial
units. Modernisation and competitiveness
can to some extent be seen as sequential in
that the basis for competitiveness is laid
down in the modernisation indicators.

The indicators have been chosen to assess
the level of structural development of a
region and the degree of diversification that
it exhibits. General prerequisites for
economic diversification can be measured
in terms of the sectoral structure of a
region, its capital endowment, human
capital, labour market, and innovation
capacity. Wealth, considered as an output
and GDP, is measured using purchasing
power standards (PPS) per capita. Based on
these indicators the economic strength of
the regions is further analysed by
segregating the variables into inputs
(existing sectoral structure, education,
research and development R&D,
infrastructure) and outputs (sectoral
productivity, employment, R&D, standard
of living and GDP). This enables the
examination of the capacity of regions to
modernise based on their existing
endowments and the resulting outputs.

To reduce the number of variables, a factor
analysis was conducted: five thematic
factors were produced which represented
83 % of the total variance. Each of the
themes – employment, sectoral structure,
accessibility, innovation and living
standards – displays a basic core-periphery
divide (see figures 18 and 19). Within this
general structure, there are exceptions for
almost all of the themes. For instance, in
the first factor of employment some of the
Greek regions, Portugal and Åland
(Finland) score highly due to their low
unemployment rates. High business sector
expenditure on R&D and low government
expenditure are decisive influences on the
theme of innovation (figure 19, page 88).

In a further effort to spatially evaluate the
levels of modernisation with regional types,
typologies were constructed comparing the
distribution of factor scores on the
settlement structure (using EUROSTAT
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Figure 18
Labour market

Explantory note:

Labour market related indicators indicate highest modernisation in the centre and the
north of the EU. Slightly higher correlations in Greek regions, Portugal and Finland result
from higher unemployment rates. (Note that value 99 for the five east German Länder
results from al lack of data.)

Source: TAURUS, Institute at the University of Trier (2000)
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Figure 19
Innovation

Explantory note:

High business sector expenditure on R&D and low government expenditure for the same
purpose largely influences this presentation of innovation identified by the factor analysis.
(Note that value 99 for the five east German Länder results from a lack of data.)

Source: TAURUS, Institute at the University of Trier (2000)
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classifications of dense, intermediate and
sparse populations). Here the urban
regions in the EU core scored consistently
higher than rural regions in either the core
or the periphery, while intermediate
regions were varied in their distribution.

The results provided further evidence of the
centre-periphery spatial division between
European regions and Member States with
the general exception of the capital regions.
For almost all of the five factors analysed
the regions of Greece (with the exception of
Athens), large parts of Spain, Portugal and
Southern Italy appeared consistently
in the low-scoring section of the factor
distributions. Spatially these regions are
almost all classified as rural. However,
exceptions to this general observation were
apparent, particularly in the employment
factor for large urban regions.

The output/effect variables for
employment (long-term unemployment,
female working population, working
population of total) were the most
significant indicators of the level of
modernisation in the regions. These were
further related to the outputs of GDP per
capita and the number of patents granted.
On the input/cause side, there was a
correlation between high private
expenditure on R&D and a high percentage
of the active population employed in R&D.
Portugal and the Greek regions emerged
among the regions with positive
employment statistics, thus diverging from
the general core-periphery trend.

The results of the classic and
competitiveness analysis confirm the
finding that productivity (GDP/employee)
is not necessarily related to high
employment rates. On the other hand,
some urban regions with a high GDP per
capita did not score well on employment
and long-term unemployment variables,
demonstrating that unemployment issues
cross the urban-rural divide.

The broad core-periphery dichotomy
persisted through the factor themes of
sectoral structure, physical infrastructure,
innovation and living standards. The factor
of sectoral structure focuses on regions that
have high employment in market services
and low employment in agriculture, with a
correspondingly high and low gross value
added (GVA) in each sector. Capital cities
stand out very strongly across the
territories. The analysis also identifies
relatively high-scoring regions with low

GDP, such as those in Southern Italy and
the Mediterranean. In many less developed
regions of the EU a high density of small
and medium-sized enterprises (SME) is
sometimes considered as evidence of a
relatively weak and out-dated economic
structure, while increasing SME density is a
policy goal in many developed regions.

While the factor on innovation provides
further evidence of a spatial divide in the
European economy, it also identifies
national policies based on government
expenditure on R&D which can be sub-
divided into two broad categories.
Expenditure in regions where policy is
aimed at encouraging innovation and
attaining the critical mass necessary to
reach R&D potential, and expenditure in
strong regions with high human resources
and capital endowment where government
expenditure is based on hard research.

Competitiveness indicators

The investigation of competitiveness
explores the ability of spatial units to
maintain their position in an increasingly
integrated and competitive market. It
represents the most comprehensive
approach followed by the study and
involves the integration of all other
approaches. Competitiveness measures the
economic strength of spatial units based on
their assumed potential (causes) and on the
actual performance (effects) of the regions
in global markets, firstly, on a manually
and, secondly, on a factor analysis basis.

The mapping of the causal variables of
competitiveness reveals a very strong, EU-
wide, centre-periphery pattern at the
regional level. In contrast, the effect
variables display a more diverse pattern of
economic development. This clarifies the
weak relationship between the single causal
factors and single effect factors. A table
showing the interrelationship of the cause
and effect variables was produced,
identifying regions that are doing better
than expected and those that are doing less
well, on the basis of the causal variables
(table 4, page 90 and figure 20, page 91).

As a further step thematic maps were
produced based on regional clusters. These
were derived from the factor analysis that
had been used to reduce the number of
variables. The first factor representing
competitiveness was strongly related to all
causal factors.
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Table 4
Interrelationship of cause

and effect variables
Intervening variable: productivity, value-added

Regional economic frame condition
• Labour costs
• Sectoral structure
• Employment age
• R&D investment
• R&D employees

Effects on regional economy
• Economic growth
• Employment trend

Effects on labour market
• Unemployment rate
• Unemployment trend

Locational conditions
• Location (regional)
• Location (EU)
• Transport accessibility
• Infrastructure endowment

General disparities
• Population trend
• Age structure
• Migration

Causal factors (preconditions): Effect factors (performance):

A cluster analysis was conducted which
classified the regions based on the five
factor values (figure 21, page 92). Nine
groups were identified. A number of
features emerged, like the dominance of
national charac-teristics, with strong
national divides (Italy, Germany, Finland)
and the centre-peri-phery pattern on the
outer edge of the EU.

A preliminary analysis was undertaken in
order to distinguish different types of
settlement structure and relate this to
potential and actual competitiveness,
based on a classification of six types of
regions. The mean values of the cause and
effect indicators for the core and the
periphery were listed alongside the
settlement types and mapped in order to
assess the spatial influences on
competitiveness (figure 22, page 93).

The analysis of competitiveness sought to
measure both the potential and actual
performance of the regions in global
markets. It was found that the causal factors
were more highly inter-correlated than
were the effects of competitiveness. The
causal factors followed a strong centre-
periphery pattern with the exception of the
capital regions. Effect factors also followed
this general trend, but they showed a
number of exceptions particularly where
regions displayed a better economic
performance than would have been
predicted.

The factor analysis with clustering revealed
three distinct patterns. The first confirmed
the strong interrelation of causal factors.
The second pattern suggested that the
effects of competitiveness could be
manifest as individual “blocks”, i.e. there
was often a strong relationship with
developments on the labour market, or
with employment ratio, or growth per

capita, etc. There was seldom a strong
crossover between the factors. The third
pattern revealed the strong influence of
national policies and regulation on the
performance of the regions.

To enhance the study’s value for spatial
planning the cause and effects of
competitiveness were related to settlement
structure and this was further broken down
into core and peripheral regions. Within the
core, urbanised areas appear to perform
better than agglomerations when their
actual competitiveness (effects) is
evaluated against their potential (causes),
which points towards the importance of
polycentric development as an enhancing
factor. On the other hand, the periphery
benefited more from the agglomerations,
which could leads to a perhaps preliminary
and cautious conclusion, that there the
centric development plays a more
important role. One possible explanation is
their geographical location between the
hinterland, on the one hand, and the
agglomerations and urbanised regions with
centres, on the other, resulting in positive
spill-over effects. Viewed as a whole, this
suggests that significant relationships
between different types of neighbouring
regions and that national clusters exist.

In this exercise, the small number of
urbanised areas with a significant centre
hampers interpretation of the position of
the periphery. If allowance is made for this,
they appear to perform better than the
other settlement types, especially in the
relationship between cause and effect. The
dominant settlement types in the periphery
are agglomerations and rural areas. Rural
regions showed better outcomes than did
the former with respect to the causal
factors. They also performed better than
the core areas in the relationship between
cause and effect.
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Figure  20
Manual cross table of causal and effect indices
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Explanatory note:

The mapping of the causal variables of competitiveness reveals a very strong, EU-wide,
centre-periphery pattern at the regional level. In contrast, the effect variables display a more
diverse pattern of economic development. This clarifies the weak relationship between the
single causal factors and single effect factors.

Source: TAURUS, Institute at the University of Trier (2000)
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Figure 21
Cluster of regions on the basis of a factor analysis (5 factors)

Explanatory note:

The cross-tabling of the values of the combined indicators for causes (pre conditions) of
economic strength and their effects (performance) reveals regions which perform better
and worse than could have been expected from the causes.

Source: TAURUS, Institute at the University of Trier (2000)
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Figure 22
The settlement structure of the EU territory

core

periphery

Explanatory note:

The cluster analysis reveals nationally dominant patterns and also clearly indicates the most
prominent regional differences in economic strength within and between countries.

Source: TAURUS, Institute at the University of Trier (2000)
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3.2.4  Natural assets

The objectives and focus of the ESDP
preclude giving a narrow definition to the
concept of natural assets, since they adopt
an environmental vision of the
European territory. The most important
environmental studies covering the entire
European territory have confirmed the
need to adopt this point of view. Therefore,
the task here was to define natural assets as
natural characteristics of the European
territory and emphasise their relation to the
environment. This relationship should be
analysed in various terms, including
natural and ecological characteristics.

Several conceptual frameworks have been
proposed for the identification and
development of environmental indicators
and for organising information. Two of
these conceptual frameworks were used:

• structure by habitats, which permits an
organisation of the indicators and gives
scientific coherence to the system, and

• a causal framework, which takes into
account the main elements involved in
the decision-making process.

According to the structure by habitats, six
thematic areas are to be established:
atmosphere, inland waters (quality/
resources), costal and marine environment,
geological substrata and soils, as well as
biosphere and natural hazards. Indicators
can then make reference to one or several of
them.

The causal framework Pressure/State/
Response (P-S-R) is probably the most
widely used. This model classifies
indicators into three categories: pressure
refers to pressures on the environment as a
consequence of human activities; state
refers the nature and quality of the
environment; and response includes
measures aimed at mitigating the effects of
pressures in order to maintain the status of,
or plan for rational use of, natural
resources.

Use of this model enables compilation of
synthetic indicators describing territorial
areas according to the pressures suffered,
environment quality, reaction ability and
commitment to mitigate the effects of the
pressures or to achieve the objective of
sustainable development. These indicators
must have a spatial dimension and
characterise territories or parts of a
territory. As the synthetic indicators need to
be combined with other criteria for
territorial differentiation, they must be
adjusted to administrative units, with areas
differing from those of the natural
processes. The number of indicators must
be limited in order to make the system
viable and useful. In addition, the data
sources must have European coverage.

Primary indicators constitute the building
stones for the synthetic indicators. For the
purposes of this study, there was a lack of
suitable databases. However, an elaborated
set of primary indicators should form a part
of a future European Environment
Indicator System. For this it would be
necessary to achieve compatibility, at least
for certain indicators, in order to
accomplish meaningful territorial analysis.
Following this outline would, at the same
time, allow for an improvement in the
definition and quality of spatial indicators.

It is important to adequately define the
scale of spatial analysis. This aspect is
vitally important to the results of the study.
When dealing with environmental issues,
scale is not only important from a
quantitative perspective, but from a
qualitative one as well. At a certain scale,
using large administrative units, a spatial
analysis makes no sense, since the very size
of the unit itself alters the results. Figure 23
gives some illustration of this, showing
different visual interpretations of the same
data for Spain.
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Presentation of natural assets indicators

The objectives of the ESDP call for a
sizeable reduction in the number of
indicators that normally make up a
traditional system of environmental
indicators. Since all the seven criteria of the
Study Programme include features, topics
and data relevant to the environmental
criterion, it was decided not to include
certain indicators in the proposal, although
they might appear to be of importance. The
aim was to create a short list of aggregate or
synthetic indicators. After various revisions
the list of indicators was reduced to 12
synthetic indicators (table 5).

Many different sources of data have been
used for testing the indicators. The need to
reduce their number has meant that some
of them refer to complex processes and
concepts, or result from the joint treatment
of several databases to include different
characteristics (ecosystem diversity;
pressures on the environment). In spite of

drastically reducing the number of
indicators, a serious problem of data
sources available remains. The most
interesting indicators for which it has been
possible to do some kind of test are:
pressure on the environment, emissions of
pollutant gases, coastal value, ecosystem
diversity, natural hazards and designation
of protected areas.

Figure 23
Scale and resolution of the analysis for Spain. Carried out tests with the indicator “pressures on the environment“

INDUROT, UNIVERSITY OF OVIEDO. SPAIN (1999)

Table 5
Indicators for natural assets

Indicator

1 Pressures on the environment Pressure
2 Emissions of polluting gases Pressure
3 Water quality State
4 Water resources State
5 Coastal value State
6 Ecosystem diversity State
7 Biodiversity State
8 Value according to directive

92/43/CEE State
9 Potential productivity State

10 Natural hazards State
11 Threats on natural resources State
12 Designated or protected areas Response

Type
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A number of factors have reduced the
reliability of the results obtained. Various
data sources were unsuitable or did not
cover the territory under study in its
entirety. There is a lack of validity both of
some data sources and of methods. The use
of NUTS 2 divisions as a spatial unit turned
out to be much too extensive for the aims of
this project. Therefore, the tests can only
serve as a first approximation and as a
starting point for discussion, and not as a
diagnosis of the European territory. What
these tests have been especially useful for is
to come up with a series of conclusions
related to technical and methodological
aspects and to instruct the direction of
future projects.

Only a few examples can be given here.
Figure 23 (page 95) shows areas subject to
pressure caused by urbanisation, by
transport networks and by intensive
agricultural exploitation, identified at a
250m grid level.

The coastal zones have been exposed to
extensive human influence and in some
cases the result has been a complete loss of
the natural character and the
disappearance of crucial development
potential. A coastal value indicator was
constructed based on the data of CORINE
Coastal Erosion on Erosion Morphology
(CEMO) and coastal subtype, producing an
index combining natural and artificial
values.

Ecosystem diversity is approached from the
physical characteristics of individual spaces
based on CORINE Land Cover units. The
diversity was measured for each NUTS 3
area, using a classical index of the
information (figure 25, page 98). The results
would be improved by using other
complementary data, for instance on
geology (not available with European
coverage), or topographic data (DTM).

Natural hazards

Development of territories has to take into
consideration the threat of natural
disasters. Figure 26 (page 99) presents an
indicator of natural hazards, combining
data on earthquakes, volcanic activity, tidal
waves, snow avalanches and slope
instability. Flooding is an additional
important hazard, but here no appropriate
data was available.

Designation of protected areas

The creation of legally protected natural
spaces is a response to environmental
threats at a local level; such moves are
designed to preserve natural habitats and
to safeguard biodiversity. A European
database on such designated areas is under
development, but is not yet available as a
data source. The present investigations
have used data from a prototype Nationally
Designated Protected Areas database,
containing some 5050 protected spaces for
Europe, only 3384 of which have, however,
geographical co-ordinates.
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Figure 24
Pressure on the environment

Explanatory note:

The map is calculated using information contained in the Major Land Cover Types and
GISCO (N and NU layers). Pressure is indicated using a grid of 250 x 250 m cells, with buffer
areas of 500 m over main railways, roads and urban areas with a high value. The various
artificially vegetated land cover areas have been assigned different lower values. Natural
areas, such as forests, wetlands and water bodies, together with semi-natural ones have
been assigned negative pressure values.

Source: INDUROT, University of Oviedo, Spain (1999)
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Figure 25
Ecosystem diversity

Explanatory note:

This map is made using information from the GISCO NU and CORINE Land Cover
databases. The Shannon-Weaver index is applied to the 44 different units of land cover in
each NUTS 3 region. The Shannon-Weaver index expression is: H = ∑ (pi * log2 pi), where Pi
= ni/N. Ni is the number of cells of the class of land cover ‘i’ in the given NUTS 3 region, and
N is the total number of cells in the same NUTS 3 area.

Source: INDUROT, University of Oviedo, Spain (1999)
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Figure 26
Natural hazards

Explanatory note:

This map includes seismic and volcanic risks, risks of tsunamis, slope instability and snow
avalanches. The value given for seismic and volcanic risk and tsunamis varies to the
proportion of the NUTS region overlapping each danger class in the source map (United
Nations Environment Programme/Global Resource Information Data set GNV 63). The
slope instability and avalanche risks are obtained from elevation and slope data, which
come from the Digital Elevation Model HYDRO1K (US Geological Survey). In this map
flooding hazards have not been included.

Source: INDUROT, University of Oviedo, Spain (1999)
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3.2.5 Cultural assets

Progress and heritage use, on the one hand,
and heritage conservation on the other, are
often regarded as incompatible. After
European Heritage Year in 1975 called
attention to the situation, a new vision
regarding heritage conservation has
emerged: the European heritage itself
became a major impulse for social and
economic progress. Several new
international conventions regarding
heritage call for the promotion of “wise
use” of heritage, i.e. utilisation of the many
opportunities cultural heritage offers, while
respecting its ethical aspects.

In the ESDP, cultural heritage is dealt with
in its two fundamental dimensions: cultural
landscapes and heritage cities, cultural
sites and monuments. The value of the
heritage is the subject of current
discussion: in the case of cultural
landscapes there are doubts as to whether
not only outstanding but also ordinary
landscapes deserve to be taken care of. As
far as cultural heritage is concerned, a
traditional notion of cultural assets has
been adopted, largely identifying cultural
heritage with “built” heritage, i.e. heritage
cities, cultural sites and monuments. These
assets, in fact, are those with the deepest
territorial roots. They are neither
“footloose” (like symphony orchestras or
exhibitions) nor reproducible. In
consequence, they are particularly fragile
and highly sensitive to utilisation.

As an increasingly important spatial
planning concern, cultural landscapes and
heritage cities, cultural sites and
monuments are strongly dependent on the
quality of their description. Therefore, the
aim of this study is to identify a few
synthetic measures that give an indication
of the values of cultural heritage; to bring to
the attention of the policy makers main
areas of stress created by the presence of
concentrations of cultural heritage and by
insufficient management of tourist flows;
and to indicate a general methodology for
data collection and analysis.

Cultural landscape indicators

Only scarce statistical material is available
on cultural landscapes and most of it can be
found only at local or regional levels. Some
relevant figures do exist at national level
but no European-wide data are available.
Because of the different methods of
collection and compilation of data, a

comparison is virtually impossible. Any
generalisations made to create the
indicators necessary for the purposes of
spatial planning could lead to a decisive
loss of information with respect to the high
diversity of cultural landscapes.

Two types of indicators are distinguished in
the present study. Significance indicators
represent all the intrinsic properties of
single cultural elements and of their
context, as well as objects, activities and
facilities that make them culturally
significant. This type of indicator
represents the historical and actual state of
the cultural landscape. Degree of threat
indicators represent all those conditions
and activities, as well as objects and
facilities, whose existence, absence or
inadequacy causes a condition of
imbalance likely to lead to degradation.

The search for relevant and suitable
indicators on cultural landscapes for spatial
planning purposes is guided by two
requirements: availability at a European
level and representative quality. In
describing cultural landscapes, two
principal approaches are possible. The first
is a direct assessment, made by interpreting
remote sensing data on the physiognomic
appearance of the cultural landscape. The
other possibility is more indirect, using
statistical data usually collected within
administrative borders. Two data sources
were used: the database REGIO of
EUROSTAT and the CORINE Land Cover
database.

The significance degree was reached by
combining three indicators. “Agricultural
production by UAA“ (Utilised Agricultural
Area) and “share of farms with a UAA less
than 20 hectars by total units“, give an
overview of intensification trends and of
the concentration of small-scale
agriculture, correlating with non-
industrialised ways of production. A third
indicator, “yearly tourist stays“ (day-
tourism not included), represents the
attractiveness of a rural or urban landscape.
The synthetic picture (figure 27) shows the
combination of the three unweighted
indicators.

For measurement of the threat to cultural
landscapes, a variety of factors had to be
taken into account. One indicator
comprising many threatening impacts on
landscape is population growth, which
measures both land-use pressure
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Figure 27
Synthetic indicator: significance of cultural landscape

Explanatory note:

The map displays a combination of three indicators, which are summed up without
weighting. The first two indicators, “agricultural production by UAA“ and “share of farms
with a UAA less than 20 ha by total units“, represent important agrarian landscpaes in
Europe. The third indicator, “yearly tourist stays“, represents the attractiveness of a certain
area. The combination results in high values in Italy, and Ireland, as well as in the northern
part of Portugal, large areas of Spain as well as the southern parts of Germany and France.

Source: Hubert Job, University of Trier (2000)
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Figure 28
Synthetic indicator: degree of threat to cultural landscape

Explanatory note:

This map shows the threat to cultural landscapes calculated on the basis of four indicators:
“population change“ (increase or decrease), “dissection“ (length of transportation network
by total area), “use of energy and lubricants in agriculture by UAA“ (Utilised Agricultural
Area), and “standard gross margin by UAA“. Since at least the data of the dissection
indicator is not reliable for comparison of countries (enabling only national comparison),
the picture presented by this map is questionable. While almost the entire territory of Spain
and France seem practically unthreatened, Italy shows the complete range, in Germany
medium and highly threatened classes predominate, and the Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg are highly endangered.

Source: Hubert Job, University of Trier (2000)
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Calculations: H. Job

Figure 29
Diversity index of cultural landscape

Explanatory note:

By using CORINE data the diversity of the cultural landscape can be evaluated. In this map
the diversity value is computed by counting pixels which have a different land cover within a
circle with a diameter of 2000 m. This algorithm is used for every pixel in the satellite-
derived image. Areas of intensive agrarian use, such as the Netherlands or the
Bördelandschaft in Germany and the valley of the Po in Italy, appear in the low diversity
classes, while Finland, for example, appears in the higher classes due to its landscape
variety, forests interlaced with lakes.

Source: Hubert Job, University of Trier (2000)
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(population increase) and abandonment
(population decrease). The term
“dissection” (length of transportation
network by total area) was chosen to
represent a number of fragmenting factors.
Use of energy and lubricants by UAA gives
an idea of the intensity of agricultural
production. The standard gross margin is
used to measure sustainability of use, with
low values leading to abandonment and
high values to overuse of the cultural
landscape.

These various indicators of threat were
combined to produce the synthetic
illustration (figure 28, page 102) indicating
the degree of threat.

The figures give only a very rough idea of
the spatial distribution of significant
cultural landscapes in Europe and the
degree to which they are under threat,
showing the limitations of the Eurostat
database in this context, as the database
allows only for interegional comparability
within one country.

Taking the actual state as a starting point,
the indication of future development of
cultural landscapes – taking into
consideration anthropogenic land-use
pressures requiring more (or less) space
and more (or less) intensive use of space – is
a task for the future. The dynamics of
landscape development can be observed by
setting up a monitoring system. The most
reliable data source in this context would be
remote sensing data. The CORINE Land
Cover database provides comparable data
and ensures an objective interpretation for
the whole EU territory. Although the data
are about ten years old and have a
comparably low resolution, they give a
rough idea of land cover. The advantage of
using remote sensing techniques is that
data collection does not have to follow
administrative boundaries, which limit the
extent and diversity of the cultural
landscape being evaluated.

For measurement of diversity, the major
land cover types of the European
Environmental Agency were used to create
a diversity value. The value is computed by
counting the number of pixels which have a
different land cover within a diameter of
2000 metres. The map produced (figure 29,
page 103) has only limited validity, as the
resolution of the image used is relatively
low and the spectrum of land cover types is
only roughly represented by the seven

classes. Nonetheless, the spatial
distribution of diverse or uniform areas is
clearly recognisable.

Built heritage indicators

Measuring the significance of and degree of
threat to the built cultural heritage also
presents a number of particular problems.
No clear-cut, universal definition of
heritage is available, nor is there European-
wide recognition of what cultural assets
actually are. Consequently, data is not
available: incomplete listings of sites and
cultural assets and lack of homogeneity in
the listing techniques and scope between
countries are the rule. The standard of
heritage description is low and data on
tourism activity are underdeveloped.

Cultural assets differ widely in scale. A
single remain or site cannot be compared
significantly with an entire historic city, for
example, for planning purposes. To
measure the spatial effects of the presence
of the heritage on the territory, case studies
must be used to provide a more complete
analysis. A set of measures with sufficient
descriptive power to represent the problem
of sustainable use of the heritage is
proposed, as well as a methodology for the
collection of interesting information and
data that are not generally taken into
account.

The mode and quality of the use of the
heritage are crucial for its conservation in
the long term. Since tourism is its main
source of use, the significance of the
cultural heritage for tourism and the degree
of threat posed by the latter must be
assessed. This study centres on the power
of attraction for, as well as on pressure
derived from, tourist activities. The
assumption is that achieving a harmonious
relationship between the heritage and its
consumption (e.g. through tourism) will
lead to sustainable utilisation of the
cultural assets.

To benchmark the tourist potential,
assessment of the concentration of cultural
assets in an area is required. Firstly, an area
with a high number of assets is per se an
attractive area from the tourist’s point of
view. Secondly, at equal levels of tourist
pressure, areas with a high relative
concentration of assets generate different
problems than those where the heritage is
more dispersed. Hence, the almost
exclusively urban dimension of the
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problems. Thirdly, tourist use of urban
space causes a certain displacement of
residential activities. Gauging the extent of
this displacement and comparing it with
the extent of tourist pressure may give an
indication of the fragility of the system.

Data collection regarding the measurement
of the significance and endangering of the
built cultural heritage poses a number of
peculiar problems. Differences in the
approaches used by the various member
countries may lead to questionable results,
as indicated by a Europe-wide inventory of
cultural assets made in 1996. It was
therefore decided to gather data using the
road maps and guides that are actually used
by tourists, in order to guarantee at least
uniform measures of presence and
importance. Other data on population and
tourism development were taken from the
EUROSTAT REGIO database.

The first indicator (the absolute number of
registered monuments/cultural sites in a
NUTS area) is one measure of the cultural
richness of a region. It represents potential
attractiveness and is therefore logically
related to the significance of the supply of
cultural assets. The second indicator
(relative number of registered monuments/
cultural sites in a NUTS area), reflecting the
density of the assets on the territory, may
provide useful insights in the spatial
organisation of the heritage (figures 30 and
31, pages 106 and 107).

A third indicator measures tourist pressure
on a site (the ratio of tourist stays annually
per total number of residents in the NUTS
area). This indicator should reflect the
demand for use of cultural assets. Given the
relevance of tourism as a means of using
the heritage, data on overnight tourist stays
in the area approximate sufficiently well the
actual level of pressure (figure 32,
page 108).

A fourth indicator, the tourist capacity
(“touristicity”) of the heritage site (number
of beds in hotels and similar
accommodations per total number of
dwellings/households in a NUTS area),

measures the dependence of the local
social fabric on the travel industry. It
indicates the capacity of the tourist
industry to internalise economic benefits
generated by the presence of cultural
attractions (figure 33, page 109).

The four maps offer a straightforward view
of the European regions with regard to the
presence of, potential demand for and
effective use by the tourism industry of
built cultural heritage. Both in absolute and
relative terms, differences in the supply of
built heritage among the European regions
are considerable. Potential pressure on
heritage also varies extensively among
regions. The traditional tourism regions
clearly emerge from the corresponding
map.

Particularly interesting are experiments
combining indicators, enabling planners to
classify the European territory into areas
where the use of heritage is sustainable and
where it is not. Such an attempt was made
by selecting the areas that scored best on
the two first indicators and analysing their
scores for indicators 3 and 4 (figure 34,
page 110).

The use of heritage is clearly sustainable if
the pressure remains low while capacity is
above average. Problems arise either where
pressure on heritage is extremely high or
where the availability of heritage is
abundant but the pressure remains below
the average. In the first case, stress may
compromise the integrity of built heritage;
in the second case the potential of cultural
assets is not fully utilised.

In only a few regions do sustainability
problems seem to be particularly acute.
This does not, however, exclude the
possibility of excessive pressure on specific
sites. The proximity of developed regions to
cultural regions with a low accommodation
capacity may generate an intense flow of
excursionists. Planners can use such
information to identify the right spatial
scale for the management of the regional
assets.
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Figure 30
Presence of cultural assets

Explanatory note:

The map represents a new complete listing of registered heritage cities, cultural sites and
monuments from a set of tourist guides – one for each country – of the TCI (Italian Touring
Club) issued in the early eighties, except for Germany (from 1994 because of former GDR).
This ensured homogeneity and provided a direct relation to the NUTS 3 coding.

All cities, sites and monuments that scored two stars – indicating a “very attractive or
historically and culturally significant“ asset –in the TCI guides were included.

Weighting was applied in order to evaluate heritage cities differently from individual
monuments and other sites. A weighting of 3 was assigned to heritage cities of main
importance (such as Bruges, Paris, Venice, Rome, London, Berlin, Munich, Madrid,
Barcelona, Athens, etc.) A weighting of 2 was assigned to interesting cities with either close
to 10 mentioned monuments or only one monument, but which was of outstanding
importance (e.g. Salzburg, Pisa, Perugia, Volterra, Nice, Versailles, Stonehenge, Hadrian’s
Wall, etc.). No weighting was assigned to other relatively less important sites (individual
archeological sites, such as castles, cathedrals, abbeys, remains, etc.).

Source: University of Venice (2000)
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Figure 31
Concentration of cultural assets

Explanatory note:

This map was obttained by calculating the ratio between the absolute values of the previous
map (“presence of cultural assets“) and the corresponding NUTS 3 area. As an indicator of
significance, it provides useful insights in the spatial distribution of the European heritage.

Source: University of Venice (2000)
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Figure 32
Use pressure on cultural sites

Explanatory note:

This map is based on NUTS 2 regions, as it was constructed using data on tourism contained
in the REGIO database from EUROSTAT. It shows ratios between the number of yearly
tourist stays and the total resident population in a NUTS area. It represents the distribution
of one of two threat indicators that proved to be feasible to map with the available data and
reflect the demand side for the use of cultural assets.

The ratios have been calculated from 1997 data on tourism and population data for each
country except France and Belgium (1995) and the Netherlands (1994). Blank areas on the
map (United Kingdom and regions in Sweden and Finland) result from different versions of
NUTS codes between the databases and the GISCO coverage, so that no GIS linkage could be
established.

Source:  University of Venice (2000)
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Figure 33
Tourist capacity of the heritage site

Explanatory note:

The map shows the dependence of the local social fabric on tourism It is derived from the
REGIO database on NUTS 2 level and indicates tourist capacity (number of beds in hotels
and similar accommodations) per total number of households in a NUTS area. Data were
not available for all areas for the same year, nor could figures be calculated for Austria,
Finland, Sweden or the Netherlands because data on accommodations were lacking.
Previously reported problems with United Kingdom data were encountered here as well. For
other countries, the ratio is calculated using 1995 data on tourism/1994 data on households
(the most recent available), except for Portugal (1996/1994)

Source:  University of Venice (2000)
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Figure 34
Sustainability of use of cultural heritage

Explanatory note:

The map provides a classification of the European territory by NUTS 3 areas indicating
where the use of heritage is sustainable and where it is not. It was produced by combining
indicators of “concentration“, “pressure“ and “tourist capacity“ according to the following
logical scheme (logical AND applies to the values in the columns, logical OR applies to
multiple occurences of the same class in the rows):

Concentration Pressure Tourists capacity

Sustainable use low any any

Sustainable use high low high

Risk of excessive use high high any

Unexploited potential high low low

For each indicator the class “high“ includes those values belonging to the classes “high“ or
“very high“, and the class “low“ the remaining ones. The scores on indicators 2 and 3 were
analysed to adapt their values to each NUTS 3 region. This was done in order to keep more
localised information around the high ranked areas.

Source:  University of Venice (2000)
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3.2.6 Land-use pressure

Land use is human use of the ground and
corresponding space: e.g. soil, minerals,
water, air, vegetation, wildlife and artefacts
once constructed by man. Current use
includes the presence of humans, their
livestock and machines, activities and
emissions. If the annual cycles of activities
are continuous, we can call the usage
occupation. Land cover shows the pattern
of land use at ground surface. Levels of land
use can be measured in many different
ways, such as number of inhabitants,
livestock or visitors, length of roads, volume
of buildings, etc. Indicators of intensity
may be gross production, prices for real
estate, etc. Impacts of use can be seen at
specific locations (e.g. construction) but
may also spread across distance (emissions,
soil erosion, transport, tourist travel). The
spatial dimension of land use therefore
transcends issues of location of sources and
resources. Concerning the question of
single use vs. multiple uses, many regions
are dominated by only a few types of land
use.

There has been a general intensification of
land use, including intensification of
agriculture in rural areas with favourable
soils, a concentration of activity in mining
and industrial regions, as well as a growth
in population of large and medium-sized
cities. In remote and disadvantaged
regions, however, there are tendencies
towards more extensive land-use,
sometimes approaching abandonment. A
number of older mining and industrial
regions have also experienced decline.
Within urbanised regions, there has been
urban sprawl from central cities to
suburban fringes. Concurrently, a general
specialisation of land use is taking place, for
examples through the concentration of
traffic along specific routes, concentration
of trade in nodes of those routes, and the
spatial separation of agriculture and food
processing.

Spatial concentration and specialisation
pose questions as to preferable patterns of
land use. Spatial policy needs standards to
evaluate which processes of land-use
change or continuation should be
influenced rather than accepted. Both
further intensification (pressure) and
extensive use (lack of pressure) can be
undesirable. The same applies to further
specialisation and trends towards multiple
uses. In this context, we can define the

concept of land-use pressure as the
dynamic aspect of direct changes in land-
use patterns and the indirect effects
induced by these changes.

The study of land-use pressure should
combine indicators for land use with
indicators for potential pressure. The main
sources of information that cover the whole
of Europe are the Geographical Data Base
(GISCO), the CORINE Land Cover database,
EUROSTAT’s Land-use Statistics and
Meeuws’ European Landscapes.

Land-use pressure indicators

As land-use pressure at the European scale
is a new topic for research, data availability
proved to be very restricted. The selection
of criteria for measurement cannot be done
through a systematic analysis of predefined
criteria, but has to be based on experience
and data availability. As a point of
departure, four categories of indicators
were defined, i.e. price of land, agricultural
intensification and abandonment, land-use
pressure due to urban expansion and
economic growth, and drinking water
pollution.

Price of land: reflects the economic value of
current and potential land use. The price
will rise if the land becomes suitable for
more intensive use. On a semi-open
market, as exists in most EU Member
States, regulations like agricultural
guarantee prices and land-oriented income
allowances influence the profitability of
agriculture and hence the current land
use. Moreover, land-use zoning for
urbanisation may prevent price increases
of land otherwise suitable for industry or
housing, although planning uncertainty
may also lead to speculation. Finally,
authorities decide on land-use changes
having regard to public goods like natural
and cultural assets. Impacts like these make
land prices not only an indicator of free-
market processes but also an indicator of
recent and current policies. However, an
illustration of this indicator is not available.

Indicators of agricultural intensification
and abandonment: In examining land-use
pressure affecting non-urban areas, one of
the most relevant dimensions is the
change in land use caused by the rural
development processes themselves. This
includes agricultural industrialisation and
increases of scale in certain areas, as well as
less intensive and marginal use in other
areas.
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To produce a European picture of this, a
synthetic indicator was developed for
agricultural intensification, based on six
different pressure values. Data was
obtained from Eurostat and CORINE on
growth in agricultural productivity during
1989–96, share of land in agriculture
holdings and share of land used for
different types of agriculture. Another
indicator was developed for agricultural
abandonment, based on Eurostat data on
the decline of agriculture productivity
during 1989–96 and non-presence of
agricultural holdings. The results are
combined in figure 35.

One of the most important forms of land-
use pressure is urbanisation. The trend is
found in all Member States, although the
stage of urbanisation differs from one
region to another. The southern European
countries are still to some extent in the
industrialisation and urbanisation phase.
Post-industrial cities are growing in other
regions, especially in parts of Germany, the
UK, Italy and France. Urban sprawl has led
to lower urban population densities, higher
requirements for infrastructure, and the
permanent conversion of land from other
uses to built-up areas.

The proposed indicator combines variables
showing the degree of urbanisation with
variables expressing the dynamics of
economic expansion of each area. The
variables selected are percentage variation
of GDP change 1989–96 at NUTS 2 level
(from Eurostat), settlements and road
network with a grid resolution of 250x250 m
(from CORINE) and non-urban space

categorisation based on 21 landscape
categories (from Meeuws). The results are
presented in figure 36, page 114. According
to the results of the investigations,
administrative areas with high pressure are
found in Ireland, in Greece, on the west
coast of France, the east coast of Spain and
in parts of Germany and the Netherlands.
These regions generally combine high GDP
growth with well-developed infrastructure.
The presence of semi-natural areas on the
coasts, with intensive agriculture and/or
tourism, can explain the high values
observed in Greece, Spain and France.
High-pressure regions are also found in
Central European forest areas and in
regions with river outlets and estuaries,
wetlands and lakes.

The impact of land use on land quality is
also a relevant factor. One possible
indicator here is groundwater pollution. An
expert model for water abstraction and
pollution was used to assess the impact of
land use on water quality, with nitrogen
concentration in deep groundwater as the
key indicator. In some regions high
concentration may be a serious issue, with
major consequences for land-use planning.
The difference in concentration is
presented in six classes (figure 37,
page 115). Nitrogen concentration in deep
groundwater is highest in regions with
intensive agriculture, i.e. the Netherlands,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark,
Germany, and France. In other parts of
Europe these levels are very low and are
assumed not to be a threat to drinking
water quality.
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Figure 35
Land abandonment indicator

Explanatory note:

This map illustrates a combination of four variables, the first three of which were derived
from the REGIO database:

• Percentage decline of agricultural accounts for the period 1989–1996 (NUTS 2)

• Non-presence of agricultural holdings (NUTS 3)

• Percentage decline of population density for the same period (NUTS 3)

Each region was codified using the median value of each variable. We assigned the code (1)
if the evaluated value for the region was greater than the median and (0) otherwise. A region
with all values equal to 1 was considered to have a greater presence of land abandonment
characteristics and thus greater probability of decline. A buffer zone of 10 km from urban
settlements (CORINE Land Cover) was excluded from the areas.  The final indicator for each
region (NUTS 2) was evaluated as the ratio of surface area with high probability of
abandonment (outside of the buffer) divided by the total surface area of the region.

Source: GREEK National Focal Point (2000)
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Figure 36
Land-use pressure due to urbanisation and economic growth

Explanatory note:

This map illustrates a combination of two variables. The first variable represents the
percentage variation in GDP (1989–96) at NUTS 2 level (from the Eurostat REGIO database)
and assigns a unique discrete value to each NUTS 2 area (polygon). The second variable
indicates the presence (1) or absence (0) of urban surfaces and paved road surfaces using a
grid of 250 x 250 metre cells (CORINE Land Cover). The synthesis of two variables is realized
with a spatial neighbourhood potential function that evaluates for each a sum of the
weighted values of neighbouring cells. On the final map each NUTS 2 region has the ratio of
the sum of cell values included in this NUTS 2 region divided by this surface area.

Source: GREEK National Focal Point  (2000)
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Figure 37
The nitrogen concentration in deeper groundwater (in ton N per km3 /year)

RIVM

Explanatory note:

To assess the impact of land use on the quality of groundwater an expert model for water
abstraction and population (Beusen 1999) was used. The model is a one-layer GIS-based
model, which is designed to calculate the nitrogen and phosphorus concentration and load
in surface water, groundwater and coastal seas. Nitrogen at land surface is transformed into
nitrate of the groundwater underneath, which are then transported to the surface water. As
an indicator for pollution of groundwater the nitrogen concentration in deeper
groundwater was used. The load of nitrogen compounds on land surface consist of
fertiliser, manure and atmospheric deposition (diffuse) and from all human activities (point
sources), apart from agriculture, have been derived from the number of inhabitants
multiplied by an equivalent load per person, reduced for waste water treatment and
treatment efficiency.

The difference in concentration is presented in 6 classes, ranging from 0 to about 6 mg
N=
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3.2.7 Social integration

In attempting to describe social integration
and exclusion through indicators at the
European level, various theses have been
formulated on the basis of existing studies.
In a demographic context, the underlying
thesis is that population decrease and
population ageing occurs particularly in
extremely peripheral regions. Many
urban agglomerations register remarkable
population increases as the result of
migration that often is connected with
social problems.

According to traditional theories, economic
disparities should encourage high
migration from low-income to high-
income countries or regions. When
unemployment increases and the regional
unemployment levels and living standards
diverge, the internal migration pattern
shows out-migration from rural areas to
larger towns and metropolitan areas, where
the labour market is more diversified.
Immigrants are nowadays predominantly
employed in the lower segments of the
service sector.

The labour market has become increasingly
segmented regarding competence levels.
Sub-markets have their own supply and
demand situations, their own wage
structures and their own surpluses or
shortages of labour. The result of these
processes is a polarisation between as well
as within regions and cities. On the regional
level, unemployment may not be regarded
as severe as on a national level, since
migration is a more plausible alternative to
unemployment when measured at the
national level.

Social polarisation processes are not,
however, only an interegional or an urban-
rural problem. Instead, social exclusion is
perhaps even more pronounced within
regions and especially in large cities. The
heterogeneity of the labour force in
major city areas is a precondition for
economic and social transformation and
development, while at the same time it is a
hampering factor with regard to social
integration.

Long-term unemployment in particular is
one of the most severe challenges
connected with social integration or social
exclusion. Open unemployment figures can
be compared between different regions in
the EU. However, it is more difficult to
estimate hidden unemployment between

and within different areas as well as
between different groups in the labour
force, taking into consideration the
differing labour market situations and
policies in the EU Member States.

Income level is a decisive factor in
determining household living standards.
Although there has been some
development toward convergence with
regard to per capita incomes between EU
countries, there are numerous signs that
income inequalities are growing within the
countries. Poverty rates and affluence rates
– measured respectively in terms of
disposable income below 50 % or over
150 % of the national average – seem to
divide the territory of the EU into clusters.

A central ingredient in the process of social
integration and exclusion is the possibility
of earning one’s living without public
assistance. While the definition of
subsistence level differs between nations
and regions according to variations in
standard of living and other factors,
housing conditions and amenities of
dwellings reveal important information
about the standard of living. The
occupational activities of women are rising
in all European countries, causing pressure
on the family institution as the framework
for raising children and providing cultural
continuity. While strong concentrations of
working women in distinct economic
sectors and branches are visible, irregular
working periods, part-time jobs and
restricted access to higher positions are
a few other characteristics of this
employment group.

Enrolment in education and the education
levels of the population are important for
describing social integration and exclusion,
since they reveal the qualification
structure, flexibility and potentials of the
population on the labour market. In this
context the unequal distribution and
availability of colleges and universities in
the different regions and other
characteristics of the national education
system need to be taken into consideration.

The presence of social networks, the family
relations and existing informal business
relations, as well as participation in
organisations and interest groups, are
important qualitative factors for social
integration and social cohesion. Even if
socially marginalised people enjoy the
same political rights as other people, their
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participation in political and social life is
lower.

The fact that social exclusion is caused by a
number of changes in social, cultural and
economic conditions rather than by a
change in one specific variable requires a
relatively wide scope of indicators. In order
to make the project viable, the choice of
indicators will have to be done in a
pragmatic way, at least initially. Indicators
should provide an overall picture of welfare
and everyday life. However, there is a lack of
suitable and harmonised data below
the national level for European-wide
comparisons of the social situations.

Presentation of social integration indicators

The chosen indicators are mainly resource
indicators, reflecting basic features of a
region at a certain time. They could be
regarded as the long-term outcome of
social processes. Two groups of indicators
are defined. Basic indicators on
demographic structure and economic
structure serve as regional background
information. The conditions of social
integration and exclusion of specific groups
are described by specific indicators. The
latter include labour market, migrants and
refugees, education, income, housing and
living conditions, as well as social cohesion
and political resources.

Data availability for the indicators selected
makes quantitative analysis viable only in
the fields of demography, economic
structure and labour market. Quantitative
analysis at this stage of work had to be
restricted to the indicator set where
Eurostat could provide regional data. The
chosen indicators are applied to different
regional levels: the national level and
NUTS 2, together with different types of
NUTS 2 regions.

A total of fifteen maps were elaborated. Five
maps depict the demography of the EU
during the 1990s. These maps show regions
that have gained or lost population during
1990–95 as well as the relative share of
young people (0–15 years) and elderly (60+
years) of the population and changes to
both classes 1993–96. Two maps deal with
gross domestic product (1995) and its
changes (1990–95) on a regional basis.
These are two-dimensional in composition,
indicating the position of every Member
State compared to the EU as a whole, and
showing at the same time the regional

disparities within each Member State. All
these maps reflect first of all economic
trends.

Eight two-dimensional maps deal with
unemployment and activity rates.
Unemployment may result from the
economic structure of a region, its
geographic situation and business cycle
and/or may be a consequence of
restructuring processes of the economy. At
European level, the data indicate that in the
Member States the development of
unemployment is strictly related to the
business cycle. More often than not
unemployment is an indicator of social
exclusion, in the sense that the unemployed
are deprived of personal income, and
detracts from the welfare of the society as a
whole. In addition, female unemployment
is a function of tradition, the social welfare
system and the conditions for combining
professional and family obligations.

Long-term unemployment in particular
tends to lead to social exclusion. The maps
show that the share of long-term
unemployed persons in Italy and Belgium
(highest), as well as in Spain, Greece and
Ireland, are all above the European average.
In Denmark, Sweden and Luxembourg this
share is below average. In northern and
central Europe, the problem of long-term
unemployment appears principally in
lagging industrial regions with vulnerable
industrial structures and in urban regions,
while in the South it is prevalent in the
agricultural regions in which diverse job
opportunities and alternatives to farming
and tourism are lacking. During 1993–96
the number of long-term unemployed
persons rose particularly in Finland,
Germany and Portugal.

The activity rate, defined as the proportion
of economically active people of working
age, is affected by societal role models,
general values attached to employment,
retirement policy and the duration of
education. A high activity rate does not
necessarily indicate voluntary choice, but
can be a result of economic coercion. A high
activity rate can then be viewed both as an
indicator of social inclusion and also an
indicator of the opposite – as it could
interfere with the regeneration of family
and other social structures. In this respect,
the activity rate of women is especially
indicative, showing a clear culturally based
pattern.
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In the Nordic countries and the United
Kingdom, activity rate is high, while it is
dropping in central Europe and Ireland. In
Spain, Italy and Greece it is even lower
(figure 38). Within the countries we can
identify high activity rates in regions where
the service sector is very important,
especially in relation to tourism, and in
urban regions. The high activity rate in all of
the East German Länder is striking.

There is a general negative correlation
between activity rates and unemployment,
with high unemployment rates and
low activity rates in the Mediterranean

countries and vice versa for
northern Europe. Finland and the
east German Länder are striking
exceptions from this pattern, suffering
from high unemployment although
they have a comparatively high
activity  rate at the same time (see figure 38
and figure 39, page 120). A comparatively
low GDP in combination with a high
activity rate suggests that a high activity
rate is an economic necessity, e.g. in
Finland, the United Kingdom and Eastern
Germany (figure 41, page 122).
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Figure 38
Activity rate 1996

Explanatory note:

The activity rate illustrated in this map represents the labour force (employed and
unemployed persons) as a percentage of the population of working age (15–65 years) in
1996 on the NUTS 2 level. The rates are grouped in three different percentage categories
(below 50 %, 50–60 % and above 60 %). Data source: EUROSTAT database REGIO .

Social integration/exclusion depends partly on the possibility to participate on the labour
market. The lower activity rates registered in southern Europe and in some economically
weak and predominantly agricultural regions must also be seen as a result of economic
structure, unemployment and migration processes. The higher rates in northern countries
like Sweden, Denmark and Britain, as well as those in the new German Länder, are closley
related to the higher participation of women on the labour market.

Source: ÖIR, Austrian Institute for Regional Studies and Spatial Planning (2000)
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Explanatory note:

The map illustrates GDP in ECU per inhabitant in 1995 as index values on two levels. The
first level compares individual EU Member States’ average GDP/inhabitant against the
EU15 average (index EU15 = 100). The three categories (below 85, 85–115 which includes
the EU15 average, and above 115) on the horizontal axes and corresponding colours (blue,
yellow, red) indicate the average situation in each Member State. The second level is a
comparison of the values for the NUTS 2 regions within a single country. Here the three
categories (vertical axes) refer to the national average (index = 100) and deviation from the
dominant colour indicates regional disparities. Data source: EUROSTAT database REGIO.

The map clearly indicates, on the one hand, differences in GDP per inhabitant, as a possible
indicator of social integration/exclusion, between the northern (Finland, the Netherlands,
Sweden, etc.) and the southern countries (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece). On the other hand,
it is evident that even if we exclude the various national conditions (economy structure,
infrastructure, infrastructure, social situation, etc.) of the EU Member States by refering to
national averages, there are pronounced regional disparities on the NUTS 2 level. Higher
GDPs are found primarily in urban and/or economically strong regions such as Ile-de-
France, Berlin, London, Madrid, Uusimaa, etc.
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Figure 39
GDP per inhabitant 1995

Source: ÖIR, Austrian Institute for Regional Studies and Spatial Planning (2000)
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Figure 40
Unemployment rate 1996

Explanatory note:

The 1996 unemployment rate illustrated in this map represents the (estimated) number of
unemployed as a percentage of the working population (labour force) on two levels. The
first level compares the 15 EU Member States along three categories (horizontal axes), with
the EU15 average value of 10.9 % is included in the center category and the corresponding
category colours (blue, yellow, red) indicate the situation in individual Member States. The
second level is the comparison of the values for the NUTS 2 regions within individual
countries. Here the three categories (vertical axes) refer to the national average and
deviation from the dominant colour indicates regional disparities (higher or lower
unemployment rates). Data source: EUROSTAT database REGIO.

At EU level the date indicate that the development of unemployment in Member States is
closely related to the business cycle. In Austria, the Netherlands, Denmark and Portugal the
level of unemployment in 1996 was substantially below the EU15 average, while in Finland,
Ireland, Italy and France the rates were higher than the EU average. Within individual
countries predominantly agricultural regions or regions with older and monoindustrial
areas have higher unemployment rates. A clear difference is also evident between new and
old German Länder.

Source: ÖIR, Austrian Institute for Regional Studies and Spatial Planning (2000)
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Figure 41
Activity rate for women 1996
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Explanatory note:

The 1996 activity rate for women, i.e. the female labour force as a percentage of the female
working-age population (15–65 years), is shown on two different levels. One is a
classification of the 15 EU Member States into three categories (horizontal axes), where the
EU15 average value of 45.3 % is included in the central category (yellow) and the other
colours (blue = lower, red = higher) indicate the situation in individual countries. The other
level compares values for NUTS 2 regions within the countries. Here the central of the three
categories (vertical axes) represents regions corresponding to the national average, while
deviation from the dominant colour (a lighter or darker shade) shows regional disparities
within the country. Data source: EUROSTAT database REGIO.

The social integration/exclusion of women is to some extent a result of their labour market
participation, which in turn is affected by general unemployment, societal role models,
general values attached to employment, retirement policy, educational level, etc. A look at
the European regions, on the one hand, shows a clear north-south disparity (high activity
rates of women in Finland, Denmark and Great Britain as compared to low rates in Spain,
Italy and Greece). On the other hand, within the countries themselves we can identifiy high
activity rates in regions where the service sector is of high importance, expecially in relation
to tourism (e.g. coastal regions) and in urban regions. The overall high female activity rates
in all east German Länder is also striking.

Source: ÖIR, Austrian Institute for Regional Studies and Spatial Planning (2000)
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3.2.8  Synthetic experiment

Experiments with quantitative data analysis
were aimed at testing various analyses of
interactions between the seven indicators.
A data file was set up, consisting of up to
eight indicators per working group. Bi- and
multivariate correlation analyses,
comparisons of means, factor and cluster
analyses and regression analyses were
conducted. A cluster analysis yielded a
picture of the European Union made up of
eight groups of regions: the metropolitan
regions of the centre are clearly
distinguished, as are the western
Mediterranean, the Nordic countries,
peripheral southern Europe, the new
German Länder, central non-rural regions,
rural central/north-western Europe and
northern France/southern UK. Further-
more, a factor analysis identified seven
spatial dimensions: centrality (accom-
panied by environmental threats),
traditionality (where economic and social
structure are concerned), economic
strength and urbanity, exclusion (here: from
labour market), intensive agriculture, lack
of nature protection and population change.

In order to investigate interrelationships
between the findings of different working
groups, pairs of indicators were selected
and their relationships explored by
identifying general correlations. This is a
first step towards constructing an
integrated picture of the seven criteria for
spatial differentiation set out in the ESDP.
The work has shown promising results, but
needs further development before general
conclusions can be drawn. A number of
interesting results are highlighted here,
others can be examined in more detail in
the final report of the working group.

Accessibility and emissions

A clear correlation exists between
accessibility (air, road) and emissions, its
strength differing with the mode of
transport chosen. Good accessibility is
often achieved at the expense of the
environment, while peripheral locations
enjoy less air pollution.

There are, however, exceptions to this
general rule. On the one hand, limited
accessibility can be accompanied by high
emissions, as is evident in some peripheral
industrial regions. On the other hand, there
are regions that, in spite of their favourable
position in terms of connection to
transport networks, are not characterised
by above-average air pollution. Examples of
such are several large cities at the fringe of

the EU core region that have a major airport
e.g. Hamburg or Noord-Holland.

Accessibility and economy
Regions that are highly accessible by road
tend to be more productive and have a
higher GDP per employee than others.
However, there are two different GDP
indicators, GDP per employee – measuring
productivity – and GDP per capita –
measuring wealth. Depending on the
context, these two may yield different, even
contradicting effects. Due to the
phenomenon of commuting and its
increasing significance, locations of work
(the basis for GDP per employee) and
residence (the basis for GDP per capita) are
not always identical. As the bases for the
productivity GDP and the wealth GDP, are
different they cannot easily be compared
one-to-one. Brussels – followed by
Hamburg – stands out as the EU region with
by far the highest GDP per employee and
also one of the best values for accessibility
by road. Finally, it should be mentioned
that highly accessible regions do not seem
to be particularly wealthy in terms of a
higher GDP per capita.

The regions enjoying high accessibility
have a significantly lower share of
employment in agriculture than do less
accessible regions. As they are
characterised by urban agglomerations
where employment in agriculture has a
minor role, this relationship is not
surprising. None of the regions with a
substantially high rate of employment in
agriculture has a high accessibility by air.

Accessibility and unemployment
Investigating the relationship between
accessibility and integration into the labour
market revels that regions which are highly
accessible by road have a comparatively
low unemployment rate. On the other
hand, this does not imply that peripheral
regions always have a high unemployment
rate. In fact, the variation here is great: in
some peripheral areas the rate goes up to
30 %  or even more, while in others it is very
low. Kriti and Centro are  regions with very
poor accessibility and a very low
unemployment rate at the same time.

GDP and female activity
As a general trend, regions with modern
economic structures and higher than
average productivity (in terms of GDP per
employee) show a relatively low degree of
female contribution to the primary labour
market (as evidenced by the female activity
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rate) or, vice versa, in regions with low
productivity, the opportunities for the
participation of women in the labour
market are greater than in more
advanced regions. Despite the strength of
this interrelation, there are some
service-oriented metropolitan regions
contradicting this tendency. Hamburg, Ile
de France and Greater London are highly
productive regions which nonetheless have
a female activity rate well above average.

Economic development as a threat to
cultural assets: the example of tourism

The implications of tourism are ambiguous.
On the one hand, tourism can promote
appreciation for and protection of cultural
sites. Its effects on the regional labour
market can be very stimulating and
positive, resulting e.g. in an expansion of
the regional service sector. The negative
correlation between tourism and long-term
exclusion from the labour market can be
interpreted as an affirmation of this
relationship: the more tourism a region is
exposed to the less long-term unemployed
it has. There are regions where other causal
factors are more significant, like several
Swedish and Finnish regions, with only
little pressure due to tourism and yet an
extremely low long-term unemployment.

On the other hand, tourism can pose a
serious threat to cultural landscapes.
Regions with high tourist pressure may
suffer from dissection due to transport
networks, extensive use of landscapes,
displacement of wild life, loss of biodiver-
sity, to name but a few of potential hazards.

R&D and agriculture

That R&D activities are concentrated in
urban areas is clear from the negative
correlation between a region’s share of
agricultural areas and its employment in
R&D. Although in the past a remarkable
number of institutions in less favoured
regions have been funded by the EU, the
regional distribution of funds has been
reflecting the geographical distri-bution of
top research and technology institutions,
which are concentrated in highly developed
urban regions with strong economies.

Specific thematic areas of the Fifth
Framework Programme under which, for
example, telematics projects in remote
areas are funded, are already aimed at
opening up the spatial dimension. Looking
at the spatial distribution of the indicators,
several regions seem to have accomplished
the structural change they have been

confronted with. Oberbayern – including
Munich – and Braunschweig serve as only
two examples. Both regions have a share of
agricultural areas over 40 % while at the
same time they belong to the five regions in
the EU that score highest in share of
employment in R&D.

Multivariate models

The investigations above were
complemented by multiple regression
analyses. For each criterion a synthetic
indicator was computed (the mean of z-
values of all indicators per working group),
which was then used as a dependent
variable. The presentation of the results at
this stage is restricted to models for the
synthetic indicators economic strength and
social integration.

The synthetic indicators for economic
strength consist of five classical economic
indicators: GDP per employee, measuring
output and productivity, GDP per capita,
measuring wealth, share of employment in
agriculture and share of employment in
R&D, as indicators of sectoral structure and
future orientation respectively, and, lastly,
the unemployment rate as an indication of
exclusion from the labour market.

The model for economic strength is
comprised of these five variables and
explains almost 60 % of the variance, i.e. the
regional variation in economic strength. It
reveals that high accessibility by road and
air, a low rate of long-term unemployment,
a stable population and an urban context
have positive effects on economic strength.
According to this model accessibility by
road alone has two to three times the
explanatory strength of the other variables.

Social integration is made up of three
labour market indicators: unemployment,
long-term unemployment and female
activity. As the situation on the labour
market influences many other spheres,
these indicators not only quantify access to
the labour market but also convey
information on financial and social living
conditions as well as the participation and
integration of women. The interesting
feature identified in these models  is that
the correlation between GDP per capita
chosen by the working group as an
indicator for wealth and social integration
is positive, while the correlation with GDP
per employee is negative, indicating that
economic productivity does not per se lead
to an increasing integration of the general
population into the active labour market.
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Figure 42
Synthetic indicator for the criterion “economic strength“

Explanatory note:

The map represents a synthetic indicator for the criterion “economic strength“ comprised of
the classic economic indicators GDP (PPS) per employee for 1993–95 (EU = 100), measuring
output and productivity; GDP (PPS) per capita for 1993–95 (EU = 100), measuring wealth;
share of employment in agriculture 1997; and share of employment in R&D 1995. The final
indicator was the unemployment rate, indicating exclusion from the labour market.

All variables were brought into the same direction (high value = positive impact) and
standardised by means of a z-transformation. The mean of the z-values of all variables
represents the synthetic indicator.

© BBR 2000
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Figure 43
Synthetic indicator for the criterion “social integration“

Explanatory note:

The map represents a synthetic indicator for the criterion “social integration“ comprised of
three labour market indicators: unemployment 1996 (in %), long-term unemployment 1996
(in %) and female activity 1996 (in %). As the situation on the labour market has a strong
impact on other spheres of life, these indicators not only quantifiy access to the labour
market but also convey information on financial and social conditions.

All variables were brought into the same direction (high value = positive impact) and
standardised by means of a z-transformation. The mean of the z-values of all variables
represents the synthetic indicator.

© BBR 2000
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In recent years, numerous analyses and
symbolic representations of the European
territory have been created, using very
different methods and techniques. Very
often, they have served as powerful tools for
both visualising policy aims and shaping
attitudes. Some of these images were
powerful enough to provide a symbolic
representation of the fundamental
theoretical paradigms behind spatial
development policies (e.g. Keeble’s ”Centre
and periphery”, Reclus’ ”Blue Banana”,
highlighting new axes of development, the
CEDRE ”Road traffic”, showing the
networked structure of Europe, etc.).

Within SPESP, a collection of possible
visualisations was therefore produced, with
the aim of developing alternative graphic
images based on ESDP policy aims.

Visions of cores, axes and networks

The first, and probably the best known, was
the image produced by Keeble in late
seventies, visualising the so-called ”Centre
and periphery” development paradigm.
Keeble’s maps represented the level of
economic integration of each country,
calculated simply in terms of geographical
distance from other countries and relative
trade. Once an image provides the
visualisation needed to depict a dominant
paradigm, it becomes kind of policy icon.
Before and after Keeble’s famous map,
other attempts were made to develop
indicators of the ”Centre and periphery”
paradigm, and produce images to visualise
them. Many of these studies identified the
so-called ”European centre and
peripheries” and produced taxonomies of
regions in relation to their development
conditions. This particular area is in fact a
field with a long history of spatial policy
illustration and was one of the major topics
during the period 1970–1980.

A closer look at spatial patterns led to
deeper understanding during the period
1980–1990. It highlighted the fact that areas
with the same geographical position and
equivalent social capital endowment can
have different development levels.

Studies in line with Europe 2000 and
Europe 2000+ have increase and broadened
understanding of development patterns
and emphasied both more prospective and

4 Spatial images

4.1 Visualising European spatial policy

The core-periphery vision (1980s)
(Keeble)

Axes of development vision
(early 1990s) (Reclus)

Network vision (early 1990s) (Turro)
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policy-orientated aims. Several of these
studies came up with mind-catching
illustrations.

Another richly illustrated spatial policy
area opened up along with further
developments towards a networked
geography for Europe, featuring concepts
such as polycentrism and rubanisation.
Here, the emphasis lies with the distance to
networks and the utility they provide.
Policy-orientated spatial illustrations of
networking, including forms of poly-
centricity, have been elaborated both at
national and European level, but the tropic
of urban-rural partnership is still a scantily
illustrated policy field.

All these European and national
experiences can be drawn on in elaborating
the ESDP. However, the progress of the
ESDP document from its first official draft
to the final document has also revealed that
we lack sufficient knowledge and
experience in illustrating European spatial
policy. Innumerable discussions, and

4.2 Cartography and infography – two alternative
visualisation approaches

finally the evolution from maps and from
cartographics to infographics in the ESDP
document (compare the Noordwijk and
Potsdam documents), have shown that
further efforts for illustrating European
spatial policy as presented in the ESDP are
needed.

The power of spatial images

Visual representations, because of their
communication efficacy/communicative
power, have often drawn controversial
reactions from readers. Controversy,
however, is an understandable and even
intrinsic reaction to the complexity of
European spatial development policies. Far
from being the result of a natural generative
process, the current European spatial
development pattern has been strongly
guided by national territorial policies, often
modifying local natural conditions and
usually plagued by internal contradictions
(as shown by the analysis of the so-called
”natural frontiers” policy, which has
resulted in the construction of transport
infrastructures giving ”structure” to each
own national territory, and in the
hierarchical organisation of administrative
capitals covering national territories). Any
successful attempt to visualise European
spatial policies has to understand the
territorial dimension of conflicting issues
and then address them (and in so doing run
the risk of being rejected) or somehow
avoid them (and, in such case, take the risk
of superficially treating or oversimplifying
questions).

National Example (Denmark)

Because of high national sensitivity
towards how ”territorial policies” are
communicated at European level, images,
and more specifically precise, cartographic
representation of policies, demand special
care and caution. For this reason, work on
”Infography” was carried out as a special
part of the Study Programme on European
Spatial Planning, and aimed at exploring
alternative new methods of visualising
spatial policies which could make progress
towards a better understanding of the
overall communication problem.

The specific work mandate was to produce
a ”Collection of visualisations of European
spatial policy using new alternative

methods to represent the policy aims of
ESDP”. Experts from nine European
countries each developed her or his own
original method and presented a proposal.
A working process based on ”learning by
doing” (presentation and joint discussion
of evolutionary prototypes) fostered cross-
fertilisation and induced spontaneous
harmonisation. The goal was not to
produce one single proposal, but to
compile a number of good alternatives. The
focus was not simply on exploring
innovative communication technologies,
but proposing specific graphic images
based on ESDP policy aims. The
cartographic images should illustrate the
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corresponding political text in the ESDP
document, based on a conceptual
understanding of the ESDP spatial and
policy framework. The images to be
developed were to contribute to explaining
ESDP policy in a user-friendly manner.
Ideally, the illustrations should be self-
explanatory.

The Collection contains an extremely rich
variety of methods and images, as well as a
better understanding of the overall
problem: how policies can be
communicated effectively, and honestly, to
people.

To avoid confusion in relation to both
cartographic rationality and infographic
creativity, it can be helpful to clarify the
difference between them. Briefly,
cartography aims at providing an objective
representation of reality (in the form of
maps based on data), while infography
aims and giving a meaningful
representation of aims as interpreted by
human imagination (in the form of images).
Infographics is thus a wider concept, since
this may involve cartographic inputs and
processes but then takes them one step
further.

Cartography, as a rational and objective
representation of reality, follows a
scientifically oriented methodology. As in
any science, the method is more important
than the final outputs, since they are always
provisory (a scientific answer can be
rejected if wrong, but there is no way to
ensure its permanent acceptance).
Cartography can be meaningful or

misleading depending on the consistency
of the data used as input and the process
applied to transform it into a particular
map. In any case, maps always provide a
partial view (any scientific answer is never
complete, but provokes new questions).
Transparency of data and its manipulation
is required to make the overall method
objective, and ensure that others can
duplicate it and achieve exactly the same
output.

Infography may use cartographic products
and methods as inputs, but is less restricted
by strict scientific rules. Its creative
methods follow an artistically oriented
procedure. While scientific methods always
start with a pre-determined question (and
usually provide partial answers which will
lead to further questions), artistic methods
start by seeking a solution to a question
which is not clear or may be simply
unknown. Creative methods invent
symbols (not unlike an alphabet) and rules
to operate with the symbols (a sort of
grammar). They do not discover these
symbols on their way towards the ”truth”
via a systematic searching process - they
invent them based on analogy or pure
imagination. Creative methods are
meaningful when they are efficient at
communicating, suggesting and evoking in
the minds of the majority of viewers the
desired information. And while creative
methods are effective in communicating
feelings and emotions they may be risky for
communicating concepts or ideas which
should be very specific.

4.3 Infographics in European spatial policies

The examples of infographics in European
spatial planning policies show that two
major approaches must be considered
when producing images to communicate
spatial development policies and present
aims and options:

Rational approaches, which follow strictly
systematic methods to develop ”policy-
oriented” maps starting from cartography
produced by GIS software tools.  Creative
methods, which produce images based on
symbolic languages, selected from the
themes emphasised in spatial planning
studies. Policy actions directly linked to
policy aims, such as ”strengthening”,
”promoting” or ”protecting”, can be
integrated into the same images.

Icons

Symbolic
languageMaps/GIS

Abstraction
Communication

Readable context and trends
Complexity

Common language

Representing European
spatial policies
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4.4 Examples of visualising European spatial policies

Along the continuum stretching from strict
rational methods to creative methods, a
variety of in-between approaches have
been developed. In fact, the purely
scientific methods presented in the
Collection involved an implicit process of
translating conventional scientific
languages (in this case, cartographic rules)
into a ”policy-oriented” language, and the
purely creative methods attempted to
follow the opposite direction. Therefore,
none of them can really be labelled as
”pure”.

The first explicit ”in-between” approach
presented in the Collection proposes the
superimposition of policy symbols onto a
cartography of spatial patterns and trends.
This approach clearly suggests to readers
that policies are ”created” (like the symbols
representing them) to solve real spatial
challenges, after these were objectively
defined so that they could be mapped with
scientific cartographic methods. The
unavoidable distinction, or even gap,
between policies and problems (together
with the fact that policies never emerge
”only” from scientific knowledge) becomes
apparent.

Other approaches consisted in rationalising
creative inputs or vice versa. In one
proposal (see Italy), virtual landscapes were
created by superimposing the three layers
constituting today’s built environments:
physical features, such as mountains;
communication networks, including
transport and telecommunications; and
building structures, especially in urbanised
areas. Each layer was represented

Urban-rural partnership

Italy

Since scientific methods have the
advantage of providing objective
visualisation of real problems and
opportunities, as well as future trends, they
can be used as a cartographic basis. And as
creative methods have advantages in
representing abstract aims and actions, and
thus in imagining desired futures, they can
be used to invent the symbolic languages
expressing policies.

according to its intrinsic spatial attributes
(physical elements as realistic 3D images,
networks as links and nodes, urban
structures as grids). Selected fragments of
the landscape were then chosen as
representations of policies. In other
proposals, the procedure was similar, but
the virtual landscapes were created by re-
designing maps produced by GIS.

Any representation method presented in
the Collection involves a combination of
both rational and creative aspects.
Somehow, the policies invented and the
problems and trends discovered were
merged. The paths of each alternative

ESDP policy option 3
Promoting integrated spatial development

strategies for city clusters . . .

Germany

Denmark

Belgium

Urban-rural partnership
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method may have started from very
different beginnings, but the final
proposals all show the same paradox, the
one that never can be solved: there is a gap
between policies and problems, between
imagination and reality. Emerging from this
unsolvable paradox is a tension.

Clever images are often embedded into
metaphor or represented by metonymy
(taking the part as the whole). In the case of
spatial policies, images and maps always
have this tension. As a reasonable goal, we
can attempt to understand or perhaps even
control, the fundamental tension in any
image, and help readers to realise it.

In this chapter just a very small variety of
the collection of infographics in European
spatial policy could be presented. The CD-
ROM containing the complete set of
infographics elaborated during the Study
Programme as well as presentations of
the methodological approaches of each
”author” is available.* Altogether, this
might represent the first letters of a new
alphabet.

Rural-urban partnership

Spain

UK

France

Finland

Polycentric settlement structure

The Netherlands

* The CD-ROM is included in
this publication.
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Further examples on visualising

ESDP policy aims:

Polycentric spatial development

Urban-rural partnership

Dynamic, attractive and  competitive cities and regions

Indigenous development

Efficient and sustainable use of infrastructure

Natural and cultural heritage as development assets

Water resource management

Creative management of cultural landscapes

Parity of access infrastructure and knowledge

Basis for better accessibility

Diffusion of innovation and knowledge

The aim of the infographics work was to develop
alternative methods for producing images
visualising ESDP policy aims and options.
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Lars Olof Persson

Annex 5: Proposal for definition: European Functional Urban Area (EFUA)
Christian Matthiessen

Annex 6: EU-Polis, contribution to typologies of cities and rural-urban partnership
Sergio Conti and Carlo Salone (et alii)

Annex 7: Urban poles (see also annex 6)
Sergio Conti and Carlo Salone (et alii)

Annex 8: A Regional typology of rural-urban patterns
Denise Pumain, Hélèn Mathian and Céline Rozenblat

Annex 9: Rural area typology in Finland – marginality within rural areas
Pentti Malinen

Annex 10: Types of urban-rural regional settings – German proposal
Andreas Strade and Karl Peter Schön

Annex 11: A Typology of rural areas in Europe
R. Camagni

Italian urban system – additional report:
Sergio Conti, Carlo Salone, Piero Bonavero, Sabrina Cavallo, Paola Guerreschi and
Alberto Vanolo

Selected issues of relevance for a partnership on rural and urban development

Final report – selected issues of relevance for a partnership on rural and urban development
Centre for Geographical Studies (CEG) – University of Lisbon,
CIEU Centre Interdisciplinaire d’Etudes Urbaines, RPD – The National Spatial
Planning Agency, TNO Inro, Instituto de Recursos Naturales y Ordenacion del
Territorio (INDUROT), Universidad de Oviedo, Department for National Technical
Services of the Presidence of the Council of Ministers and TAURUS, Institute at the
University of Trier

Sub-theme analysis (not published on the website):

Settlement structure and accessibility to infrastructure
CIEU, France
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Diversification of the economy in a wider rural-urban context
CEG, Portugal

Territorial impacts of agricultural structural change
RPD/TNO Inro, the Netherlands

Natural heritage: conservation and development
INDUROT, Spain

Cultural heritage: culture in economic development strategies
DSTN/ P.Council Ministers, Italy

Local administration: prospect for co-operation between rural and urban authorities
TAURUS, at the University of Trier, Luxembourg

Case studies on urban-rural partnerships (not published on the website):

The sub-regional platform “Meetjesland”
Etienne Van Hecke and K.U. Leuven

River agreement “Haute Meuse”
Th. Hanquet and Ph. De Boe

Common recommendations for spatial planning of the coastal zone in the Baltic Sea Region
Niels Boje Groth

Telecommunication in urban/rural partnerships – a case study from the island of Bornholm
Ib Jørgensen

Regional centre in the middle of nowhere: the case of Joensuu, Finland
Timo Hirvonen and Heikk Eskelinen

Helsinki Region
Tytti Viinikainen, Kaisa Schmidt-Thomé

Natural heritage: between conservation and development. The regional nature reserve of the
Haut-Languedoc – development of a charter for its preservation and the highlighting of its
heritage

French National Focal Point

Cultural heritage: culture as part of the strategy for economic development: jazz in Marciac
French National Focal Point

Local government: The Loudéac-Mené area
French National Focal Point

Diversification of the economic base in a wider urban – rural context: the “ Mecanic Valley ”
experience, a “ Système Productif Localisé ”

French National Focal Point

Diversifying the economy using new techniques in communications and information: the
example of Parthenay as a “ digital town ”

Frenche National Focal Point

The structure of housing and the accessibility of the infrastructure: the SICOVAL on the
outskirts of Toulouse: an example of urban/rural discussions in the field of suburban
housing

Frenche National Focal Point

Examples of innovative co-operation projects between rural and urban areas within the
region of Lake Constance/Upper Swabia

Stefan Köhler

Mecklenburg Lakes Region
Peter Dehne

The Stuttgart Region – a  case study
J. Wurmthaler and M. Meister

Case study of the region “Südraum Leipzig”
Hartmut Usbeck
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The Region of Thessaly
Dimitri Economou

Southern and eastern Region
Irish National Focal Point

Border, Midlands and western Region
Irish National Focal Point

Milan metropolitan area
Roberto Camagni, Roberta Capello, Guido Porro

Cremona province
Flavio Boscacci, Elisabetta Arcaini

The jubilee itineraries
Roberto Camagni, Roberta Capello, Guido Porro

The occitan space
Sergio Conti and Carlo Salone

Parc Naturel de la Haute-Sûre
Klaus Sauerborn and Marion Klemme

Raia Central – Region
Teresa Alves, Iva Pires, Eduarda Marques da Costa, Luís Moreno, Catarina Ramos,
Ana Ramos Pereira, Mário Vale, Margarida Queirós, Eduardo Brito Henriques and
José Rafael Sirgado

Calviá municiplity
J. Mora

Ocaña rural district
Antonio Serrano Rodriguez

Somiedo natural park
J. Marquin

The county of Jämtland
Fredrik Legeby and Carl-Johan Engström

The Stockholm-Mälar Region
Fredrik Legeby and Carl-Johan Engström

Tidaholm municipality
Fredrik Legeby and Carl-Johan Engström

Case study Groningen
H.J.J. Kroon

Case study South Holland
H.J.J. Kroon

Bristol and South Wales
D. Stead and S. Davoudi

Cambridgeshire, Leicestershire and Northamptonshire
D. Stead and S. Davoudi

Central Scotland
M. Steele and R.H. Williams

London and Reading
S. Davoudi and D .Stead

West of Northern Ireland
R.H. Williams and M. Steele
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Possible fields of policy implementation and rural urban relationships matrix
for the use of policy  messages

Possible fields of policy implementation and rural urban partnership – summary report
Richard H Williams, Jean-Louise Coll, Angela Churie, André Müller,
Hans ten Velden, Thiemo Eser, Klaus Sauerborn and Jorge Gaspar

Possible fields of policy implementation and rural urban partnership – matrix for the use
of policy messages

Angela Churie and André Müller

Criteria for spatial  differentiation

Concerted action on criteria for spatial differentiation

Synthetic analysis of selected indicators for the spatial differentiation of the EU territory –
final report

Andrea Weber, Andreas Strade and Karl Peter Schön

Geographical position

Part I: Geographical position – final report
Michael Wegener, Heikki Eskelinen, Franz Fürst, Carsten Schürmann and
Klaus Spiekermann.

Part II: Geographical position – final report
Philippe Mathis

Economic strength

Economic strength – main report
Thiemo W. Eser, Lutz Benson, Hazel Craigie Jim Walsh, Michael Bannon
and Gavin Daly

Social integration

Indicators for social integration & exclusion – final report
Göran Cars, Mats Johansson, Ola Nygren and Friedrich Schindegger

Spatial integration

Spatial integration
Th. Hanquet, D. Robert, De Boe, C. Grasland and A. Healy

Land-use pressure

Land-use pressure Indicators – background report
P. Getimis, N. Spanidis, G.J. van den Born and H.J.J. Kroon

Natural assets

Environmental indicators – final report
Jorge Marquínez, Arturo Colina, Pilar García, Rosana Menéndez, Niels Boje Groth,
Miguel Ángel Álvarez and Tomás Lobo

Cultural assets

Criteria for the spatial differentiation of the EU territory, final report
A. Anzuini, W. Strubelt, H. Job, J. Van Der Borg, A. Lisi, N. Lugeri, G. Stiens,
D. Cecchin, A. Russo, D. Metzler and S. Weizenegger

Infographic collection

Infographic collection
Alessandro Aurigi, José Luis Calvo, Michel Chenais, Ode Guissard,
Paul van Hemert, Maria Ioannill, Ugo Schiavoni, Hans Skov-Petersen,
Volker Schmidt-Seiwert, Kari Oinonen and Andreu Ulied




